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(ii)

MINUTES OF THE ORDINARY MEETING OF THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE HELD AT THE
COUNCIL’S ADMINISTRATION/CIVIC CENTRE, 1 BOLD PARK DRIVE, FLOREAT ON
TUESDAY, 22 JUNE 2021.
1.

OPENING
The Presiding Member, Mayor Keri Shannon, declared the meeting open at 6:09 pm,
advising that the meeting is being recorded, and that the recording would be placed on the
Town’s website. The following statement was then read by the Presiding Member, Mayor
Keri Shannon:
“I would like to acknowledge the past and present traditional owners and custodians of the
land on which this meeting is being held.”

2.

ATTENDANCE
Present:
Mayor:

Keri Shannon (Presiding Member)

Councillors:

Kate Barlow
Rod Bradley
Ian Everett
Robert Fredericks
Kate McKerracher (Deputy Mayor)
Gary Mack
Andres Timmermanis

Officers:

John Giorgi, JP, Chief Executive Officer
Kelton Hincks, Director Infrastructure and Works
Brett Cammell, Director Planning and Community Services
Roy Ruitenga, Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services
Denise Ribbands, Senior Governance Officer
Jane Carrott, Governance Administration Officer

Members of the Public:
Approx 85 persons
Media:
1 Person
Apologies:
Cr Haddon-Casey as she was unwell.
Leave of Absence:
Nil
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3.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

The record of Public Question Time is a summary of the questions and answers provided
at the Council meeting in accordance with Regulation 11(e) of the Local Government
(Administration) Regulations 1996.
The Presiding Member, Mayor Keri Shannon, advised that with regard to Public Questions Time,
in accordance with Council Policy No: 031 – ‘Council Meetings – Managing Public Question Time’,
if a person who has submitted a question prior to the meeting is not present at the meeting, then
the question will be treated as correspondence, and the questions and the Town’s response will
not be read out at tonight’s meeting. However, a response will be sent and included in the next
month’s Council Minutes. The questions are available in the Chamber if anyone in the Public
Gallery, or any of the elected Members wish to read the questions.
QUESTIONS SUBMITTED TO 22 JUNE 2021 COUNCIL MEETING
Written Questions Submitted by Persons not Present at the Meeting
Questions which have been received prior to tonight's meeting are from:
1.
Graham Hornel, 91 Empire Avenue, City Beach
2.
Teresa McCarthy, 26B Marlow Street. Wembley
.
The Presiding Member, Mayor Keri Shannon, advised that as the above persons were not present
at the Council Meeting, in accordance with Council Policy No: 031 -‘Council Meetings – Managing
Public Question Time’, the questions would be treated as correspondence. A response will be
sent by the Town’s Administration, and this would be included in the Minutes. The letters of
response to Public Question Time are to be included in the Information Bulletin.
Written Questions Submitted by Persons Present at the Meeting
Andrew Bath, 113 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
In the context of any application by or on behalf Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to change
the current reservation of Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont from Parks and Recreation
on Local Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning given that:
1.
2.

3.
4.

The Administration has recently completed a comprehensive and detailed review of the Local
Planning Scheme which has been adopted by councillors and submitted to the Western
Australian Planning Commission for endorsement.
Christ Church Grammar School elected not to engage in, or seek the rezoning of Lot 2 in the
process of the development of the new Local Planning Scheme, even though the school had
approached the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries in October
2017 in respect of the Brockway site, which site was integral and part of its wider plan to
seek the rezoning of Lot 2.
Instead of engaging with the Town and the local community, Element on behalf of the Christ
Church Grammar School chose to bypass the Town and the community and to instead
engage directly with the Commission.
At its Western Australian Planning Commission meeting on 27 October 2020 to consider the
Town of Cambridge’s draft Local Planning Scheme the Commission rejected the application
on behalf of Christ Church Grammar School to rezone Lot 2 as Residential under the
proposed Local Planning Scheme and in so doing said that it was necessary for the Town to
holistically consider the rezoning request in the context of any impact on the broader open
space and proposed residential outcomes within the Town.
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Councillors are asked to seek advice from the Administration whether were councillors to consider
any application for rezoning of Lot 2 so soon after the process recently engaged in and resulting
in a new Local Planning Scheme awaiting approval from the Western Planning Commission that:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Will or may be contrary to proper and orderly planning;
Will or risks resulting in a poor or less than optimal outcome, having regard to the significance
of Lot 2 to the locality.
Any application for proposed rezoning of the Lot is more appropriately considered in the
context of the next review of the Local Planning Scheme.

Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
The Town has not received a formal request to amend the Local Planning Scheme at this stage.
Upon receiving a request a report will be prepared which will consider the matters presented in
that question and presented to Council for further consideration.
Question 2
Will Councillors require that advice to be completed by the Administration, and considered by
Councillors before Councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to change the reservation
of Lot 2 under the Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
Yes, this information and advice will be presented in the report to Council, also note there is a
confidential item on the Agenda for this evening’s meeting which has been prepared to provide
background information to Council on the expected proposal and to establish next steps to be
undertaken by the Town.
Simon Ness, 9 McLemans Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
Will Councillors seek advice from the Administration whether any application on behalf of the
landowner of Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont, Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to
change the current reservation of the Lot from Parks and Recreation on Local Planning Scheme 1
to Residential zoning, would:
(a)

Contradict any comments made by the Western Planning Commission, including comments
made in respect of an application to the Commission in 2020 whereby the Lot owner sought
to change the zoning of the Lot from a reservation for Parks and Recreation to Residential
zoning for the purposes of the Proposed Local Planning Scheme submitted by the Town for
approval by the Commission; and

(b)

Contradict any previous or similar decisions, with a focus on precedence, the precautionary
principle and consistent decision making, including the potential effect on other land in private
ownership and reserved for Parks and Recreation.

Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
Again, just to reiterate we have not received a a formal request to amend the Scheme at this stage,
however, any decision on the initation of the Scheme amendment will be consider at future Council
meetings where these matters outlined along with other planning matters will be presented.
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Question 2
Will Councillors seek that advice from the Administration prior to, and considered it before,
councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to change the reservation of Lot 2 under the
Local Planning Scheme from a reservation for Parks and Recreation to Residential zoning?
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
Confidential Item 14.4 on the Agenda has been prepared to to provide background information to
Council on the expected proposal and to establish next steps to be undertaken by the Town.
Mark Solomons, 11 McLemans Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
Are councillors aware that the minutes relating to the City of Perth dated August 1958 provide that
Christ Church Grammar School applied to purchase Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont,
for the community purpose of providing playing fields for use by its pupils and for the establishment,
at a later date, of a preparatory school, with the reports of the Town Clerk and City Engineer stating
that "the Council agrees to the sale to CCGS for the erection of school buildings and the provision
of recreational facilities." These minutes make clear that the intent when selling the Lot to CCGS
was that it be used for playing fields and potentially as a preparatory school site – but never for
future residential development.
Since the playing fields were established some 60 years ago, both the local and wider community
have enjoyed unfettered access to the grounds. Indeed, on a daily basis well over 200 people
(excluding CCGS and other school students) visit the Land for recreational purposes. The Lot is
not fenced to exclude the public and community access is never denied. Further, members of the
local community actually care for the grounds, treating them with respect (including voluntarily
picking up litter, school bags/clothes left after training and sporting events, and so on) and keeping
a vigilant eye out for any anti-social behaviour.
In light of the above, in the context of any application by or on behalf of Christ Church Grammar
School (Inc) to change the current reservation of the Lot from Parks and Recreation on Local
Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning, will Councillors require the Administration to:
(a)

Undertake a historical and archival investigation as to the intent and purpose of the sale of
the Lot to Christ Church Grammar School;

(b)

Undertake an investigation as to the continuing relevance of the original intent and purpose
of the sale of the Lot to Christ Church Grammar School.

Response provided by the Presiding Member
We have asked obviously for as much information as we can get in relation to this and the Council
has actually made the request to go back and look at archives and things like that.
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
Historical investigation as to the intent and purpose of the sale of the Lot are ongoing. These
include investigations into the continuing relevance of the intent and purpose of the sale. These
background matters are included in Item 14.4 on this Agenda and will be considered during that
debate.
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Question 2
Will Councillors require those investigations to be conducted by the Administration prior to and
considered by Councillors before Councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to the
current reservation of Lot 2 under Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by the Presiding Member
We have asked for those investigations to be undertaken.
Paul De Lestang, 2 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
Will Councillors seek advice from the Administration as whether any application on behalf of the
landowner of Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont, Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to
change the current reservation of Lot 2 from Parks and Recreation on Local Planning Scheme 1
to Residential zoning, would be contrary to the principles of comprehensive and coordinated
planning, whether the applicant effectively seeks an amendment to spot rezone the Lot, and
whether that rezoning would increase fragmented development and be contrary to the principles
of proper and orderly planning?
Response provided by the Presiding Member
I think that the answer has already been given by the Director and myself and I am confirming that
we are seeking advice from the Administration and we are also looking at the historical records
first to work out what the intent as.
Question 2
Will Councillors seek that advice from the Administration prior to, and consider that advice before,
councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to the current reservation of Lot 2 under the
Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by the Presiding Member
Yes.
Jane Cutler, 47 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
In the context of any application by or on behalf Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to change
the current reservation of Lot 2 McCLemans Road, Mount Claremont from Parks and Recreation
on Local Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning, are councillors aware of the full effects of
initiating an amendment to the current reservation of Lot 2 under the Local Planning Scheme to
change the reservation from Parks and Recreation to Residential zoning will lead to the rezoning
of Lot 2 for residential purposes?
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
I confirm that we have not received a formal request to amend the Scheme at this stage. Once
the request has been received a report will be prepared by the Administration to consider the
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request and whether to iniate an amendment to the Scheme or not. The implications of a rezoning
or not will be detailed in that report.
Response provided by Presiding Member
I will just also add that as Mayor I have asked the Administration to organise a community meeting
so at least the community can be advised about the nuances and how a Scheme amendment
works.
Question 2
Will Councillors require the Administration to provide advice to councillors on the effect of initiating
any amendment?
Response provided by Presiding Member
Yes.
Question 3
If the advice to Councillors from the Administration is that the effect of initiating any amendment to
the current reservation of Lot 2 under the Local Planning Scheme to change the reservation from
Parks and Recreation to Residential zoning, will, or may, lead to the rezoning of Lot 2 for residential
purposes, will councillors request of, and ensure that the Administration makes, all necessary
inquiries’ obtains all necessary reports, and engages in community consultation before councillors
make any decision whether to initiate any amendment to the current reservation of Lot 2 under the
Local Planning Scheme to change the reservation from Parks and Recreation to Residential
zoning?
Response provided by Presiding Member:
The Council has not considered that and Council does not have a position in relation to whether or
not it will go for pre-advertising which is what I think you are suggesting in that question.
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
I refer to Item 14.4 on this Agenda which does provide the information and some proposal for the
next steps to be undertaken by the Town which, may or may not, include further research or
consultation. Unfortunately, the confidentiality of that item, we cannot discuss at this stage.
Leo Tsaknis, 27 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
Will Councillors require and ensure that the Administration initiate a public consultation process in
relation to any application by or on behalf of the landowner of Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount
Claremont, Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to change the current reservation of the Lot from
Parks and Recreation on Local Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning, including placing
advertisements in a newspaper circulating in the locality and providing public access to all relevant
information in the Administration’s possession relating to any such application either current or
lodged in the future, including any plans submitted by, or on behalf of Christ Church Grammar
School (Inc)?
Response provided by Presiding Member
The Council does not have a position in relation to whether it will undertake a public consultation
process that may come out of tonight.
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Question 2
Will Councillors require and ensure that the consultation provided for will be undertaken prior to,
and considered by, the Administration and Councillors before Councillors decide whether to initiate
any amendment to the current reservation of Lot 2 under the Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by Presiding Member
That will require a decision of Council which they have not made yet.
Roger Hearne, 15 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
My wife Vicki and I have lived in Fortview Road for 25 years and have used the surrounding open
space regularly, including for walks in Bold Park, exercising with our dog and playing with our
children on the ovals in McClemans Road.
We have also witnessed 3 significant fires in Bold Park, two of them within 500m of our home. We
have two questions:
Question 1
In the context of any application by or on behalf Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to
change the current reservation of Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont, from Parks and
Recreation on Local Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning, are councillors aware that the Lot
is a green extension of Bold Park and acts as a firebreak for the park area, thereby protecting the
local community. This was clearly illustrated during the Bold Park fire of 2012, which, if not for the
quick response of firefighters, could have been disastrous. If the Lot is developed as housing,
then the fire risk to both the immediate residents and the wider community is greatly
exacerbated.
In light of that and the greater awareness of the need and benefits of the proper assessment
and management of bushfire assessment risks will Councillors resolve to create a Bushfire
Advisory Sub Committee to inquire into and report back to Councillors of the risks, environmental
and legal, of any change in zoning of the Lot from Parks and Recreation to Residential?
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
Council have not considered the creation of a Bush Fire Advisory Sub-Committee at this stage,
this is something that can be investigated by Administration if Council wish. I also note that an
amendment to the Scheme of this nature would be referred to Environmental Protection Authority
to determine the level of assessment required and as well to various State departments during the
advertising of the amendment, including but not limited to the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority,
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions, Department of Fire and Emergency
Services and the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation.
Question 2
Will Councillors require that report to be conducted, completed, and considered by Councillors
before councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to change the reservation of Lot
2 under the Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by Presiding Member
As Mr Cammell has said at this point the Council does not have a Bush Fire Advisory committee.
If we have committees we take their advice into consideration.
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Georgina Randklev, 11 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
My husband and I have one daughter and one son who is supposed to be attending Christ Church
Grammar School next year and after this that is in grave doubt. Our daughter’s private school
does not have a full oval to play on, they do not have surplus.
To the Mayor, Councillors and Administration:
Question 1
In the context of any application by or on behalf Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to
change the current reservation of LOT 2 MCCLEMANS RD, MOUNT CLAREMONT from
Parks and Recreation on Local Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning, given that:
1.

Sporting facilities are insufficient to meet the needs of schools and the general
community and Lot 2 has for many years been utilised, and continues to be utilised by
the general community, including schools for sport and recreation.

2.

The shortage of facilities is particularly acute for Government schools and girls' schools.
Girls' schools suffer disproportionately to others for historical reasons, principally
because emerging girls' sports such as AFL, cricket, soccer, hockey and baseball were
traditionally confined to boys, and girls' schools did not create, and now it is very
difficult for them to create acquire those facilities.

Will councillors instruct the Administration to consult with schools that are in sufficient
proximity to utilise the Lot, the education department, sporting and recreational clubs and
the community, to assess the need for, and the benefits of, retaining the current use of the
Lot for Parks and Recreation?
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
This request may be considered by the Council during debate on the confidential Item 14.4 on the
Agenda. It is noted however that broad public advertising will be undertaken at either as
preliminary consultation on a future amendment or as part of a formal advertising of the amendment
should it be initiated by Council.
Question 2
Will Councillors require those consultations to be completed by the Administration, and
the results and any recommendations to be conveyed to and considered by councillors
before councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to change the reservation of
Lot 2 under the Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by Presiding Member
If Council decides to go ahead and ask the Administration to undertake consultation then we will
consider such consultation as part of any further decision.
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Guy Fulcher, 43 Fortview Road, Mount Claremont
Re: Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont
Question 1
In the context of any application by or on behalf Christ Church Grammar School (Inc) to change
the current reservation of LOT 2 MCCLEMANS RD, MOUNT CLAREMONT from Parks and
Recreation on Local Planning Scheme 1 to Residential zoning are councillors aware that:
1.

Lot 2 is the only public open space in the Old Mt Claremont locality within walking distance
of the local community. Many older residents would be reluctant to access the St Johns Wood
playing fields, given the need to drive to that site and the limited parking available there.

2.

The Lot is in a quiet residential area of predominantly low-density housing and single lane
streets with low traffic flow. Therefore, any development of the Lot will give rise to a
substantial increase in vehicular traffic and an increased risk to safety and a loss of amenity.

3.

If the Lot is developed as housing, the fire risk to both the immediate residents and the wider
community is greatly exacerbated. The Lot is frequented by numerous species of native
birds, some of which are on the endangered list, including the Black Carnaby Cockatoo.

4.

An Environmental Protection Agency report commissioned in 1993 stated: “The Mount
Claremont Bushland (the southerly portion of Bold Park) is the only area in Perth in which
the Splendid Fairywren (Malurus splendens), Variegated Fairy-Wren (Malurus lamberti) and
White-Winged Fairy-wren (Malurus leucopterus) all occur together."

5.

The Land adjoins the Whadjuk Trail Network, which is of cultural significance to the Noongar
people.

Having regard to the above, will councillors instruct the Administration to obtain independent
reports to properly assess the environmental impacts, including a habitat study and flora and fauna
study on the Lot and the immediate surrounds, bushfire, traffic, social impacts and aboriginal
heritage risks and possible effects, and refer any proposal to State and Federal environmental
agencies for assessment?
Response provided by Director Planning and Community Services
The information in question will need to be addressed by the applicant in the Scheme amendment
documentation in line with state planning policy and the Town’s local planning scheme. The Town
will likely seek independent advice to review the applicant’s reports and will refer those reports to
relevant agencies during the consultation process.
Question 2
Will Councillors require those reports and referrals to be conducted, completed, and considered
by Councillors before councillors decide whether to initiate any amendment to change the
reservation of Lot 2 under the Local Planning Scheme?
Response provided by Presiding Member
Yes, the Council will make sure that all reports have been completed before them before they
make their decision.
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Verbal Questions
Geoff Stoneman, 1 Lowana Way, City Beach
Re: Lot 95 (No,1) 1 Lowana Way, City Beach - Single Story Dwelling with Undercroft – S31
Reconsideration.
Question 1
Is Council aware the development application for 1 Lowana Way, which is on the Agenda tonight,
was the subject of mediation with SAT, including the Mayor and Chair of the Development
Committee and that the plans before Council tonight are consistent with the outcomes of that
mediation?
Response by provided by Presiding Member
Yes, that is in the report, thank you.
Annette Narton, 1 Lowana Way, City Beach
Re: Lot 95 (No,1) 1 Lowana Way, City Beach - Single Story Dwelling with Undercroft – S31
Reconsideration.
Question 1
Is the Council aware that the internal living areas of the development application total 330 sqaure
metres and not 560 square metres of living space that was reported in the Post Newspaper?
Response provided by Presiding Member
I will accept what you say.
Question 2
Is Council aware that 1 Lowana Way, City Beach has no compliance issues in relation to building
height and screening in contrast to the report in Post Newspaper and in fact is replacing a two
storey and undercroft house with a one storey and undercroft house?
Response provided by Presiding Member
I do not think that I can answer that question, I think it is more of a statement.
QUESTIONS TAKEN ‘ON NOTICE’ AT 25 MAY 2021 COUNCIL MEETING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Lisa Van Erp, 7A Newry Street, Floreat – Submitted four (4) questions on line.
Douglas Barrett, 5A/133 Drabble Road, City Beach - Submitted three (3) questions on line.
Diana Barrett, 5A/133 Drabble Road, City Beach – Submitted two (2) questions on line.
David Heath, 6C/129 Drabble Road, City Beach – Submitted three (3) questions on line.
Veronica Lally, 14A/133 Drabble Road, City Beach – Submitted three (3) questions on line.
John Halley, 15A/133 Drabble Road, City Beach – Submitted two (2) questions on line.
Anne Griffiths, 11B/131 Drabble Road, City Beach – Submitted two (2) questions on line.
Rowan Varner, 7 Hovea Crescent, City Beach – Submitted five (5) questions on line.
Wayne Leverington, 12/151 Hersman Parade – Submitted three (3) questions on line.
Sharon Goodchild, 33 Browne Avenue, Dalkeith – Submitted one (1) question on line.
Graham Hornel, 91 Empire Avenue, City Beach – Submitted six (6) questions on line.

As the above persons were not present at the Council Meeting, in accordance with Council Policy
No 031 - ‘Council Meetings - Managing Public Question Time’, the questions were treated as
correspondence. Responses to questions treated as correspondence are included in the Minutes
at Item 10.6 – ‘Information Bulletin’.
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4.

PETITIONS

The Chief Executive Officer advises that four petitions have been received.
1.

A petition containing 45 signatures has been submitted by Peter Plaisted, 14A Marlow Street,
Wembley requesting that Council “reject the proposed road treatment for Marlow Street
between Cambridge Street and Ruislip Street, Wembley. We wish for you to seriously
consider the removal of the A.Costata trees and for no replacement trees to be planted in
their place and allow the verge trees to remain”.

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Fredericks
That in accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local
Law 2019, the petitions be received and be referred to the Director Infrastructure and Works
for investigation and further report to Council and also be considered at tonight’s Council
meeting at Item CR21.65.
.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
2.

A petition containing 178 signatures has been submitted by Dr Genevieve Hohnen, The
Boulevard, Floreat requesting that Council “commit to immediately fully fencing the new
playground currently under construction at Lake Monger Area 3 SW prior to opening to
enable it to fulfil the Town of Cambridge’s commitments to safety and inclusivity for the whole
community.”

Moved by Cr Barlow, seconded by Cr Fredericks
That in accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local
Law 2019, the petitions be received and be considered at tonight’s Council meeting at Item
CR21.67.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
3.

A petition containing 31 signatures has been submitted by Gary Catlin, 10 Barnsley Road,
Mount Claremont requesting that Council “undertake a Bush Fire Risk Assessment Study on
the Christ Church Grammar School Fields, Lot 2 McClemans Road, Mount Claremont and
surrounding environs based on the proposed rezoning of the land to urban for residential
development.”

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Fredericks
That in accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local
Law 2019, the petitions be received and be considered at tonight’s Council meeting at
Confidential Item 14.4.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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4.

A petition containing 31 signatures has been submitted by Gary Catlin, 10 Barnsley Road,
Mount Claremont requesting that Council “undertake a traffic management/impact study on
the immediate surrounding locality to the Christ Church Grammar School fields, Lot 2
McClemans Road, Mount Claremont based on the proposed rezoning of the land to urban
for residential development.”

Moved by Cr McKerracher, seconded by Cr Barlow
That in accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local
Law 2019, the petitions be received and be considered at tonight’s Council meeting at
Confidential Item 14.4.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
5.

DEPUTATIONS
Nil.

6.

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Nil

7.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Minutes of the Special Council Meeting held on 31 March 2021.
Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That the Minutes of the Special Meeting of Council held on 31 March 2021 be
confirmed.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 27 April 2021
Mayor Shannon stated that she wished to correct the Minutes of the Council meeting held
on 27 April 2021 and her proposed changes were presented on the overhead screen as
follows:“Correction to Ordinary Meeting of Council Minutes

DV 21.41

On 27 October 2020 Council considered an elected member notice of motion from Mayor
Shannon Cr Timmermanis relating to proposed works to the median strip configuration on
Brookdale Street – Oceanic Drive:
That Council:
1.

Notes the decision of 2 October 2020 meeting of the Metro Inner North JDAP to amend
the approval conditions for a childcare centre proposed on Lot 2 (130) and Lot 3 (132)
Brookdale Street, Floreat;

2.

NOTES the effect of the amendments to condition 5 is to allow the proposed
development to be constructed and commence operation without critical traffic
management road modifications in place; and
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3.

REQUESTS the CEO to :
a.
Provide a report on possible action the Town may take to challenge the approval
with amended conditions given at the 2 October 2020 meeting of the Metro Inner
North JDAP. The report to include appropriate cost appraisals of option and;
b.
Ensure no works to assess the cost of the works suggested in the approval
commence prior to the Council consideration of the report on options outlined in
the report requested in 3a.

On 2 November 2020 the Town’s officer prepared a Request for Legal Advice which stated
“Council has requested the CEO obtain legal advice in respect of the validity of the
condition, and whether the Town has a right to challenge the validity of the condition.”
The legal advice obtained from Ms Young focused solely on the validity of condition 5 –
and did not seek legal advice on the possible action to challenge the approval with the
amended conditions.
The Request for Legal Advice showed that Ms Young was provided with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The DAP determination dated 18 February 2021;
Regulation 17 and Delegation instrument 1.2.13;
Developer’s application for the variation of Condition 5;
Minutes 26 May 2020 item 12.2
RAR report June 2020 – DV 20.59 Minutes 23 June2020
File note of telephone conversation between Mr Cavanagh with Developer’s lawyer,
Ms Rowley dated 14 July 2020.
Ms Rowley’s presentation to the DAP on 15 July 2020
DAP minutes of 2 October 2020

The report did not outline the materials that were provided to Ms Young to review for the
purpose of her opinion.
The Request for Legal Advice drafted by the Town’s officer raised additional issues about
the Town’s legal standing and the Town’s ability to refuse permission under Regulation 17
which had not been sought by Council.
On 23 November 2020 a petition containing 16 signatures has been submitted by Fook Joo
Chin and Hui Chuan Lau, 23 Oceanic Drive, Floreat as follows:“In respect to JDAP decision taken at meeting number MINJDAP/41 on Friday 2 October
2020 regarding the modification to condition 5 wording (Median Strip Extension) of child care
premises proposed on Lot 2 (13) and Lot 3 (132) Brookdale Street, we hereby request that
Council investigates the legal validity and legitimacy of the JDAP decision; and urgently
challenges the JDAP decision in the appropriate form.”
The Town obtained legal advice from barrister Rachel Young dated 4 December 2020 in
accordance with Council’s request of 27 October 2020 .The advice was reported to Council
(Confidential item 13.3) (refer Attachment 5) at the Ordinary Meeting of Council held 15
December 2020. The advice in relation to Regulation 17 of the LG (UP) Regs stated at para
59:
“(a)

the permission contemplated in regulation 17 of the Uniform Regulations is a
permission under that provision. A JDAP decision is not a permission under regulation
17 of the Uniform Regulations ;
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(b)

in any event the permission under regulation 17 of the Uniform Regulations is
permission from the Town. Even if original condition 5 were a permission, it is arguably
only a permission of the JDAP. The landowners still need to apply to the Town for
permission…

(e)

The usual circumstances which surround the grant of an authority under regulation 17
include the fact the Town could not arbitrarily refuse such an authority if a JDAP
approval required roadworks on local government property. That would give rise to a
reasonable expectation of successfully applying for the right or interest conferred by
that regulation 17 authority.

At para 69:
“ on the materials before me, there is difficulty in conceiving the circumstances under which
the Town could reasonably refuse permission under regulation 17 of the Uniform
Regulations, given particularly its acknowledgement in the Responsible Authority Report that
the roadworks were necessary for traffic safety.”
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council on 15 December 2020 the Council resolved in accordance
with the administration recommendation:
‘That Council:
1.

RECEIVES this report in response to the request for a report on possible action the
Town may take to challenge the approval with amended conditions given at the 2
October 2020 meeting of the Metro Inner North JDAP;

2.

RESOLVES TO TAKE NO FURTHER ACTION on the matter to challenge the JDAP
approval with amended condition, for the following reasons: DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE TUESDAY 20 APRIL 2021 AGENDA – DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
– 20 APRIL 2021 4 2.1 Consideration of the legal advice provided by Barrister Rachael
Young dated 4 December 2020 and in particular her Conclusions, as shown in
Attachment 3, as follows:
(a)

“In my view, amended condition 5 is poorly drafted because it does not make
clear upon whom the obligation to construct the median strip is imposed, and the
timing by which this is required;

(b)

That said, having regard to the history of the matter as identified on the
application and the minutes of 2 October 2020, the Court may infer that the
obligation is placed upon the Town, with such median strip to be constructed
before the development is in use. Additionally, uncertainty challenges are
particularly difficult. That means I do not consider there is anything more than
50:50 prospect of challenging amended condition 5. It is not a strong ground of
challenge;

(c)

In my view, there is no other ground to challenge the validity of amended
condition 5. Additionally, there is a complex question as to the standing of the
Town to challenge amended condition 5 given s.171A(3) of the PD Act. The
Town’s standing would rely upon case law in which standing was not seen as a
requirement for an application for certiorari, and a construction of s.171A(3) of
the PD Act that it did not apply to decisions made under regulations 17 of the
DAP Regulations. The latter is untested;
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(d)

Even if the Town were to identify a relevant error in the JDAP’s decision and
overcome the complexity as to the standing issue, the Supreme Court may, in its
discretion, decline to grant certiorari. Whether that discretion will be exercised is
a matter which turns on the evidence at the time of any judicial review application;

(e)

If the challenge were unsuccessful, because the Court considered amended
condition 5 to be sufficiently certain (i.e. imposed an obligation on the Town to
construct the median strip), the Town would be required to construct the median
strip;

(f)

Even if a challenge were successful, I doubt that the result would be, in practice,
any different. The Court might choose to sever the second part of the condition.
Alternatively, if it struck down the whole of amended condition 5, original
condition 5 would re-enliven. Under original condition 5, the developer is
impliedly responsible for the median strip’s construction. The Town could not
unreasonably withhold permission under regulation 17 of the Uniform
Regulations. On the materials before me, I cannot see any basis for the Town to
reasonably withhold that permission, particularly given it supported the median
strip’s construction. If the Town withheld that permission and the landowners
challenged that decision in the State Administrative Tribunal or in the Court, the
Town would need to have detailed evidence supporting the contention that it
reasonably withheld that permission;

(g)

Subject to any challenge by the landowners for the withholding of permission,
even if amended condition 5 were successfully challenged by the Town, the likely
result would be that the developer and/or the Town would ultimately construct
the median strip”;

2.2

Even if the amended condition were to be successfully challenged, there is the real
prospect that permission for the construction of the roadworks would be given in any
event; and

2.3

Consideration of the high costs (in excess of $40,000-$50,000) required to pursue
a legal challenge of questionable merit of success;

3.

NOTES that the Town is anticipating receiving payment from the Applicants in
accordance with amended Condition 5 in the near future, upon which that amended
Condition (while it stands) would be satisfied; and

4.

REQUESTS the CEO to write to the owners of 129 Brookdale Street, Floreat and 23
Oceanic Drive, Floreat and the convener of the petition, advising them of the Council
decision.

On 23 February 2021 Council further considered the issue of the potential invalidity of
Condition 5 of the JDAP approval, as a result of a Notice of Motion from Mayor Shannon –
refer item 12.1. Council resolved:
‘That the Town brief a planning lawyer who has experience acting for Applicants to obtain
independent legal advice from a barrister, with experience acting for Applicants seeking
judicial review of Joint Development Assessment Panel (JDAP) decisions, regarding the
validity of the JDAP’s decisions on the Brookdale matter seeking clarifications on the
following matters outlined in this motion (a)-(e) below :
(a) the validity of condition 5 of the JDAP decision on 2 October 2020;
(b) the validity of the condition 5 of the JDAP decision on 18 February 2020;
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(c) the validity of the JDAP decision on 2 October 2020 to approve the development
without any substantive change to the development application (other than the addition
of condition 5) to the development application that was refused by the JDAP in its
decision of 10 July 2018 ie does the principle of res judicata apply to quasi- judicial
proceedings such as JDAP matters;
(d) whether a successful challenge to the validity of condition 5, would revive the JDAP
decision of 18 February 2020 which contained an alternate condition 5 that was ultra
vires and beyond the power of the JDAP; and
(e) should the Administration accept the payment of money from the proponent in the
event it believes condition 5 is invalid?
DETAILS:
Obtaining further legal advice
On 16 March 2021 the CEO requested the assistance of Ms Belinda Moharich of Moharich
&
Moore. On 18 March 2021 Ms Moharich advised that she was not in a position to assist the
Town in the matter and provided comments in an email. These comments are considered
relevant to this matter. See email at Attachment 1 The administration sought advice from
Ms Moharich. It is noted that Ms Moharich predominantly works for developers and therefore
the selection of Ms Moharich was not consistent with the council decision to seek an opinion
from a planning lawyer who acts for local government applicants seeking judicial review
against JDAP decisions. Nevertheless Ms Moharich’s unsolicited email was annexed to the
council report. It is noted that the statements from Ms Moharich in paragraphs 3 and 4 of
her email are in direct contradiction to the views expressed by Ms Young (paras 59, 64(e)
and 69) and Mr Jackson SC (para 11).
On 19 March 2021 the CEO requested the assistance of Mr Glen McLeod of Glen McLeod
Legal (Glen Mc Leod Legal is recognised in Doyles Guide 2021 as a First Tier Planning
Lawyer). Mr McLeod accepted the instructions. A copy of the Brief to Counsel prepared by
the Town as provided to Mr McLeod is shown at Attachment 2. The Town then provided
comment on the settling of the final Instructions to Counsel dated 25 March 2021 (see
Attachment 3). Mr McLeod proceed to instruct barrister Mr Henry Jackson SC.
On 30 March 2021 Mr Jackson provided his advice to Mr McLeod and on 31 March 2021 Mr
McLeod forwarded the advice to the Town under cover of his letter also dated 31 March
2021. A copy of Mr McLeod’s letter and Mr Jackson’s advice is at Attachment 4.
Note in respect of payment for roadworks received from the developer.
The Town’s Administration has been working with the Applicant since the Council decision
on 15 December 2020 to prepare and finalise the design and specifications for the proposed
road works and extension of the median island. Unfortunately, a delay occurred, primarily
due to the resignation of the Town’s Manager Technical Services and Works, who departed
on 23 December 2020.
The Applicant subsequently obtained three (3) quotes and referred them to the Town for
assessment. Additional delays were then encountered as some of the quotations contained
exclusions and also some significant variations in scope. Revised plans were completed by
the Town to ensure they complied with relevant Australian Standards and then reconfirmed
the scope with the Applicant’s preferred contractor.
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On 22 and 23 February 2021, the Applicant paid to the Town an amount in accordance with
the amended Condition 5 of the JDAP approval, being the cost (as advised by the Town) of
extending the raised medium island as provided for in the amended Condition.
The Town’s Administration received payment for the works ($20,460) on 22 and 23 February
2021.
Validity of Condition 5 – decision of 2 October 2020
Mr Jackson:
(1) advises that this version of the Condition is valid (paragraph 26);
(2) notes that this version of the Condition appears to have been drafted so as to avoid
the need for the developer to carry out the roadworks, and therefore avoids the need
for the Town to grant permission to the developer under the Local Government
(Uniform Local Provisions) Regulations 1996 (LG(ULP) Regulations) (paragraph 27);
(3) advises that the possibility that the Town might refuse to exercise its powers under the
Local Government Act 1995, to carry out the road works to which amended Condition
5 applies, does not render the amended Condition 5 invalid (paragraph 32); and
(4) states that in the ordinary course, one would imagine that the evidence relied upon to
justify the JDAP’s decision to impose Condition 5 would be sufficient to warrant the
Town’s exercise of its powers to carry out the works (paragraph 31)
Validity of Condition 5 – decision of 6 February 2020
Mr Jackson:
(1)
(2)
(3)

advises that he is of the view that Condition 5 (as originally made) was imposed for a
proper planning purpose and that it fairly and reasonably relates to the proposed
development (paragraph 6);
notes that conditions are imposed every day which require works to be carried out on
property not owned by the applicant or which require subsequent permission to be
granted by (usually) some other statutory body (paragraphs 5 and 20); and
advises that the possibility that the Town might refuse permission for the developer to
carry out the works, or grant permission subject to conditions which make it impossible
for the works to be done in accordance with Condition 5, does not make the JDAP’s
decision to impose Condition 5 unreasonable (paragraphs 18 and 19).

Regulation 17 of the LG (ULP) Regulations
Mr Jackson was not asked to comment on regulation 17 of the LG (ULP) Regulations. In fact,
Mr McLeod had specifically at paragraph 50 and 51 of his letter to Mr Jackson sought Mr
Jackson’s advice in relation to regulation 17 of the LG(ULP) Regulations in his letter of
request to Mr Jackson dated 25 March 2021 which stated at paragraph 50-51:
“IF NO JUDICIAL REVIEW AND NO REGULATION 17 APPROVAL
50.
it may be that the need for judicial review is moot because unless the Town grants
approval under regulation 17 of the LG(ULP) Regulations the development approval is
unimplementable, assuming the Final Condition 5 cannot be severed from the development
approval. In other words, if there is no approval under regulation 17, Final Condition 5 cannot
be met and the development approval under regulation 17, Final Condition 5 cannot be met
and the development approval can never be implemented. In any event, the development
approval would lapse after 2 years pursuant to advice note 2 of the development approval.
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51.
If this approach is taken, the question may arise whether mandamus would lie for
the Applicant to require regulation 17 to be exercised in its favour on the basis that the failure
to carry out the median strip extension is reasonable. We have no instructions tto ask you to
advice on this point and note is at this stage for completeness.”
Relevantly Mr Jackson in his advice dated 30 March 2021 stated:
“11. Under the Local Government (Uniform Local Provisions ) Regulations 1996 (LG (ULP)
Regs) the Town’s permission is required for such works to occur and the Town has the power
to impose conditions on such permission. It is possible that the Town might refuse such
permission or might impose conditions which are contrary to Condition 5. In either case the
result is the same – an irreconcilable difference with the DA granted by the JDAP.
12. However to repeat – the risk of an irreconcilable difference is theoretical only( the Town
may well grant approval that is consistent with Condition 5) and in any event, any
inconsistency will only arise because of the Town’s decision under the LG (ULP) Regs.
Unless and until that decision is made there is no inconsistency.
13. As such it seems to me that it would the Town’s decision under LG (ULP) Regs that might
be vulnerable to challenge on the ground of legal unreasonableness if it is framed in a way
that makes it impossible to comply with both decisions =.
14. That is not to say that every time a decision is made that it is inconsistent wth a previous
decision so as to prevent the implementation of a previous decision that second decision is
legally unreasonable.
15.. it is entirely possible that a decision maker exercising discretion under a different
statutory regime might, for proper and genuine reasons, reach a decision which is
incompatible with a previous decision so as to render it impossible to act upon.
16. That was the case in the litigation associated with the Humich decision…
17. Further in answer to a suggestion that the Shire was the decision maker in each case
(with the JDAP standing in the shoes of the Shire in the planning regime) the Court said:
If two different statutes each vest a discretion in the same decision-maker, it cannot thereby
be assumed that a decision under on statute governs or constrains the exercise of discretion
under the other statute. Whether and to what extent it does will be a matter of statutory
construction inviting attention, among other things, to the text of the provision, and to the
evident purposes of the relevant discretion and considerations relevant to it”
18. This it is possible that the Town, in exercising its powers under the LG (ULP) Regs might
decide to refuse permission to carry out the works or to grant permission subject to conditions
that make it impossible for the works to be done in accordance with Condition 5.
19. But that possibility does not make the JDAPs decision to impose Condition 5
unreasonable. To find otherwise would be chaos.
20. Decisions are made every day that impose conditions which require subsequent
permission to be granted by the local government or some other (usually)statutory body; to
proceed on the basis that every decision is unreasonable because of the possibility of a
conflict with another decision no yet made would bring the system to a halt.
21. Before finishing this section I make the following comments in relation to the powers of
the Town under the LG (ULPS) Regs.
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22. First, the fact that the Town has delegated power to determine applications for works on
its roads does not prevent the Town from exercising the power itself.
23. Secondly, the fact that the Town has imposed conditions on the CEO’s exercise of the
power as delegate does not mean that the Town is also subject to those conditions if it, rather
than the CEO as delegate, exercises the power. That is not to say that the Town cannot have
regard to the subject matter addressed by those conditions, merely that it is not bound by
them.
24. Third, were the Town to make a decision under the LG (ULP) Regs in order to undermine
the JDAPS’ decision the Town’s decision would be vulnerable to challenge for improper
purpose and/or legal unreasonableness.
25. That is, the exercise of the Town’s powers under LG (ULP) Regs must be exercised in
good faith and for the purposes for which they were given and not otherwise.
29. That is not to say that the Condition obliges the Town to carry out the works. The JDAP
decision permits the applicant .. to carry out the development on the land but it does not (and
cannot) bind anyone else to do anything at all.
30. Of course it is possible that the Town will refuse to carry out the works, just as it is possible
that the Town might have refused to grant permission for the applicant to carry out the works.
31. In that regard I repeat the above advice which is to the effect that the Town must exercise
its general powers under the Local Government Act 1995 in good faith and for the purposes
for which the powers were granted. In the ordinary course one would imagine that the
evidence relied upon to justify the JDAPs decision to impose Condition 5 would be sufficient
to warrant the Town’s exercise of its powers to carry out the works.
32. But for the reasons set out above, the possibility that the Town might refuse to exercise
of its powers to carry out the works.”
Mr McLeod in his advice dated 31 March 2021 stated that there is one further point of note.
It is open to the Town in theoretically limited circumstances not to carry out the roadworks.
Mr Jackson is careful to qualify this view. He says (at para 15) that “it is entirely possible that
a decision maker exercising discretion under a different statutory regime might for proper
and genuine reasons reach a decision which is incompatible with a previous decision so as
to render it impossible to act upon.” The different statutory regime in this case is the Local
Government Act and regulations made under it. The proper and genuine reasons would not
include an approach which second guessed the planning decision of the JDAP.”
Ms Rachael Young (who was not asked to advise on the validity of original Condition 5) has
previously provided advice in respect of potential review of a decision to refuse to give
permission under those regulations.
Principle of res judicata
Mr Jackson advises that the principle of res judicata has no application in the matter
(paragraph 42).
Potential revival of Condition 5 of decision of 6 February 2020
Mr Jackson advises that due to his advice in respect of earlier questions, this question
does not require an answer (paragraph 44).
Both Mr McLeod and (previously) Ms Young have expressed the view that if amended
Condition 5 was invalid then the original Condition 5 would be revived (ie. apply).
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Should the Town have accepted payment from the developer?
Mr Jackson advises that it is unlikely that harm has been done to the Town’s position vis a
vis a challenge to Condition 5 simply because it has accepted payment of money pursuant
to (amended) Condition 5 (paragraph 57).
Construction of Median Strip within the Brookdale St road reserve (condition 5)
The Town's Administration strongly recommends that Council authorises the Town to extend
and construct the median strip extension as this is considered essential to improve the safety
and traffic movement of the road and nearby intersection. The Applicant's traffic consultant,
Main Roads WA and the Town's Infrastructure Technical Officers all support the proposed
recommended works (as detailed in condition 5).
There does not appear to be any valid or logical reasons not to allow the proposed works to
be carried out. Failure to allow the recommended road works to proceed will significantly
increase the Town's risk and potential liability in the event of an accident causing a serious
injury or death to a person.
The road works should only be carried out, once building construction works of the child care
centre have commenced
The advice from Mr McLeod and Mr Jackson was that the Town was not bound to follow the
JDAP approval and that there may be valid and logical reasons for refusal of the proposed
works to be carried out.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Council Policy No: 059 – ‘ Model Litigant for Civil Litigation Policy’
Model Litigant for Civil Litigation Policy (Council Policy No: 059): which requires that the Town
of Cambridge is to act with complete propriety, fairly and in accordance with the highest
professional standards.
Confidentiality and closing of meeting to the public
If Council resolves to close the part of the meeting that deals with this Report, then the right
of inspection under s 5.94 of the LG Act will not extend to any notice paper, agenda and
other documents (including Attachments) and any confirmed minutes of that part of the
meeting that dealt with this Report [s 5.95(3) of the LG Act].
At the time the agenda and other documents (including Attachments) relating to this Report
were being prepared, the CEO formed the opinion that the part of the meeting at which this
Report and related documents were to be considered was likely to be closed to members of
the public. Accordingly, the Report and related documents have not been made available to
members of the public. This preserves Council’s position prior to the Council’s conduct of its
meeting, should Council wish to close the part of the meeting at which this Report and related
documents are to be considered.
The CEO also notes that under s 5.97 of the LG Act, nothing in Division 7 of Part 5 of the LG
Act (relating to limitations on public inspection of documents) limits the operation of the
Freedom of Information Act 1992.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low: The recommendations of this report are considered a low risk to the Town. If the Council
does not allow the extension of the median strip and associated road works in the Brookdale
Street road reserve, the risk to the Town has been assessed as high.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
This report has been prepared with staff time funded by the Town’s Operational Budget
2020/21. The costs of obtaining the further legal advice were $20,370.12 plus GST of
$2036.11.
The advice from Mr Jackson did not recommend undertaking legal action to challenge the
validity of the amended Condition 5 (original or amended). However Mr Jackson did advise
that the Town could refuse to carry out the works to extend the median island for genuine
reasons. This may incur further legal costs to defend any proceedings commenced by the
Proponent if they appeal the Town’s decision.
There may be significant financial implications if the Town undertakes legal action seeking
to challenge the validity of amended Condition 5 (original or amended). There is considerable
uncertainty in respect of the prospects of successfully challenging the decision.
The financial implications would, at this stage, relate mainly to the incurring of legal costs (Mr
McLeod has provided a costs estimate range of $81,408 – $153,100, and any costs order
made against the Town.
There may be reputational risks for the Town if it unsuccessfully seeks to challenge the
validity of Condition 5 (original or amended), or if it successfully challenges the validity of
amended Condition 5 and then the road works are installed (lawfully) in any event.”
CEO Advice:
The CEO advised the meeting that:
“The Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law 2019, states:
“3.8 Confirmation of Minutes
(1)

When minutes of a meeting are submitted to an ordinary meeting of the Council or
Committee for confirmation, if a Member is dissatisfied with the accuracy of the
minutes, then they are to –
(a)
(b)

(2)

state the item or items with which they are dissatisfied; and
propose a motion clearly outlining the alternative wording to amend the minutes.

Discussion of any minutes, other than discussion as to their accuracy as a record of the
proceedings, is not permitted.

In accordance with Clause 3.8 any proposed motion to amend the Minutes can only relate to
the conduct of the meeting ( eg movers, seconders, amendments, discussion, vote, decision
etc), or the inclusion of alternative wording/notation to identify and correct an obvious factual error
(eg mispelling of a name, incorrect date, incorrect figure etc).
It is advised, that the amendment to the Minutes does not extend to altering or changing the
wording of an Officer Report.”
Cr Timmermanis therefore proposed that confirmation of the Minutes of 27 April 2021 be deferred
until next month to allow Mayor Shannon to provide a motion to clearly specify how she wanted to
amend the minutes.
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PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Bradley
That Council DEFERS confirmation the Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of Council
held on 27 April 2021 until next month.
Procedural Motion put and CARRIED

(6/2) (Unanimous)

For:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Bradley, Fredericks, Mack and Timmermanis
Against:
Crs Everett and McKerracher
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
Minutes of the Special Council Meeting held on 30 April 2021.
Moved by Cr Bradley, seconded by Cr Everett
That the Minutes of the Special Meeting of Council held on 30 April 2021 be confirmed.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting of 25 May 2021
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Everett
That the Minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 25 May 2021 be confirmed.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
8.

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE MAYOR WITHOUT DISCUSSION
Nil

9.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Members of the public present at the Meeting were reminded by the Presiding Member,
Mayor Keri Shannon, that they should not act immediately on anything they hear at this
Meeting, without first seeking clarification of Council’s position. They were advised to wait
for written advice from the Council before taking any action on any matter that they may
have before the Council.
Recommendations contained in the Committee Reports were adopted En-bloc, with the
exception of the following items which were nominated for individual debate, require an
Absolute Majority decision, or an Elected Member has disclosed an impartiality, financial or
proximity interest.
Development:
Community and Resources
Declaration of Interest:

Items DV21.56 and 57
Items CR21.65, 67, 68 and 69
Item DV21.57 – Cr Timmermanis – Impartiality Interest
Item 10.4 – Cr Mack – Impartiality Interest
Item 10.4 – Cr Everett – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.2 – Cr McKerracher – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.2 – Cr Timmermanis - Impartiality Interest
Item 14.4 – Cr Everett – Proximity Interest
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Item 14.5 – Cr McKerracher – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Mayor Shannon – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Cr Barlow – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Cr Bradley – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Cr Everett – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Cr Fredericks – Impartialtiy Interest
Item 14.5 – Cr Mack – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Cr Timmermanis – Impartiality Interest
Item 14.5 – Chief Executive Officer, Mr John Giorgi, JP –
Impartiality Interest
The remainder of the items of the Development Committee, Community and Resources
Committee and the Special Purpose Governance Committee were then carried En-bloc
(unanimous decision).
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DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The report of the Development Committee meeting held on Tuesday 15 June 2021 was
submitted as under:
1.

DECLARATION OF OPENING
The Presiding Member declared the meeting of the Development Committee open at
6.00 pm.

2.

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Present:

Time of
Entering

Time of
Leaving

6.00 pm
6.05 pm
6.00 pm
6.00 pm

6.12 pm
6.12 pm
6.12 pm
6.12 pm

Members:
Cr Ian Everett (Presiding Member)
Cr Alaine Haddon-Casey
Cr Robert Fredericks
Cr Kate McKerracher
Observers:
Cr Rod Bradley
Officers:
John Giorgi, JP, Chief Executive Officer
Brett Cammell, Director Planning and Community Services
Jennifer Heyes, Manager Statutory Planning
Simon Shub, Acting Manager Strategic Planning
Luke Smith, Statutory Planning Officer
Denise Ribbands, Senior Governance Officer
Members of the Public:
2 persons
Media:
1 person
Adjournments:
Time meeting closed:

Nil
6.12 pm

APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Apology – Mayor Shannon
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3.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
Nil

4.

DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS
Item DV21.57- Younes Bahar-Arjmad, applicant

5.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Moved by Cr Fredericks, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That the Minutes of the Ordinary meeting of the Development Committee held on
18 May 2021 as contained in the May 2021 Council Notice Paper be confirmed.
Motion put and CARRIED
(3/0) (Unanimous)
(Mayor was an apology. Cr Haddon-Casey was not in attendance)

6.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Item DV21.60 – Cr Haddon-Casey – Proximity Interest

7.

REPORTS
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DV21.53

PRINCIPLES REPORT FOR REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO. 1
AND PREPARATION OF LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO. 2 – PART 1 (AIMS
AND OBJECTIVES)

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is to present principles to be used to prepare part 1 of Local Planning
Scheme No. 2 (LPS2). It is recommended that the key themes from the Local Planning
Strategy be used to inform the preparation of the aims of the LPS2.
SUMMARY:
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 25 August 2020 (DV20.100), Council resolved to
review Local Planning Scheme No. 1 and prepare LPS2.
The Administration has completed its review of Part 1 (Preliminary) of the existing Scheme
and the relevant provisions of Schedule 1 (Model Provisions) of the Planning and
Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015. This report presents principles for
the preparation of Part 1, which includes the aims of LPS2.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
N/A
27/05/2021
Director Planning and Community Services, Brett Cammell
A/Manager Strategic Planning, Simon Shub
Nil
Nil
1. Consultant Memorandum for Part 1.

BACKGROUND:
The Town of Cambridge Local Planning Scheme No. 1 (the Scheme) was first gazetted in
1998 and prepared in a format commonly used for town planning schemes at the time. The
Scheme has subsequently been amended on 39 occasions.
In October 2015, the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
(the Regulations) came into effect, which replaced the Town Planning and Development
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Regulations 1967. The Regulations introduced model provisions, which should be used as a
basis in the preparation of local planning schemes throughout the state and ‘deemed
provisions’ which cover a range of mainly administrative matters, and are read into all local
planning schemes in the State.
These provisions exist to ensure consistency in the planning framework, and do not need to
be written into individual schemes as they are ‘deemed’ to be within the scheme.
Consequently, this has created two schemes (the Town of Cambridge Scheme and the
Deemed Provisions), which both need to be read together. These provisions have
subsequently been amended by the Planning Regulations Amendment Regulations 2020.
Part 15, Division 1, Section 257B (3) of the Planning and Development Act 2005 (the Act)
states that if a deemed provision that has effect as part of a local planning scheme is
inconsistent with provision of the scheme, the deemed provision prevails and the other
provision is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of no effect.
The model provisions, prescribe the format and content required for local planning schemes,
which comprise 6 parts:
Part 1 - Preliminary;
Part 2 - Reserves;
Part 3 - Zones and Use of Land;
Part 4 - General development requirements
Part 5 - Special Control Areas
Part 6 - Terms referred to in Scheme;
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on August 2017 (DV17.97), Council supported a report
of review of the Town’s Scheme which recommended that a new Local Planning Scheme be
prepared. On 29 November 2017, the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC)
agreed with Council’s recommendation contained within the report of review and noted that
Council was preparing a LPS to inform the preparation of a new Scheme (correspondence
included as an attachment to this report).
The Town has since prepared an omnibus amendment (Amendment 38) to the Scheme, which
was gazetted in August 2019. The gazettal of the Amendment 38 brought the Scheme in line
with the Regulations.
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 25 August 2020, Council resolved as follows:
1.

Pursuant to Part 4, Division 1, Section 19(1) of the Planning and Development (Local
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 and Part 5, Division 1, Section 72(1) of the
Planning and Development Act 2005, resolves to PREPARE a new Local Planning
Scheme with reference to the entirety of the Town of Cambridge and as shown on the
Scheme Area Map (Attachment 2).

2.

ENDORSES the outline project plan to prepare Local Planning Scheme No. 2 as
detailed in this report.

3.

APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY an amendment to the delegation of the
exercise of its powers and duties contained in the Council’s Register of Delegated
Authority to the Development Committee – Division 12.2, in accordance with Sections
5.16 and 5.42 of the Local Government Act 1995 as shown in amended Attachment 3.

On 30 April 2021, the WAPC endorsed the Town of Cambridge Local Planning Strategy, which
will inform the preparation of Local Planning Scheme No. 2.
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DETAILS:
In accordance with the August Council resolution (above), this report sets out principles to
prepare part 1 of LPS2.
Part 1 – Preliminary
Part 1 of the new scheme will be similar to Part 1 (Introductory) of the current scheme, it
essentially deals with the legal setting and high level outline of the Scheme. Under the Model
Provisions there are the following 12 clauses, of which 11 are standard. The table below sets
out how Council can influence the provisions.
Clause
1

Content
Citation

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Commencement
Scheme Revoked
Notes do not form part of Scheme
Responsibility for Scheme
Scheme area
Contents of Scheme
Purpose of Scheme
Aims of Scheme

10

Relationship with Local Laws

11

Relationship with other local
planning schemes
Relationship with region planning
schemes

12

Ability to influence
No, this will state “Town of Cambridge Local
Planning Scheme No. 2”
No
No, Local Planning Scheme No.1 will be revoked
No
No, the Town of Cambridge will be responsible
No, the Scheme Map will show the Scheme area
No
No, these are prescribed by the Model Provisions
Yes, the Town can prepare the aims of the
Scheme
No, the Local Planning Scheme prevails over local
laws to the extent of the inconsistency.
No
No, the Metropolitan Region Scheme will be
identified.

As noted in the table above, the primary area that Council is able to influence relates to the
aims of the Scheme. The aims of the Scheme (clause 9) are shown in the table below. It is
recommended that the Aims of LPS2, are derived from the 8 key strategic themes and
principles as contained within the Local Planning Strategy.
Clause 9 of Local Planning Scheme No.1
a)
to control and guide development and growth in a responsible manner and which
can initiate, accommodate and respond to change;
b)
to ensure that the Town of Cambridge will be widely recognised as providing a high
level of services and amenities in a friendly and accountable manner;
c)
to cater for the diversity of demands, interests by facilitating and encouraging the
provision of a wide range of choices in housing, business, employment, education,
leisure, transport and access opportunities;
d)
to protect and enhance the health, safety and general welfare of the Town's
inhabitants and the social, physical and cultural environment;
e)
to ensure that the use and development of land is managed in an effective and
efficient manner within a flexible framework which: i. recognises the individual character and needs of localities within the Scheme
Area; and
ii. can readily respond to change.
f)
to ensure planning at a local level is consistent with the Metropolitan Region
Scheme and wider regional planning strategies and objectives;
g)
to promote the development of a sense of local community and recognise the right
of the community to participate in the evolution of localities;
h)
to promote and safeguard the economic well-being and functions of the Town;
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i)

to co-ordinate and ensure that development is carried out in an efficient and
environmentally responsible manner which:
i.
makes optimum use of the Town's growing infrastructure and resources;
ii.
promotes an energy efficient environment; and
iii.
respects the natural environment.
j) to promote and safeguard the cultural heritage of the Town by: i.
identifying, conserving and enhancing those places which are of significance to
the Town’s cultural heritage; and
ii.
encouraging development that is in harmony with the cultural heritage value of
an area; and
k) to facilitate the achievement of the objectives of an adopted Local Planning Strategy.
These current provisions are wide-ranging and, in the case of aim b) above, beyond the scope
of what a local planning scheme can reasonably influence. Since the aims of Local Planning
Scheme No.1 were drafted 23 years ago, it is recommended that new Aims (listed below)
which better reflect today’s Town and community, in line with the Local Planning Strategy,
should be considered. These would address themes relating to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Housing;
Economy and Employment;
Character and Heritage;
Traffic and Transport;
Public Realm and Open Space;
Community Infrastructure and Facilities;
Utility and Service Infrastructure; and
Natural Asset Management.

Based on the above, these aims are proposed to be worded as follows:
a)

Facilitate the delivery of high-quality housing choices to both maintain the current needs
and meet the changing lifestyle needs of the community;

b)

Encourage maximisation of development potential in designated infill areas in order to
protect the integrity and character of surrounding residential areas;

c)

Ensure planning provisions support employment and economic growth by providing
appropriately located services and zoning land in appropriate locations to facilitate
business diversity;

d)

Recognise and protect the established heritage and character of suburban and urban
areas;

e)

Facilitate alternative modes of transport to enable social and environmental benefits;

f)

Facilitate improved amenity and community wellbeing by providing usable and
accessible open space and areas within the public realm;

g)

Respond to the changing needs of the community by ensuring the provision of highquality community infrastructure and facilities in suitable locations;

h)

Facilitate the delivery and advancement of essential service infrastructure, while
encouraging environmentally sustainable development to reduce demand on existing
infrastructure; and

i)

Ensure that future land use and development preserves and protects the environmental
integrity of the Town’s natural assets.
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POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Part 4 of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 sets
out the process for the preparation or adoption of a Local Planning Scheme.
Part 5 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 relates to Local Planning Schemes.
Delegation to Development Committee
As stated above, Council has delegated to the Development Committee ‘Authority to endorse
guiding principles during the preparation of Local Planning Scheme No. 2’ (Delegation 12.2.1,
Function 4). If four or more members of the Development Committee cast the same vote, the
decision will be treated as having effect. The item will appear on the Agenda for the next
Ordinary Meeting of Council, however no decision of Council will be required as the item will
have been decided by the Development Committee under delegated authority.
If however the Development Committee were of the view that a Council decision should be
made on this matter, the matter should be referred to Council with a recommendation from the
Development Committee.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

Endorsement of ‘guiding principles’ are not intended to prejudice or bind a future
Council decision to adopt the draft local planning scheme

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Financial Implications related to this report.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
This report recommendation embraces the following strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018-2028: Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:
Strategy 4.1
Strategy 4.2
Strategy 4.3
Strategy 4.4
Strategy 4.5

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected,
and planning is responsive to residents
Examine and better identify through planning and consultation those features
and qualities which define our individual neighbourhoods
Create opportunities for greater housing choice in forms relevant to demand,
lifestyle needs and location
Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and
respects our existing ‘sense of place’ and our unique character
Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces
Liaise with relevant agencies on planning, including provision for education
and health facilities and service

Goal 5:
Successful commercial, retail and residential hubs
Strategy 5.1: Ensure future planning recognises the emerging diverse role, mixed use
potential and opportunities of our centres, and integrates change and growth
with surrounding local areas.
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Strategy 5.2
Strategy 5.3
Strategy 5.4

Goal 6:
Strategy 6.1
Strategy 6.2

Foster and encourage local business development in the local and district
centres which support our residents and the local and broader community
Ensure a high standard of public infrastructure is maintained in and around
our centres throughout the Town
Develop and implement activity centre planning and/or local development
plans for all centres to reflect the community’s expectations for these nodes
and corridors of activity.
Efficient transport networks
Coordinate our approach to transport planning, acknowledge transport
pressures and respond to local needs and broader district and regional
initiatives
Engage with surrounding local governments to ensure a more coordinated
response to land use and transport planning and noise impacts

Goal 10:

The Town is a proactive local government that provides financially
sustainable public assets, services and facilities
Strategy 10.1 Ensure appropriate resources are allocated to the preparation and
implementation of day to day decision making, broader strategic planning and
major projects
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
Upon completion of Local Planning Scheme No. 2, public consultation will be undertaken in
accordance with Part 4, Division 2 of the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015.
Committee Meeting 15 June 2021
The Presiding Member, Cr Everett advised that this item would be discussed after Item
DV21.57.
COMMITTEE DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

That Council:1.

NOTES that clauses 1 – 8 and 10-12 of Local Planning Scheme No. 2 will be in
accordance with the Model Provisions of the Planning and Development (Local
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015; and

2.

SUPPORTS, in principle, the following aims of Local Planning Scheme No. 2, in
accordance with the Local Planning Strategy:
2.1

Facilitate the delivery of high-quality housing choices to both maintain the
current needs and meet the changing lifestyle needs of the community;

2.2

Encourage maximisation of development potential in designated infill areas
in order to protect the integrity and character of surrounding residential
areas;

2.3

Ensure planning provisions support employment and economic growth by
providing appropriately located services and zoning land in appropriate
locations to facilitate business diversity;
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2.4

Recognise and protect the established heritage and character of suburban
and urban areas;

2.5

Facilitate alternative modes of transport to enable social and environmental
benefits;

2.6

Facilitate improved amenity and community wellbeing by providing usable
and accessible open space and areas within the public realm;

2.7

Respond to the changing needs of the community by ensuring the provision
of high-quality community infrastructure and facilities in suitable locations;

2.8

Facilitate the delivery and advancement of essential service infrastructure,
while encouraging environmentally sustainable development to reduce
demand on existing infrastructure; and

2.9

Ensure that future land use and development preserves and protects the
environmental integrity of the Town’s natural assets.

CARRIED AT COMMITTEE
(4/0) (Unanimous)
(Mayor Shannon was an apology)
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DV21.54

LOT 423 (NO. 59) MARLOW STREET, WEMBLEY – FIVE TAKE-AWAY FOOD
OUTLETS (S31 RECONSIDERATION)

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is for Council to vary the decision to grant development approval to
five (5) take-away food outlets at Lot 423 (No. 59) Marlow Street, Wembley, in respect to
Conditions 2.3, 4 and 13.
SUMMARY:
In March 2021, the Council approved amended plans resulting from a S31 reconsideration of
the application for five take-away premises. The approval was subject to 21 conditions, three
of which were contested by the Applicant and subject to further mediation at the SAT.
Meditation to review the contested Conditions was held on 27 May 2021.
The contested conditions were:
1.
2.
3.

Condition 2: the species of tree to be planted within the Grantham and Marlow Street
road reservations (Conditions 2.1 and 2.2) and the retention of the existing Eucalyptus
camaldulensis (Red River Gum) (Condition 2.3);
Condition 4: tree management plans associated with the retention of the existing tree
referred to in Condition 2.3; and
Condition 13: the Deed of Agreement to be entered into with the Town relating to
indemnity/insurance.

The Applicant originally contested the species of street trees to be planted as required by
Conditions 2.1 and 2.2. However, through the mediation process the Applicant withdrew its
request to have these two Conditions varied, resulting in no change to Conditions 2.1 and 2.2.
As a result the only conditions for review were Condition 2.3, 4 and 13.
For reasons detailed in this report, the request for Council to vary its determination with respect
to the above Conditions 2.3, 4 and 13 will result in the following amendments:
1.
2.
3.

Amend Condition 2.3 to allow for the existing Red River Gum to be replaced with a new
mature evergreen Australian native species;
Delete Condition 4 relating to the preparation of tree management plans for the existing
Red River Gum which will no longer be retained due to amendments to Condition 2.3;
and
Amend the wording of the Condition 13 relating to the indemnity/insurance Deed of
Agreement.

It is considered that the amended conditions maintain the integrity of the development as
approved by the Council in March 2021, and therefore it is recommended that the application
to vary the abovementioned conditions is approved.
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AUTHORITY/DISCRETION:
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review



Quasi-Judicial
Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

DELEGATION:
In accordance with cl12.1.4 of the Town's Delegation Register, the Council is required to
determine the application for the following reason:
“5.

Reconsideration of applications pursuant to Section 31 of the State Administrative
Tribunal Act 2004, where the application was originally determined by resolution of
Council.”

BACKGROUND:
Address:
Report Date:
File Reference:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

Applicant:
Owner:
Zoning:
Precinct:
Development Description:
Development Value:
Existing Land Use:
Proposed Land Use:
Land Area:
Heritage Listing:
Application Date:

Lot 423 (No. 50) Marlow Street, Wembley
1 June 2021
DA20/0103
Director Planning and Community Services, Brett Cammell
Manager Statutory Planning, Jennifer Heyes
Senior Strategic Planning Officer, Karen Liddell
Nil
1. Aerial Plan
2. Development Plans
3. Council Minutes 15 December 2020 (DV20.156) and 23 March 2021
(Council Reports 10.3)
4. Applicant’s Arborist Response – 5 May 2021
5. Independent Arborist Report – Arborlogic 14 May 2021
Dynamic Planning and Developments
Nigel Warr and Donna Warr
Local Centre
Precinct P4: Wembley
Five (5) take-away food outlets
$650,000
N/A - vacant site
Take away food outlet
1,100m2
No
11 June 2020
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DETAILS:
Site Context
The site is within the Wembley Precinct and is located on the south-west corner of the
intersection of Marlow Street and Grantham Street, approximately 145m west of Wembley
Primary School. The site is currently vacant as the previous service station on the property
was demolished some time ago.
The remaining corners of this intersection contain existing commercial units comprising
various shops, a veterinary clinic and an office tenancy.
Abutting the western boundary of the site is the Jellybeans Child Care Centre. Abutting the
southern boundary is a two-storey dwelling.
With the exception of the abovementioned commercial uses, surrounding development
predominantly comprises a mix of single and two-storey residences.
Site and Application History
There has been three development applications submitted for the site since December 2018,
including the current application. The applications have sought approval for a mechanical
workshop and 24/7 car wash (December 2018), mechanical workshop (December 2019), and
5 x take-away outlets (April 2020 – current application).
The applications for the mechanical workshops and car wash were both refused by the Town
and subsequently dismissed by SAT on appeal. For a more detailed site history, refer to the
December 2020 Council report contained in Attachment 3.
Since the application was approved by Council at its March 2021 meeting (See Attachment
3 for Minutes of Council Meeting), the Applicant has requested that Council vary its decision
in respect to three (3) of the conditions of approval. This has been undertaken through a
further SAT mediation session which occurred in May 2021.
The table below provides an overview of the current application history.
Application Date
29 April 2020
(DA20/0103)
[Original Application]

Proposal
Development application lodged for 5 takeaway food outlets

30 October 2020
(DR241/2020)

Application for review lodged with SAT Development Application for 5 takeaway
food outlets, deemed refused.

15 December 2020
(DR241/2020)

S31 reconsideration to Council – Original
application recommended for Approval
subject to conditions.
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23 March 2021
(DR241/2020)
[Amended Application]

S31 reconsideration – Amended plans
recommended for Approval subject to
conditions.

Approved
subject
conditions approval.

22 June 2021
(DR241/2020)

S31 reconsideration – amendments to
conditions of approval.

Current application before
Council
for
S31
reconsideration.

to

Proposal
The Applicant has sought to vary three (3) of the conditions of approval imposed by the Town.
This included the varying of Conditions 2.1 and 2.2. However, through the SAT mediation
process, the Applicant withdrew their contention over Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 in relation to the
species of tree to be planted within the Grantham and Marlow Street road reservations.
The following table identifies the relevant conditions and the variations being sought:
March 2021 Development Approval Condition
2. A detailed Landscaping and Reticulation plan,
in accordance with the approved plans, shall
be submitted to and approved by the Town
prior to the lodgement of a Building Permit,
and include but not be limited to the following:
2.1 Grantham Street road reservation:
− flush beds with hedging no higher
than 500mm; and
− 1 x Jacaranda mimosifolia (min 45L
bags) to each of the 4 flush beds west
of the arcade (including the bed
opposite the arcade);
2.2 Marlow Street road reservation:
− flush beds with hedging no higher
than 500mm; and
− 1 x Melaleuca quinquinera (min 45L
bag);
2.3 Car park planting:
− retention of existing Eucalyptus
camaldulensis (Red River Gum);and

flush beds with hedging no higher
than 500mm;
2.4 Western lot boundary:
− minimum/maximum height planting of
3m – 4m on maturity;
−

June 2021 Amended Development Approval
Condition (Reconsideration)
2. No change.

2.1 No Change.

2.2 No change.

2.3 Car park planting:
− replacement of existing Eucalyptus
camaldulensis (Red River Gum) with an
evergreen Australian native tree such
as
‘White Ironbark’ - Eucalyptus
leucoxylon
megolacarpa;
‘Eyre
Peninsula Blue Gum’ - Eucalyptus
leucoxylon peteolaris; 'Tuckeroo’ Cupaniopsis
anaeardioides
or
‘Queensland
Firewheel
Tree’
Stenocarpus sinuatus, at least 4.5m tall
in ground and with a maturation height of
greater than 10m; and
− No Change
2.4 No change.
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2.5 Eastern lot boundary:
− flush beds with hedging no higher
than 500mm; and
− Specimen trees (45 – 100L);

2.5 No change.

With the exception of the Eucalyptus
camaldulensis (Red River Gum) which shall
be retained as required by Condition 2.3,
species shall be as above or equivalent, to the
satisfaction of the Town;

All species planted pursuant to the
Landscaping and Reticulation Plan shall be
as above or an equivalent approved by the
Town;

4. In relation to the retention of the Eucalyptus
camaldulensis (Red River Gum) as per
Condition 2.3, prior to the lodgement of a
Building Permit, a Tree Management Plan,
Root Management Plan and Construction
Methodology as outlined in the Arborology
WA report dated 13 March 2021, shall be
submitted to and approved by the Town. The
landowner(s) is to undertake ongoing
monitoring and reporting to the Town on this
tree post construction for a 12 month period;
13. Prior to practical completion of the
development, the landowner(s) shall enter
into a Deed of Agreement with the Town
whereby they:

Deletion of Condition 4.

12*.

No Change.

13.1 Indemnify the Town against any loss or
damage caused to the road reserve or
asset/infrastructure of the Town or to
any person or property arising out of
the use of the road reserve in
connection with the development;

12.1 Indemnify the Town against any loss
or damage caused to that portion of
the
road
reserve
or
asset/infrastructure of the Town or to
any person or property arising out of
the use of that portion of the road
reserve into or over which any part of
the
development
extends
in
connection with the development;

13.2 Agree to maintain the development at
their cost for the life of the development
to the satisfaction of the Town;

12.2 Agree to maintain any part of the
development which extends into or
over the road reserve the development
at their cost for the life of the
development to the satisfaction of the
Town;

13.3 Agree to take out and maintain a policy
of public liability insurance for the life of
the development for not less than $10
million to insure the Town against all
claims for loss or damage caused to
the road reserve or asset/infrastructure
of the Town or to any person or
property use of the road reserve in
connection with the development;

12.3 Agree to take out and maintain a policy
of public liability insurance for the life
of the development for not less than
$10 million to insure the Town against
all claims for loss or damage caused to
that portion of the road reserve or
asset/infrastructure of the Town or to
any person or property arising out of
the use of that portion of the road
reserve into or over which any part of
the
development
extends
in
connection with the development.
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13.4 Agree that they will not sell the land or
any part of the land unless the sale is
conditional on the Buyer indemnifying
the Town and entering into agreements
with the Town to the same effect as the
Deed of Agreement entered into by the
landowner for the purposes of this
Condition;
The Agreement shall be prepared by the Town's
solicitors to the satisfaction of the Town and shall
also enable the Town to lodge an absolute caveat
over the subject site. The landowner(s) shall pay
all costs associated with the Town's solicitor's
preparation and execution of the Agreement and
the lodgement of (and any subsequent
modification to) the absolute caveat;

12.4 No Change.

No Change.

* Note Condition 13 renumbered to Condition 12
due to deletion of Condition 4.

CONSULTATION:
Public Consultation
The original application commenced advertising in May 2020 for a period of 21 days in
accordance with the Town's Local Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning
Proposals.
There has been no further notification of amendments to the application as clause 9 of Local
Planning Policy 1.5 – Response to State Administrative Tribunal Matters states that the Town
will not seek further submissions on the proposal. However, all submitters have been notified
of the meeting at which the application will be reconsidered.
APPLICANT'S COMMENTS:
The Applicant has provided an additional Arborist submission on the existing Red River Gum,
recommending the removal of the large mature tree. This report is contained in Attachment
4.
DISCUSSION:
Condition 2:
Condition 2 requires a detailed Landscaping and Reticulation plan be submitted to and
approved by the Town. Condition 2.3 specifically relates to planting within the car park and
currently requires the retention of the existing Eucalyptus camaldulensis (Red River Gum).
The Applicant is seeking to amend Condition 2.3 to allow for the removal of the existing Red
River Gum tree for reasons outlined in the latest report from its Arborist Mr Johnathan Epps
(See Attachment 4). Mr Epps’ report has responded to the Town’s first independent Arborist
report prepared by Arborology WA which supported the retention of the Red River Gum.
The Applicant’s new report maintains that the River Red Gum is not structurally suitable for
retention in the context of the proposed development and provides a response to the Town’s
independent report prepared by Arborology WA as follows:
1.

The Arborology report wrongly describes the tree as mature, when in fact the tree is
about 16 years old and only at ‘in young maturity’.
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2.

River Red Gums commonly suffer from ‘sudden branch drop’, and there is evidence
of this in the tree on site.
3. The tree has probably self-seeded, and one consequence is that it has not developed
‘Reaction Wood’ which helps prevent sudden branch drop.
4. The measures proposed by Arborology to prevent concrete cracking from tree roots
last about 20 years. This is not adequate, as the lifespan of the development is about
50 years.
5. The ongoing maintenance measures needed to retain the tree are costly.
6. The tree will still present a danger to the structural integrity of the development, and
to patrons via falling branches.
7. The tree is an undesirable type in the compact setting proposed.
8. If nevertheless retained, judicious pruning is better than Yale bracing.
9. The tree has no local social significance or historical value.
10. An alternative smaller local tree would have the values/benefits without the risk.
11. The alternatives recommended include Lemon Flowered Gum, Silver Princess
(Eucalyptus caesia); Fuschia Gum (Eucalyptus forrestiana); Pin cushion hakea and
Sea urchin hakea.
The Town’s independent arborist, Arbology WA, was requested to attend mediation in support
of the position to retain the tree, however, declined to be further involved in the process.
Therefore, the Town sought the opinion of another independent Arborist (Arborlogic) whose
findings can be found in Attachment 5 and are summarised as follows:
1. The Tree looks to be self-sown and still relatively juvenile (10 – 11yrs old) and in good
health based on the condition and volume of leaf mass. It has an acceptable structural
form for its specimen species and age. There are two main stems in good form,
however, the union of stems is likely to cause issues longer term and may lose some
of its integrity. The tree has a wide canopy spread resulting from two stems.
2. The Tree Risk Assessment is low at this time. However, the structure and issues that
have been identified may necessitate its removal within next 20-30 yrs.
3. The plans provided do not look to allow for the successful retention of the tree, given
the impact anticipated to occur to the tree protection zone/root zone and its canopy to
be able to facilitate construction of the proposed development.
4. Major canopy reduction/removal is likely in order to accommodate the large building
structures which will have an impact on the aesthetics of the tree.
5. The Tree’s species is potentially a very large species of tree and given the age of the
Tree it could get 2-3x its current size.
6. Measures would need to be taken to allow for its future growth; otherwise it will cause
disturbance issues particularly to areas of road pavement and paving and/or
clearances to buildings within a comparatively short time frame.
7. The structural form also looks likely to be a cause of issues longer term and quite
possibly to the point where it may end up being required to be removed from a risk
management perspective.
8. It was concluded that the River Red Gum should be removed and replaced with a new
tree that will establish quickly and reach mature without causing issues to surrounding
infrastructure by utilising purpose built below ground structures.
Having reviewed the additional reports and information relating to the risk associated with
retaining the Red River Gum, and its suitability in the context of the proposed development,
the Town’s Manager Infrastructure Parks is now of the opinion that the existing tree is not the
most appropriate tree species for the site. In light of this, the request to amend Condition 2.3
to require the planting of a new mature tree is considered appropriate.
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The alternative tree species presented for consideration in the Applicant’s point 10 above,
have been reviewed and are supported in principle subject to the new tree having a minimum
in-ground height of 4.5m upon planting, and a maturation height of greater than 10m. It was
not considered necessary to limit the replacement tree species to any one particular species
due to future availability and health of tree stock at the time of planting. The final species will
be approved by the Town prior to planting.
Therefore, it is considered that the request to amend Condition 2.3 to require the planting of a
new native Australian evergreen tree species, with specific dimensions upon planting and
maturity, can be supported.
As mentioned, Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 were initially contested and were addressed in Mr Epps’
additional report. However, during the mediation process the Applicant withdrew its contention
of these conditions once advised that the ongoing maintenance of the street trees would
become the Town’s responsibility after a two (2) year period in accordance with the Town’s
standard practice. This will be reflected in the required Landscape and Reticulation Plan,
rather than through an amended condition.
Condition 4:
Condition 4 relates to the ongoing management plans associated with the retention of the
existing Red River Gum. In light of the discussion above, this condition is no longer necessary
should Council support the amendment to Condition 2.3.
Therefore, in accordance with the amendment to Condition 2.3 allowing for the removal of the
Red River Gum, the request to delete Condition 4 is supported.
Condition 13:
Condition 13 relates to the indemnity/insurance Deed of Agreement to be entered into between
the Town and the landowner(s) in relation to works/structures within the road reserves of
Grantham Street of Marlow Street. The Applicant’s concern with this condition is in relation to
the “lifetime” maintenance obligation.
The Town’s legal representative has reviewed the amended wording put forward by the
Applicant and advised that it would be acceptable.
In light of this advice, it is recommended that Condition 13 is amended and subsequently
renumbered as a result of deleting Condition 4, as outlined below.
“12

Prior to practical completion of the development, the landowner(s) shall enter into
a Deed of Agreement with the Town whereby they:
12.1 Indemnify the Town against any loss or damage caused to that portion of
the road reserve or asset/infrastructure of the Town or to any person or
property arising out of the use of that portion of the road reserve into or
over which any part of the development extends in connection with the
development;
12.2 Agree to maintain any part of the development which extends into or over
the road reserve at their cost, for the life of the development, to the
satisfaction of the Town;
12.3 Agree to take out and maintain a policy of public liability insurance for the
life of the development for not less than $10 million to insure the Town
against all claims for loss or damage caused to that portion of the road
reserve or asset/infrastructure of the Town or to any person or property
arising out of the use of that portion of the road reserve into or over which
any part of the development extends in connection with the development.
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12.4

Agree that they will not sell the land or any part of the land unless the
sale is conditional on the Buyer indemnifying the Town and entering into
agreements with the Town to the same effect as the Deed of Agreement
entered into by the landowner for the purposes of this Condition;”

CONCLUSION:
The request to vary the decision of Council to granted development approval to the proposed
development, with respect to Conditions 2.3, 4 and 13, is considered to be appropriate in the
light of further information presented to the Town. It is the opinion of the Town’s
Administration, that the proposed amendments to the contested conditions of approval will not
alter the intent of the development and can be supported.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the application to vary the decision of Council to grant
development approval to five take-away food outlets at Lot 423 (No. 59) Marlow Street,
Wembley be approved.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Costs may be incurred by the Town if the landowner requests a review of the determination
from the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS:
Metropolitan Region Scheme
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Local Planning Scheme No. 1
State Planning Policy 4.2 - Activity Centres for Perth and Peel
State Planning Policy 7.3 - Residential Design Codes Volume 1
WAPC Liveable Neighbourhoods
Local Planning Policies
Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this Report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town's
Strategic Community Plan 2018 - 2028:Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Strategy 4.3: Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and
respects our existing 'sense of place' and our unique character
Strategy 4.4: Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. The
requirements for consultation have been satisfied under the provisions of Local Planning
Scheme No. 1 and Local Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
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COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That, pursuant to S31(2)(b) of the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004, in accordance
with the provisions of Local Planning Scheme No. 1 and the authority delegated to the
Town under the provisions of the Metropolitan Region Scheme, Council VARIES the
decision to grant development approval to five take-away food outlets at Lot 423 (No.
59) Marlow Street, Wembley by:
1.

DELETING point one of Condition 2.3, and replacing it with the following:
“2.3 Car park planting:
- replacement of existing Eucalyptus camaldulensis (Red River Gum)
with an evergreen Australian native tree such as ‘White Ironbark’ Eucalyptus leucoxylon megolacarpa; ‘Yellow Gum’ - Eucalyptus
leucoxylon; 'Tuckeroo’ - Cupaniopsis anaeardioides or ‘Queensland
Firewheel Tree’ - Stenocarpus sinuatus, at least 4.5m tall in ground and
with a maturation height of greater than 10m;” and

2.

AMENDING the last paragraph of Condition 2 to read as follows:
“All species planted pursuant to the Landscaping and Reticulation Plan shall be
as above or an equivalent approved by the Town;”

3.

DELETING Condition 4 and renumbering all remaining Conditions accordingly.

4.

AMENDING Condition 13 to read as follows:
“12. Prior to practical completion of the development, the landowner(s) shall
enter into a Deed of Agreement with the Town whereby they:
12.1

12.2
12.3

5.

Indemnify the Town against any loss or damage caused to that
portion of the road reserve or asset/infrastructure of the Town or to
any person or property arising out of the use of that portion of the
road reserve into or over which any part of the development extends
in connection with the development;
Agree to maintain any part of the development which extends into or
over the road reserve at their cost for the life of the development to
the satisfaction of the Town;
Agree to take out and maintain a policy of public liability insurance
for the life of the development for not less than $10 million to insure
the Town against all claims for loss or damage caused to that portion
of the road reserve or asset/infrastructure of the Town or to any
person or property arising out of the use of that portion of the road
reserve into or over which any part of the development extends in
connection with the development;” and

All other conditions and advice notes detailed on the Notice of Determination
dated 23 March 2021 shall remain unless altered by this approval.

Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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DV21.55

LOT 1618 (NO. 88) GLENGARIFF DRIVE, FLOREAT – PROPOSED
ALTERATIONS/ADDITIONS TO EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is for Council to consider a development application for
alterations/additions to the existing dwelling, which includes a carport and a roof extension
within the primary street setback area, and an addition to the dwelling within the secondary
street setback area.
SUMMARY:
The application proposes to remove an existing double carport within the secondary street
setback area and construct a new double carport within the primary street setback area.
The application also proposes an extension to the alfresco roof to be partially within the front
setback area, and a minor portion of an addition to the dwelling within the secondary street
setback area.
It is considered that, in this instance, the proposal to relocate the existing covered car parking
from the secondary street setback area to the primary street setback area will result in an
enhanced streetscape on Glengariff Drive and Lifford Road.
While the proposed carport will add some bulk to the primary street setback area, it is noted
that the application also proposes to remove a large section of the existing solid fencing along
the front boundary to Glengariff Drive and replace it with open style visually permeable fencing
and landscaping, which will result in a more open and visually connected primary street
frontage, with enhanced street surveillance.
It is considered that, as the proposed carport will be constructed of lightweight materials and
will have a roof height that sits well below the roof height of the dwelling, it will not be a
dominant structure in the front setback area.
In relation to the proposed addition to the dwelling, it will only occupy a minor area within the
secondary street setback area. It is also noted that, as the addition will occupy a smaller area
within the secondary street setback area than the existing carport, the building bulk in that
area of the site will be reduced. The crossover to Lifford Road will be removed and replaced
with grass or vegetation, which will increase the amount of landscaping in the Lifford Road
verge area.
The proposed alfresco roof extension will occupy a minor area in the primary street setback
area, and as it will be in line with the existing roof of the dwelling, it will not add any significant
bulk into the front setback.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the application be approved, subject to conditions.
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AUTHORITY/DISCRETION:
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review



Quasi-Judicial
Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

DELEGATION:
In accordance with cl12.1.4 of the Town's Delegation Register, the Council is required to
determine the application for the following reason:
“2.

The determination of a development application under Cl. 34 (2) of Local Planning
Scheme No. 1.”

BACKGROUND:
Address:
Report Date:
File Reference:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

Lot 1618 (No. 88) Glengariff Drive, Floreat
8 June 2021
DA21/0047
Director Planning and Development, Brett Cammell
Manager Statutory Planning, Jennifer Heyes
Senior Statutory Planning Officer, Steven Laming
Nil
1. Aerial Plan
2. Annotated Development Plans
3. Development Plans
4. Site Photographs
5. Applicant's Comments

Applicant:
Owner:
Zoning:
Precinct:
Development Description:
Development Value:
Existing Land Use:
Proposed Land Use:
Land Area:
Heritage Listing:
Application Date:
Application Process Days:

Klopper and Davis Architects
Paul Aron & Fiona Aron
Residential R12.5
P3: Floreat
Alterations/Additions to Existing Single House
$400,000
Single House
N/A – works associated with existing use
1,189m2
No
26 February 2021
109 days (applicant agreed to extension)
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DETAILS:
Proposal
The application proposes alterations/additions to the existing dwelling, including the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Removal of existing double carport within the secondary street setback area.
Removal of existing crossover to the secondary street (Lifford Road).
Proposed double carport within the primary street setback area, set back a minimum of
2.2m from the front boundary.
Proposed crossover to the primary street (Glengariff Drive).
A 2.1m2 portion of the alfresco roof extension within the primary street setback area,
with a minimum setback of 8.4m from the front boundary in lieu of 9m.
A 0.42m2 portion of the addition to the dwelling within the secondary street setback area,
with a minimum setback of 3.26m from the secondary street boundary in lieu of 4.5m.

Site Context
The site is located within the Floreat Planning Precinct on the corner of Glengariff Drive and
Lifford Road and is currently occupied by a single storey dwelling.
The dwelling has its primary street frontage to Glengariff Drive and its secondary street
frontage to Lifford Road.
The dwelling currently has vehicle access from Lifford Road to an existing double carport,
which is set back a minimum of 1.4m from the secondary street boundary.
The topography of the site naturally slopes down approximately 3m from the rear boundary at
the south-eastern corner of the site to Lifford Road, to the front western boundary to Glengariff
Drive.
The surrounding locality consists of single-storey and two-storey dwellings.
A number of nearby dwellings have carports within the primary street setback area, such as
94 Glengariff Drive (0.25m setback), 93 Glengariff Drive (6.1m setback), 100 Glengariff Drive
(7.5m setback), and 102 Glengariff Drive (8.7m setback).
Application History
The application initially proposed a timber clad enclosed bike store adjacent to the proposed
carport, a retractable awning, raised retaining walls, and a pool with a raised surrounding
paved area within the front setback area.
Following the Town’s initial assessment, amended plans were received showing the bike
store, retractable awning, and pool had been removed from the proposal, and that the
maximum heights of the retaining walls and paved area within the front setback area were not
more than 0.5m above natural ground level.
It is these latest plans which are being presented to Council as part of this Report (refer
Attachment 3).
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CONSULTATION:
Public Consultation
The application was advertised for a period of 14 days in accordance with the Town's Local
Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
No submissions were received during the public consultation period.
APPLICANT'S COMMENTS:
The applicant has provided comments in support of those aspects of the application that do
not meet the relevant deemed-to-comply requirements. These comments are attached to this
Report (refer Attachment 5).
STATUTORY ASSESSMENT:
Local Planning Scheme No. 1 - Clause 26 - Modification of R-Codes
Clause 26(1)(b) Modification of R-Codes

Required
Proposed
Primary
Street
Setback
9m
2.2m
(Carport)
Primary Street Setback
9m
8.4m
(Alfresco Roof Extension)
Secondary Street Setback
4.5m
3.26m
(Addition to Dwelling)
Clause 34 - Variations to Site and Development Requirements
"(1)(a) an application for planning approval which does not comply with a standard or
requirement of this Scheme, where the standard or requirement does not provide
for any permitted variation, is called a "non-complying application"; …
(2)

Subject to sub clause (3), the Council may refuse or approve a non-complying
application with or without conditions".

Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape
“1. Consideration of a non-complying application for street setbacks as prescribed in the Scheme
…Council may have due regard to the criteria below when considering a non-complying application
under Clause 34 of the Scheme.
a. The proposed development within the prescribed scheme setback area shall meet the Desired
Future Character of the area;
b. Any building or part of the building (including a carport) in the prescribed scheme setback area
shall be set back from side boundaries to preserve a streetscape of distinctly separate single
residences separated by open space, and to preserve the amenity of neighbouring properties;
c. Retaining wall(s) proposed within the primary and/or secondary street setback may be
permitted where:
i. Do not detrimentally affect adjoining properties;
ii. Are suitably landscaped to reduce the impact of building bulk; and
iii. The natural topography of the land can still be interpreted, despite the retaining.”
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Assessment
Carport
The existing dwelling being retained contributes to the character of the locality being
maintained, which comprises a number of older dwellings on Glenagariff Drive. As the dwelling
is being retained, there is limited opportunity to provide covered car parking behind the 9m
primary street setback area.
It is acknowledged that there are some nearby older dwellings that have carports within the
primary street setback areas. It is therefore considered that the proposed reduced street
setback to the carport will not be completely out of character with the locality.
The application also proposes to remove the existing solid front fence and replace it with open
style fencing and new landscaping, resulting in the front setback area being more open, which
will enhance the visual connection between the street and the dwelling. The modifications to
the front fence will assist in reducing the impact of the carport within the front setback area.
The carport will be constructed of lightweight materials and have a flat roof form that will sit
well below the roof height of the dwelling, which will assist in reducing the visual impact of the
structure being in front of the dwelling. It is also considered that the scale and height of the
carport relative to the dwelling will result in the carport not being a dominant feature in the front
setback area.
Addition to Dwelling and Roof Extension
The proposed reduced street setbacks to the addition to the dwelling and the roof extension
are not considered to have an adverse impact on the streetscape or character of the locality,
as those additions will occupy minor areas within the street setbacks.
The addition to the dwelling will occupy 0.42m2 of the secondary street setback area. It is also
noted that, as the area of the addition is much smaller than the existing carport within the
secondary street setback area, the proposal will result in a reduced building bulk in that area
of the property.
The crossover to Lifford Road will be removed and replaced with grass or vegetation, which
will increase the amount of landscaping in the Lifford Road verge area and therefore improve
the Lifford Road streetscape.
The proposed alfresco roof extension will be in line with the existing roof line of the dwelling
and will occupy only 2.1m2 of the primary street setback area.
Having due consideration of the relevant sub-clauses of cl67 of Schedule 2 of the Planning
and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015, it is considered that the
addition, in this particular case, will not have a significant impact on the prevailing and desired
development context due to the surrounding character of the area.
The proposed non-complying application is therefore supported.
CONCLUSION:
The application includes the retention of the existing character dwelling, which limits the area
on the site where covered car parking can be located. The proposal to relocate the covered
car parking from the secondary street setback area to the primary street setback area is not
considered to have an adverse impact on the Glengariff Drive streetscape. Notwithstanding
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that the carport will add some bulk to the front setback area, the carport will be constructed of
lightweight materials and will not be a dominant feature in front of the dwelling.
The application will result in a more open and visually connected primary street frontage due
to the existing solid front fencing being replaced with open style fencing, which will assist in
reducing the bulk impact of the carport.
The other proposed reduced street setbacks are to minor portions of the addition to the
dwelling and roof extension, which are not considered to have any significant impact on the
streetscape or character of the locality.
For the above reasons, it is recommended that the application be approved, subject to
conditions.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Costs may be incurred by the Town if the landowner requests a review of the determination
from the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS:
Metropolitan Region Scheme
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Local Planning Scheme No. 1
State Planning Policy 7.3 - Residential Design Codes Volume 1
Local Planning Policies
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this Report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town's
Strategic Community Plan 2018 - 2028:Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Strategy 4.3: Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and
respects our existing 'sense of place' and our unique character
Strategy 4.4: Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. The
requirements for consultation have been satisfied under the provisions of Local Planning
Scheme No. 1 and Local Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
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COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That, in accordance with the provisions of Local Planning Scheme No. 1 and the
authority delegated to the Town under the provisions of the Metropolitan Region
Scheme, Council APPROVES the application for a alterations/additions to the existing
single house at Lot 1618 (No. 88) Glengariff Drive, Floreat as shown on the attached
plans stamped received 11 May 2021, subject to the following conditions:
1.

The development shall at all times comply with the application and the approved
plans, subject to any modifications required as a consequence of any conditions
of this approval;

2.

Prior to practical completion of the development, the existing crossover to Lifford
Road shall be removed and the verge and kerb reinstated at the landowner's cost
to the satisfaction of the Town, and the crossover to Glengariff Drive, as shown
on the approved plans, shall be constructed at the landowner's cost and thereafter
maintained by the landowner(s) for the life of the development to the satisfaction
of the Town;

3.

The landscaping areas within the 9m primary street setback area shown on the
approved plans shall be installed and reticulated within six months of practical
completion of the development and thereafter maintained by the landowner(s) for
the life of the development to the satisfaction of the Town;

4.

The carport shall remain unenclosed on all sides (except if it abuts the dwelling)
and shall be without a door unless the door meets all deemed-to-comply
provisions of cl3.1, C1.5(iii) of the Town’s Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape;

5.

The infill panels of all fencing/gates within the 9m primary street setback area,
and minimum 40% of the length of the street wall or fence in the 4.5m secondary
street setback area (which includes any side boundary fencing within this area),
shall be “open style” (as defined by the Town’s Local Planning Policy 3.1 Streetscape) and shall meet all other deemed-to-comply provisions of cl5.1 of the
Town’s Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape;

6.

All stormwater shall be contained and disposed of on-site for the life of the
development to the satisfaction of the Town; and

7.

No verge trees shall be removed, pruned or disturbed in any way without further
approval of the Town.

Standard Advice Notes to be included by the Administration.
Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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DV21.56

LOT 1465 (NO. 7) KILDARE ROAD, FLOREAT – PROPOSED ADDITIONS AND
ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING DWELLING

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is for Council to consider a development application for additions
and alterations to an existing dwelling, which includes a bedroom and an ensuite partially
encroaching into the primary street setback area. In addition, the carport extension and
conversion to a garage does not meet the deemed-to-comply provisions in relation to side lot
boundary setbacks and roofing and building materials.
SUMMARY:
The 0.5m articulated portions of the bedroom and ensuite addition encroach into the 9m
primary street setback and occupy approximately 2.3m2 in area, and the extension of the
existing carport roof results in additional roof cover on the southern side of the structure.
The additions will incorporate wooden gables visible from the street, and seek approval for a
Shale Grey colorbond roof finish for the new roofing components, which will match the existing
colorbond roof finish of the dwelling.
The variations are considered relatively minor in nature, respectful to the established
streetscape pattern of street setbacks, and will include additional advanced trees to enhance
the streetscape. The majority of the existing dwelling will be retained, further minimising any
impact the appearance of the proposed work will have on the streetscape and the adjoining
properties.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the application be approved.
AUTHORITY/DISCRETION:
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review



Quasi-Judicial
Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

DELEGATION:
In accordance with cl12.1.4 of the Town's Delegation Register, the Council is required to
determine the application under Cl. 34 (2) of Local Planning Scheme No. 1, and for the
purposes of determining a development application which does not meet the requirements
Clause 2B of Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate (Local Law
43).
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BACKGROUND:
Address:
Report Date:
File Reference:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

Lot 1465 (No. 7) Kildare Road, Floreat
8 June 2021
DA21/0069
Director Planning and Community, Brett Cammell
Manager Statutory Planning, Jennifer Heyes
Senior Statutory Planning Officer, Scott Price
Nil
1. Aerial Plan
2. Annotated Plans
3. Development Plans
4. Site Photographs

Applicant:
Owner:
Zoning:
Precinct:
Development Description:
Development Value:
Existing Land Use:
Proposed Land Use:
Land Area:
Heritage Listing:
Application Date:
Application Process Days:

Hubble Design
Joseph Drabble & Fiona Drabble
Residential R12.5
P3 - Floreat
Additions and alterations
$200,000
Dwelling (Single)
N/A – works associated with existing use
809m2
No
22 March 2021
85 days

DETAILS:
Site Context
The subject site is located in the Floreat Planning Precinct and is currently occupied by a
single-storey dwelling.
The subject site is an east-west orientated lot located in the street block bound by Kildare
Road to the east, Altone Road to the west, Glengariff Drive to the south, and Roscommon
Road to the north.
The topography of the site has an approximate 2m slope downwards in topography from the
western rear section of the lot to the eastern street frontage.
The locality’s character generally consists of single and two storey dwellings, with a
streetscape pattern varying in setbacks to Kildare Road. The locality contain a number of
dwellings which partially encroach into the primary street setback, and is relatively consistent
with the proposal. The adjoining southern lot contains a parapet wall next to the proposed
garage.
Proposal
The application proposes alterations and additions to the existing dwelling, including the
following:
1.

The articulated portions of the bedroom and ensuite extension to the front of the existing
dwelling, to be set back 8.5m to the street boundary, in lieu of 9m;
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2.
3.
4.
5.

An extension to the width of the existing carport roof, resulting in proposed support
columns being set back 1.3m to the southern side boundary, in lieu of 1.5m, and the
eaves being set back 0.5m in lieu of 0.75m to the southern side boundary;
The addition of a roller door and side wall to the carport, which converts the structure to
a garage;
The incorporation of wooden cladding to the garage and master bedroom façade, and
Shale Grey Colorbond finish for newly proposed roof area of the garage to match the
existing dwelling; and
The planting of two advanced trees within the primary street setback area in addition to
2 existing trees which exist within the primary street setback area.

CONSULTATION:
Public Consultation
The application was advertised for a period of 14 days in accordance with the Town's Local
Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
No submissions were received during the public consultation period.
STATUTORY ASSESSMENT:
Local Planning Scheme No. 1 - Clause 26 - Modification of R-Codes
Clause 26(1)(b) Modification of R-Codes

Required
Proposed
Primary Street Setback (Master
9m
8.5m
Bedroom and Ensuite)
Clause 34 - Variations to Site and Development Requirements
"(1)(a) an application for planning approval which does not comply with a standard or
requirement of this Scheme, where the standard or requirement does not provide
for any permitted variation, is called a "non-complying application"; …
(2)

Subject to sub clause (3), the Council may refuse or approve a non-complying
application with or without conditions".

Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape
“1. Consideration of a non-complying application for street setbacks as prescribed in the Scheme
…Council may have due regard to the criteria below when considering a non-complying application
under Clause 34 of the Scheme.
a. The proposed development within the prescribed scheme setback area shall meet the
Desired Future Character of the area;
b. Any building or part of the building (including a carport) in the prescribed scheme setback area
shall be set back from side boundaries to preserve a streetscape of distinctly separate single
residences separated by open space, and to preserve the amenity of neighbouring properties;
c. Retaining wall(s) proposed within the primary and/or secondary street setback may be
permitted where:
i. Do not detrimentally affect adjoining properties;
ii. Are suitably landscaped to reduce the impact of building bulk; and
iii. The natural topography of the land can still be interpreted, despite the retaining.”
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Assessment
In aggregate, the proposed additions to the front of the existing dwelling will encroach into the
street setback area by approximately 2.3m2 (being approximately 1.2% of the street setback
area). The front wall is articulated, which reduces the impact on the streetscape. There are
no other buildings within the property’s street setback area.
The retention of the existing house has meant the proposed articulated portions will be located
in front of the existing facade. The character of the dwelling will be retained and will continue
its contribution to the established character of the street.
Whilst it is noted that other examples within the street with reduced primary street setbacks
should not be used as sole rationale for supporting such a variation. In this case, the
predominant pattern of front walls within the streetscape is varying and does include a number
of other minor structure encroachments. As such, the minor encroachments proposed are
unlikely to significantly impact the existing Kildare Road streetscape.
The applicant has also proposed to plant two ‘advanced’ mature frangipanis within the front
garden, whilst maintaining 60% landscaping within the street setback area. This will further
enhance the streetscape and is recommended to be conditioned accordingly.
Having due consideration of the relevant sub-clauses of cl67 of Schedule 2 of the Planning
and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015, it is considered that the
addition, in this particular case, will not have a significant impact on the prevailing and desired
character of the area.
The proposed non-complying application is therefore supported.
State Planning Policy 7.3 - Residential Design Codes Volume 1
5.1.3

Lot boundary setbacks

Deemed-to-comply Requirement
Proposed
Southern
lot
boundary
1.5m
1.3m
setback (garage)
Southern
lot
boundary
0.75m
0.5m
setback (eave of the garage)
Design Principles (of R-Codes):
"P3.1 Buildings set back from lot boundaries or adjacent buildings on the same lot so as to:
• reduce impacts of building bulk on adjoining properties;
• provide adequate direct sun and ventilation to the building and open spaces on the site and
adjoining properties; and
• minimise the extent of overlooking and resultant loss of privacy on adjoining properties.”

Design Principles Assessment
The proposed support columns of the garage will be set back 1.3m in lieu of 1.5m from the
southern adjoining lot boundary, being 0.2m (20cm) closer than what is permitted.
The southern side of the garage is proposed to remain open. One of the columns will be
adjacent to an existing parapet wall on the adjoining property, and the other column will be
approximately 20cm further forward of the neighbour’s parapet wall but still be behind the
street setback area. The columns will be 0.2m x 0.2m in dimension and will be partially
screened by a solid dividing fence of approximately 2m in height above natural ground level.
Taking all of this into consideration, the reduced setbacks will not have a significant impact on
the neighbour’s visual amenity.
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The posts and the roof will not be adjacent to any major openings or outdoor living areas on
the adjoining property, and mostly abut the neighbouring parapet wall, therefore, they will not
obstruct natural sunlight and ventilation from entering the adjoining property or create any
privacy issues.
In addition, the eave of the garage is proposed to be setback 0.5m to the southern lot boundary
in lieu of 0.75m.
The eave meets the objectives of space between buildings by providing space between the
proposed roof and the neighbouring dwelling’s parapet wall. The support beams are further
recessed back from the edge of the proposed eave and is considered to provide sufficient
separation between sites when viewed from the street, and contributes to the desired future
characteristics of the Floreat suburb.
Considering the above, the proposal satisfies the design principles.
Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate (Local Law 43) and
Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape
Local Law 43 and LPP3.1
Requirement
Metal roofing with a pitch of
more than 5 degrees shall not
be constructed with metal
sheeting having a solar
reflectivity index exceeding
40%.

Roofing Proposed
The proposed development
seeks a Shale Grey
colorbond roofing finish to
the alfresco cover, and the
garage section of roof
exceeding 5 degrees in
pitch.

Clause 2B (Local Law 43)
"In a residential district the Council may permit land to be developed subject to such conditions as
the Council deems fit:–
a) for use for a purpose which is not permitted in that district;
b) notwithstanding that the developments will not comply with the standard or requirement
prescribed by this by-law in that district.
if the Council is satisfied by an absolute majority that:–
i) the development would be consistent with the orderly and proper planning of the locality
and the preservation of its amenities; and
ii) the use to be made of the land and the non-compliance with the prescribed standard or
requirement will not have any adverse effect upon the occupiers or users of the development
or the property in or the inhabitants of the locality or the likely future development of the
locality".
Design Principles of Cl.8 (LPP3.1)
Roofing materials shall not result in excessive glare upon neighbours and the streetscape due to the
position, location, pitch, and finishes used.

Assessment
The proposal is for a Shale Grey roofing material for the additions to match the roofing finish
of the existing dwelling. The proposed finish seeks a solar reflectivity of 57%, in lieu of 40%.
The provisions relating to the roof reflectiveness do not provide guidance in terms of assessing
the impacts of a reflective roof material, or aspects of consideration for assessment. However,
it is considered that the 8 degree skillion pitch of the alfresco roof will reduce the visibility of
the roofing material, in comparison to a normal roofing pitch. In addition, the existing parapet
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wall of the southern adjoining dwelling at No. 5 Kildare Road is considered to mitigate against
any impacts of glare to openings or outdoor habitable spaces.
There are at least 12 examples of dwellings within the locality that have a light coloured roofing
finish, consistent with the proposed Shale Grey roofing material at the subject site. The
proposed finish is not only consistent with the existing roofing material of the dwelling onsite,
but the character of sites fronting Kildare Road, Clanmel Road, and Athlone Road.
Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate (Local Law 43)
Clause 7(b)
Construction materials

General Regulation
All other dwelling-houses [ie. non
single-storey dwellings] shall be
constructed of brick, stone,
concrete or similar material.

Proposed
The proposal incorporates
wooden gables to the
façade
of
the
newly
converted
garage
and
master bedroom addition.

Clause 2B
"In a residential district the Council may permit land to be developed subject to such conditions as
the Council deems fit:–
a) for use for a purpose which is not permitted in that district;
b) notwithstanding that the developments will not comply with the standard or requirement
prescribed by this by-law in that district.

if the Council is satisfied by an absolute majority that:–
i) the development would be consistent with the orderly and proper planning of the locality and
the preservation of its amenities; and
ii) the use to be made of the land and the non-compliance with the prescribed standard or
requirement will not have any adverse effect upon the occupiers or users of the development
or the property in or the inhabitants of the locality or the likely future development of the
locality".

Assessment
The design incorporates timber cladding to the dwelling’s front façade, to compliment the
variety of materials in the street presentation, which includes proposed concrete tile wall, and
rendered wall. The cladding is proposed to the garage and master bedroom addition. The
cladding will occupy approximately 8m2 (approximately 13%) of the façade surface area and
therefore will have minimal impact on the streetscape.
No submissions were received during consultation with regards to the proposed building
materials.
For the above reasons, the application is considered to meet Clause 2B of Local Law 43.
CONCLUSION
The application seeks a number of minor variations relating to the primary street setback area,
the lot boundary setback to the southern boundary, and Local Law 43 provisions for roofing
and building finishes.
The amount of building bulk which is proposed within the primary street setback area is not
considered to be significant, given the articulated façade and minor encroachment of 0.5m.
The development is considered to be respectful to the existing and future desired character of
the area, and will not project forward of an established line of dwellings fronting Kildare Road.
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The lot boundary setback is considered to meet the applicable design principles. The minor
nature of the reduced lot boundary setback will not result in building bulk having a significant
impact on the neighbouring owner, as the columns are located adjacent to a parapet wall.
For the above reasons, it is recommended that the application be approved.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Costs may be incurred by the Town if the landowner requests a review of the determination
from the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS:
Metropolitan Region Scheme
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Local Planning Scheme No. 1
State Planning Policy 7.3 - Residential Design Codes Volume 1
Local Planning Policies
Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this Report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town's
Strategic Community Plan 2018 - 2028:Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Strategy 4.3: Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and
respects our existing 'sense of place' and our unique character
Strategy 4.4: Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. The
requirements for consultation have been satisfied under the provisions of Local Planning
Scheme No. 1 and Local Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That, accordance with the provisions of Local Planning Scheme No. 1 and the authority
delegated to the Town under the provisions of the Metropolitan Region Scheme, and
the provisions of Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate,
Council APPROVES BY ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the application for additions and
alterations at Lot 1465 (No. 7) Kildare Road, Floreat as shown on the attached plans
stamped received 1 June 2021, subject to the following conditions:
1.

The development shall at all times comply with the application and the approved
plans, subject to any modifications required as a consequence of any conditions
of this approval;
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2.

All stormwater shall be contained and disposed of on-site for the life of the
development to the satisfaction of the Town;

3.

A minimum of 60% of “landscaping” (as defined by the Town’s Local Planning
Policy 3.1 - Streetscape) within the 9m primary street setback area shall be planted
and reticulated within six months of practical completion of the development (and
shall include a minimum of two advanced growth tree(s), being a 45L bag or a
minimum of 2m in height and diameter, within the primary street setback area)
and thereafter maintained by the landowner(s) for the life of the development to
the satisfaction of the Town; and

4.

The wooden cladding to the external walls shall be finished and maintained
thereafter by the landowner to the satisfaction of the Town.

Standard Advice Notes to be included by Administration.
Motion put and CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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DV21.57

PROPOSED VARIATIONS TO LOCAL LAW 43 AND LOCAL PLANNING
POLICY 3.1 – STREETSCAPE

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is for Council to determine applications which are required to be
considered under cl7(b) of Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate
(Local Law 43), and where relevant, in relation to roof reflectivity under clause 8 of Local
Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape (LPP3.1), is considered to meet the design principles of
LPP3.1.
AUTHORITY/DISCRETION:
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review



Quasi-Judicial
Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

DELEGATION:
Clause 2B of Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate (Local Law
43) requires Council to determine development applications which do not meet the
requirements of Local Law 43.
BACKGROUND:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

15 June 2021
Brett Cammell, Director Development & Community
Jennifer Heyes, Manager Statutory Planning
Scott Price, Senior Statutory Planning Officer
Nil
1. Development Plans for No. 60 Chipping Road, City Beach
2. Development Plans for No. 315 The Boulevard, City Beach
3. Development Plans for No. 55 Oceanic Drive, Floreat
4. Development Plans for No. 26 Roscommon Road, Floreat
5. Development Plans for No. 88 Branksome Gardens, City Beach
6. Development Plans for No. 5 Crieff Street, Floreat
7. Development Plans for No. 119 Lissadell Street, Floreat
8. Development Plans for No. 28 Perina Way, City Beach
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Property
Lot 857 (No. 60) Chipping
Road, City Beach
Lot 757 (No. 315) The
Boulevard, City Beach
Lot 592 (No. 55) Oceanic
Drive, Floreat
Lot
1391
(No.
26)
Roscommon Road, Floreat
Lot 731 (No. 88) Branksome
Gardens, City Beach
Lot 1218 (No. 5) Creiff Street,
Floreat
Lot 71 (No. 119) Lissadell
Street, Floreat
Lot 14 (No. 28) Perina Way,
City Beach

Applicant/Landowner(s)
Applicant:
Tascone Design
Landowners: Michael Tan
Applicant:
Ashmy Pty Ltd
Landowner: Younes Bahar Arjmand
Applicant:
Coast Homes
Landowner: Paul & Caroline Zani
Applicant:
Wisepot Pty Ltd
Landowner: Sara Bevan
Applicant:
Australian Outdoor Living
Landowner: Maneesha & Patrick Michalka
Applicant:
Broadwater Builds
Landowner: Natalie Romano
Applicant:
Summit Renovations
Landowner: Timothy & Narelle Cocks
Applicant/Landowner(s): Bruce & Deborah Cunningham

CONSULTATION:
The applications were advertised for a period of 14 days in accordance with the Town's Local
Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
No submissions were received during the public consultation period.
STATUTORY ASSESSMENT:
Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate (Local Law 43)
Property Address
Lot 857 (No. 60) Chipping Road, City Beach

Material Proposed
The proposed single dwelling seeks to
incorporate a Monument colorbond Scyon Axion
cladding to the street elevation.

Lot 757 (No. 315) The Boulevard, City Beach

The proposed single dwelling seeks to
incorporate a Permatimber CX castellated
cladding to the front pillars of the front balcony.

Lot 592 (No. 55) Oceanic Drive, Floreat

The proposed single dwelling seeks to
incorporate a Hardie Linea weatherboard
cladding to the street elevation.

Lot 731 (No. 88) Branksome Gardens, City
Beach

The proposed northern patio seeks to
incorporate Twinwall infill panelling into the
gabled portions of the northern patio roofing
structure.
Proposed ‘James Hardie Axon’ cladding to a
proposed alfresco and verandah, and next to the
front door of the existing dwelling.
Proposed ‘Masterwall’ cladding to external steel
frame walls and ‘Scyon Axon’ vertical sheet
cladding to the external walls of the first floor
addition.
Proposed rendered ‘Blu-Board’ cladding to the
upper storey addition match the existing finishes
of the retained dwelling.

Lot 1218 (No. 5) Crieff Street, Floreat
Lot 71 (No. 119) Lissadell Street, Floreat

Lot 14 (No. 28) Perina Way, City Beach
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Clause 2B
"In a residential district the Council may permit land to be developed subject to such conditions as
the Council deems fit:–
a) for use for a purpose which is not permitted in that district;
b) notwithstanding that the developments will not comply with the standard or requirement
prescribed by this by-law in that district.
if the Council is satisfied by an absolute majority that:–
i) the development would be consistent with the orderly and proper planning of the locality and
the preservation of its amenities; and
ii) the use to be made of the land and the non-compliance with the prescribed standard or
requirement will not have any adverse effect upon the occupiers or users of the development
or the property in or the inhabitants of the locality or the likely future development of the
locality".

Assessment
No. 60 Chipping Road, City Beach
The proposed single dwelling will be constructed in a variety of materials, including rendered
brick and Monument Scyon Axon feature cladding. The presentation of the dwelling’s first floor
to the street will consist of 3 large windows and rendered white brick finished walls, with
approximately 19% of the first floor’s front façade having the proposed cladding affixed to it.
The material and colour provides a contrast that promotes architectural variety and visual
interest to the design. The cladding is respectful to the overall intent of the policy and is not
considered to cause impacts to the neighbouring sites by virtue of amenity loss.
Furthermore, the cladding is featuring throughout a high percentage of new builds within the
broader locality of the Perth area, thus maintaining a consistency in design to that of the
surrounding suburbs.
No. 315 The Boulevard, City Beach
The proposed single dwelling will incorporate two permatimber castellated cladded pillars for
support of the upper floor balcony. Other than the two pillars proposed, the entire dwelling will
be constructed of ledgestone cladding and rendered brick.
It is considered that the proposed cladding for the timber pillars is a minor portion of the façade,
and will not be considered significantly noticeable from the streetscape, given the dwelling will
be set back from the footpath by approximately 20m. The pillars occupy just 4% of the
dwelling’s façade and does not significantly alter the overall character of the broader locality.
It is considered that the proposed materials are not inconsistent with the overall intent of the
Local Law and will provide an acceptable finish.
No. 55 Oceanic Drive, Floreat
The application seeks the application of a Hardie Linea weatherboard cladding and gables to
be proposed on the façade of the approved single dwelling. The cladding is proposed in
conjunction with the approved rendered brick construction material, which will occupy the
majority of the street façade.
The cladding to the external walls of the street elevation is approximately 15% of the façade,
which is a minor portion of the dwelling’s elevation and is not considered to significantly impact
the amenity of the adjoining lots or broader locality.
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No. 88 Branksome Gardens, City Beach
The application proposes two patios including a large pitched roof patio the northern elevation
and a smaller flat roof patio to the southern elevation on the site. The larger patio on the
northern elevation seeks to include Twinwall panelling into its design by infilling the gables. It
is proposed above the fence line of the adjoining northern property and will act as a lightweight
insulation to the patio itself by limiting the amount of the light and heat entering the covered
outdoor space.
The Twinwall panels take up a total of 5.02m2 of the 28.44m2 façade facing the northern
property totalling 18% of patio’s total façade. Brickwork and tiled roofing will still form the
remainder of the façade facing the northern neighbour.
The panels will offer a point of visual interest to the design overall and are not considered to
cause an adverse impact onto the neighbouring property. Insulation panels such as these are
common in patios across the Perth metropolitan area maintaining consistency in design with
those in surrounding suburbs.
No. 5 Crieff Street, Floreat
The proposed ‘James Hardie Axon’ cladding will be painted white and will be to the external
walls of the proposed alfresco on the west elevation, the side panel of the proposed verandah
roof on the south elevation, and a 1.3m2 panel next to the front door of the existing dwelling
on east elevation fronting Crieff Street.
The panel next to the front door will be visible from the street. The proposed alfresco and
verandah will be located at the rear of the dwelling and therefore the cladding to those
structures will only be visible from the adjoining southern and western properties.
It is considered that the proposed cladding materials will provide a high quality mix of materials
that will contribute to the streetscape and add interest to the dwelling when viewed from the
adjoining properties.
No. 119 Lissadell Street, Floreat
The proposed ‘Masterwall’ cladding to external steel frame walls and ‘Scyon Axon’ vertical
sheet cladding will be affixed to approximately 25% of the northern and southern (side)
facades of the dwelling’s first floor. In addition, it is proposed to be affixed to the front façade
of the first floor which will also consist of a large window.
It is considered that the proposed cladding to the first floor addition will provide a high quality
contrast of colours, materials and finishes between the addition and the existing dwelling and
therefore will be consistent with the objectives of the Local law.
No. 28 Perina Way, City Beach
The proposed ‘blu-board’ cladding to external walls of the upper storey addition will be
rendered to match the existing finishes of the existing ground floor portion of the dwelling. It
will cover the entire area of exposed walls to the upper-storey except where windows and
proposed privacy screening will figure. An area of 3.52m2 will be visible from the Primary Street
and approximately 8.2m2 of the finish visible from the public open space running parallel to the
rear. Areas of roughly the same size on the eastern and western side elevations will be visible
from neighbouring properties while remaining visually consistent with the existing materials
and finishes.
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It is considered that the proposed cladding to the first floor addition will provide a high level of
consistency using matching renders to complement the finishes of the existing portion of the
dwelling. This means it will therefore be consistent with the objectives of the Local law.
Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape
CL 8 Reflective Roofing

General Regulation
The following the deemed-tocomply requirements apply to all
buildings within the First Schedule
(Residential Districts) area of Local
Law 43. For the purpose of
assessing the solar reflectivity
index of materials, the Town
considers a solar absorptance of
less than or equal to 0.6 to exceed
a 40% solar reflectivity index.
C1.1 Metal roofing with a pitch of
more than 5 degrees shall not be
constructed with metal sheeting
having a solar reflectivity index
exceeding 40%.
C1.2 Other roofing with a pitch of
more than 5 degrees shall not be
constructed with materials such as
polycarbonate, plastic, fibreglass or
similar materials having a solar
reflectivity index exceeding 40%.

Roofing Proposed
Lot 757 (No. 315) The
Boulevard, City Beach
The single dwelling will
propose
a
Windspray
colorbond roofing material
to the entire roof surface.
Lot
1391
Roscommon
Floreat

(No.

26)
Road,

The proposed studio will
comprise of Shale Grey
Colourbond roofing to a 25
degree pitch.
Lot 14 (No. 28) Perin Way,
City Beach
The proposed studio will
comprise of Windspray
Colourbond roofing to a
26.5 degree pitch.

Design Principles of Cl.8
Roofing materials shall not result in excessive glare upon neighbours and the streetscape due to the
position, location, pitch, and finishes used.

Assessment
No. 315 The Boulevard, City Beach
The proposed finish in Windspray has a reflectivity index of 42%, which is a minor departure
from the maximum permitted reflectivity of 40%. It is noted that as a compromise to originally
proposed off-white or zincalume finishes Council has approved Shale Grey finishes in the
past, which have a 15% higher reflectivity index to that of the proposed Windspray.
There is a considerable separation distance of approximately 30m between the roof of the
proposed dwelling, and the southern adjoining neighbours. It is noted that the neighbouring
dwellings to the rear of the lot are approximately 3m higher in topography to that of the subject
site, however the separation between the dwelling and adjoining rear lots is considered to
alleviate impacts of glare.
The roof is pitched at approximately 18 degrees and is considered to result in a reduced angle
of viewing and less roof surface being visible from adjoining properties, as opposed to a
greater roof pitch. This is considered to minimise the potential impacts on adjoining
neighbours.
It is considered that the proposed material is not inconsistent with the overall intent of the
Local Law and will provide an acceptable finish.
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No. 26 Roscommon Road, Floreat
Shale Grey Colorbond roofing is proposed to be affixed to a proposed studio towards the rear
of the property.
Shale Grey has a reflectivity index of 57% which is 17% above the deemed-to-comply level of
solar reflectivity. It is noted however, that approval up to a Shale Grey finish has been
approved in the past as a compromise to off-white and zincalume finishes.
The studio’s location towards the rear of the property means that it will not be visible from
Roscommon Road, therefore the roofing material will not impact the streetscape.
The overall height of the studio (4.1m) is lower than what the R-Codes permit (being 4.2m),
and the area of the studio (being 24m2) is less than what the R-Codes permit (being 60m2).
Therefore, the small surface area and height of the roofing means that any glare experienced
by adjoining properties will likely be for a relatively short period of time, and not have a
significant impact on the neighbours’ amenity.
No. 28 Perina Way, City Beach
Windspray Colorbond roofing is proposed to be affixed to the upper storey located on the
north-eastern side of the property.
Windspray has a reflectivity index of 42% which is only 2% above the deemed-to-comply level
of solar reflectivity. It is noted that approval up to a Shale Grey finish has been approved in
the past as a compromise to off-white and zincalume finishes.
The proposed roofing is design to replicate the form of the existing roof on the ground floor
containing a maximum pitch of 26.5 degrees to match. While a 12m2 portion of the addition’s
roofing will be visible from Perina Way it is noted that in the immediate locality there is a
diversity of room forms and finishes present on the streetscape meaning that the proposed
roofing will not be out of character with the immediate locality.
The overall maximum ridge height of the additions is 9.25m above natural ground level due to
the impact of the heavily sloping topography has on the rear of the site in particular. When
viewed from the primary street however, the maximum pitched roof height is 8.27m which is
within the deemed-to-comply building height of the R-Codes. Given the minor nature of the
variation from the deemed-to-comply solar reflectivity requirements any glare experienced by
adjoining properties will not be as great as if previously allowable colours proposing larger
variations had been proposed. The colour chosen is considered not to have a significant
impact on the neighbours’ amenity.
LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS:
Metropolitan Region Scheme
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Local Planning Scheme No. 1
Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate
Local Planning Policy 3.1 – Streetscape
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this Report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town's
Strategic Community Plan 2018 - 2028:Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Strategy 4.3: Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and
respects our existing 'sense of place' and our unique character
Strategy 4.4: Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. The
requirements for consultation have been satisfied under the provisions of Local Planning
Scheme No. 1 and Local Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
Committee Meeting 15 June 2021
Cr Haddon-Casey entered the meeting at 6.05 pm.
Council Meeting 22 June 2021
Impartiality Interest Declaration – Cr Timmermanis
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Timmermanis disclosed an interest affecting impartiality
and declared as follows: “with respect to Item DV21.57, I declare that one of the applicants in
this matter is a parent of a school friend of one of my children a number of years ago, however,
that contact is no longer maintained. As a consequence, there may be a perception that my
impartiality may be affected. I declare that I will consider this matter on its merits and vote
accordingly.”
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That, in accordance with the provisions of Local Planning Scheme No. 1 and the
authority delegated to the Town under the provisions of the Metropolitan Region
Scheme, and Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate (Local
Law 43), Council APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the following applications:
1.

Lot 857 (No. 60) Chipping Road, City Beach – Proposed Monument Colorbond
Scyon Axon cladding;

2.

Lot 757 (No. 315) The Boulevard, City Beach – Proposed Windspray Colorbond
roofing and Permatimber CX castellated cladding addition;

3.

Lot 592 (No. 55) Oceanic Drive, Floreat – Proposed Hardie Linea weatherboard
cladding;

4.

Lot 1391 (No. 26) Roscommon Road, Floreat – Proposed Shale Grey Colourbond
roofing;
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5.

Lot 731 (No. 88) Branksome Gardens, City Beach – Proposed Twinwall infill to
patio gables;

6.

Lot 1218 (No. 5) Crieff Street, Floreat – Proposed ‘James Hardie Axon’ cladding;

7.

Lot 71 (No. 119) Lissadell Street, Floreat - Proposed ‘Masterwall’ cladding to
external steel frame walls and ‘Scyon Axon’ vertical sheet cladding; and

8.

Lot 14 (No. 28) Perina Way, City Beach – Proposed Windspray Colourbond roofing
and ‘Blu-Board’ cladding;

subject to the following conditions:
1.

The development shall at all times comply with the application and the approved
plans, subject to any modifications required as a consequence of any conditions
of this approval;

2.

The roofing and cladding (where applicable) shall be finished and maintained
thereafter by the landowner to the satisfaction of the Town; and

3.

All stormwater shall be contained and disposed of on-site for the life of the
development to the satisfaction of the Town.

Motion put and CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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DV21.58

PROGRESS REPORT 4 ON STRATEGIC PLANNING PRIORITIES FOR
2020-21 AND ENDORSEMENT OF PRIORITIES FOR 2021-22

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to:
1.
2.

Provide the final quarterly progress report on the priority projects for the strategic
planning business area for the financial year 2020-21; and
Propose priority projects for the business area for financial year 2021-22

SUMMARY:
On 23 June 2020, Council adopted a number of priority projects for the strategic planning
business area of the Town for the financial year 2020-21. This report is the fourth and final
quarterly progress report on the projects for FY2020-21.
This report seeks Council endorsement of priority projects for the 2020-21 financial year.
Council endorsement of these priorities for the coming year will provide a useful framework
for ensuring that operational decisions regarding resource allocation and work programming
throughout the year can be made in a manner consistent with Council’s expectations.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial



Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Not applicable
28/05/2021
Director Planning and Community Services, Brett Cammell
A/Manager Strategic Planning, Simon Shub
Nil
Nil
Nil
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BACKGROUND:
On 23 June 2020, Council resolved as follows (refer DV20.70):
That Council:1.

NOTES the information related to the Progress Report 4 on Strategic Priorities for
2019/20 for Strategic Planning;

2.

ADOPTS the strategic priorities and timetable for the 2020-21 financial year, as detailed
in the following table:
Project

1
2

Local Planning Strategy
Drafting Local Planning
Scheme No. 2
West Leederville Activity
Centre Plan
Stage 2 review of Local
Planning Policy 3.13:
Parking
Wembley Activity Centre
Plan – review and update
Medical Precinct Urban
Design Study and planning
controls
Open Space and
Community Infrastructure
Strategy
Character Study for
Suburbs
Review Local Planning
Policy 3.19: Percent for
Public Art to incorporate
tree planting mechanism
Short Term Rental
Accommodation
West Leederville Hub
Project

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

3.

JulySept
2020

OctDec
2020

JanMar
2021

AprJun
2021

To be determined after State
government planning response
To be determined after West
Leederville ACP

NOTES that Quarterly reports on the progress of the projects identified in the table
above will be presented to Council.

DETAILS:
This report compromises two sections:
1.
2.

Progress update on priority projects for FY2020-21; and
Proposed priority projects for FY2021-22.
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Progress update 4 on priority projects for FY2019-20
1.

Local Planning Strategy (LPS)

Project status

Project on target
Risk or barriers

2.

Project on target
Risk or barriers

On 25 August 2020, Council resolved to prepare a new local planning scheme
(LPS2), endorsed an outline project plan for the project, and authorised the
Development Committee to endorse guiding principles during the preparation
of LPS2 (refer DV20.100).
The first report setting out the guiding principles for Part 1 of the new Scheme
is included on this agenda.
On target
None identified at this stage.

West Leederville Activity Centre Plan

Project status

Project on target
Risk or barriers

4.

On 29 April 2021, the WAPC endorsed the LPS.
Complete
Not applicable

Drafting Local Planning Scheme No. 2

Project status

3.

The LPS was adopted by Council on 26 May 2020, after formal advertising
(refer DV20.52). The LPS was submitted to the Western Australian Planning
Commission (WAPC) and on 27 October 2020, the Statutory Planning
Committee resolved to approve the LPS subject to modification.

Council adopted the West Leederville ACP for advertising on 28 April 2020.
Advertising commenced on 22 May 2020 and closed on 22 June 2020, with
some extensions to the submission period provided for public authorities.
Overall, eighty-two (82) submissions were received.
A report considering the submissions and recommended modifications will be
presented to Council in July.
Behind schedule, as revised for FY 2020-21.
No new risks or barriers have been identified.

Stage 2 review Local Planning Policy 3.13: Parking

Project status

Project on target
Risk or barriers

In April 2019, Council adopted a two stage review process (refer DV19.38).
LPP3.13 was amended to address implementation issues and following
advertising, was adopted on 26 November 2019.
A report on Stage Two of the review (cash in lieu expenditure plan, review of
parking standards) is behind schedule, the updated policy is anticipated to be
presented to Council in August 2021. This work has been impacted by the
delayed introduction of the Planning and Development (Local Planning
Schemes) Regulations 2015 for parking and cash payment in lieu of parking
methodologies, which become operational in July 2021.
Behind schedule
No known risks or barriers
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5.

Wembley Activity Centre Plan (ACP) - statutory planning controls

Project status

Council considered the statutory planning controls for the Wembley Activity
Centre Plan area in March 2019 (refer DV19.30). Full implementation of the
Wembley Activity Centre Plan requires the update of the following documents,
scheduled as noted:
• Zoning changes incorporated into a new local planning scheme;
• Updates to Local Planning Policy 2.4: Precinct P4: Wembley, Q1 2020
and
• Review Wembley ACP in line with new R-Codes Vol. 2, Q1 2020.
Initial work has been done on the above, however lodgement of a local
development plan for the Wembley Hotel site required a reallocation of
resources away from this project. The LDP was approved by Council at the
Ordinary Council Meeting held on 22 September 2020 (item DV20.129).
This work has also been impacted by the draft changes to State Planning
Policy 7, the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes)
Regulations 2015 and State Planning Policy 4.2 ‘Activity Centres for Perth and
Peel’.

Project on target
Risk or barriers

6.

Medical Precinct Urban Design Study and planning controls

Project status

Project on target
Risk or barriers

7.

It is recommended that this project be re-evaluated when further resources
are available.
Behind schedule – no further work undertaken during reporting period.
No new risks or barriers have been identified.

The Medical Precinct Urban Design Study and associated planning controls
were adopted by Council in March 2021 (refer to DV21.16) for the purposes
of public consultation.
Public consultation concluded on 7 June 2021 and a further report addressing
the outcomes of the consultation will be presented to Council in July 2021.
Slightly behind target – as revised for FY 2020-21.
No new risks or barriers have been identified.

Open Space and Community Infrastructure Strategy

Project status

An in principle project plan to prepare an Open Space and Community
Infrastructure Strategy was endorsed by Council on 25 February 2020 (refer
DV20.12).
Following a procurement process, Dave Lanfear Consulting was appointed by
the Town. A project commencement meeting was held in July 2020 and
background research has been undertaken.

Project on target
Risk or barriers

Following an Elected Member Forum, a draft OSCIS has been prepared and
this was considered by Council at an EM Forum. A further report will be
presented to Council for adoption for the purposes of advertising.
On target
No new known risks or barriers have been identified.
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8.

Character Study for Suburbs

Project status

Project on target
Risk or barriers

9.

Project on target
Risk or barriers

An amended version of LPP3.19 was adopted for advertising by Council on
28 July 2020. Consultation on the amendments concluded on 7 September
2020.
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 25 May 2021, Council resolved not
to adopt a revised policy. The public art expenditure plan will be advertised
for comment in June 2021.
On target
No new known risks or barriers have been identified.

Short Term Rental Accommodation - discussion paper

Project status

Project on target
Risk or barriers

11.

The Town has appointed Stephen Carrick Architect to assist with the
preparation of the Character Study for Wembley. This work is close to
completion and consultation material is due to be circulated to Elected
Members over the coming months to engage with the residents of Wembley.
Slightly behind target
No new known risks or barriers have been identified.

Review of Local Planning Policy 3.19: Percent for Public Art (LPP3.19)

Project status

10.

A scope and plan for this project was endorsed by Council on 23 June 2020
(refer DV20.66).

This project was deferred by Council on 18 December 2018 until the outcomes
of the Inquiry into Short-Stay Accommodation being undertaken by the
Economics and Industry Standing Committee (Committee) were known. The
Committee tabled its report on 26 September 2019 titled, 'Levelling the
Playing Field: Managing the impact of the rapid increase of Short-term Rentals
in Western Australia' (Report).
On 12 February 2020, the Minister for Planning responded to the Report,
saying that the Government is adopting nearly all of the recommendations
arising from the inquiry. The State Governments position is expected this year.
Deferred
No known additional risks or barriers

West Leederville Hub Project

Project status
Project on target
Risk or barriers

This project was deferred by Council on 18 December 2018 until such time as
the Local Planning Strategy and West Leederville ACP are further advanced
to final approval.
Deferred
Not applicable

Other work undertaken
Whilst the business area’s focus has primarily been on the above adopted projects, a number
of other pieces of work have been undertaken (or are in progress) since July 2020. These are
listed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sustainable Grants program undertaken (October 2020)
Progress reports on Sustainability Strategy (March 2021)
Walking Trail Strategy (March 2021)
Heritage Grants program undertaken (November 2020)
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review of Summer Bus 2020-21 operation (March 2021)
Minor Modifications to LPP1.1 ‘Minor Use and Development Exempt from Development
Approval’
Minor Modifications to Local Planning Policy 1.2 ‘Public Notification of Planning
Proposals’ (March 2021)
Review of Local Planning Policy 3.2: Buildings on the Boundary (February and April
2021)
Revocation of Local Planning Policy 3.4 ‘Home occupations’ (April 2021)
Minor Modifications to Local Planning Policy 3.15 ‘Advertising Signs’ (December 2020)
COVID-19 Recovery and Relief Plan
a.
Adoption of Express Determination Service for change of use development
applications (October 2020)
b.
Review of Cash in Lieu Deferral (April 2021)
Review and implementation of State government planning exemptions and legislative
changes (April – June 2020):
a.
Modifications to Residential Design Codes
b.
Draft Medium Density Housing Code
c.
Precinct Design
d.
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
e.
Payment in lieu of parking plan and cash in lieu of submissions
f.
Review of State Planning Policy 4.2 ‘Activity Centres’
g.
Process for submissions on State Development Assessment Unit Applications
(October 2020 and December 2020)
Review of Local Heritage Survey and Heritage List Records
Submission on Subi-East Draft Master Plan
Scheme Amendments:
a.
Lot 1 (No. 29) St Leonards Avenue, West Leederville (Butters)
b.
Lot 547 (No. 69) McCourt Street, West Leederville (Wine Thief)
Processing of Local Development Plan for St John of God Subiaco Hospital and
Wembley Hotel (inclusive of Design Review Presentations)
Establishment of Railway Parade Working Group

Summary comments
Overall, progress on the priority projects identified for FY2020-21 has been behind schedule.
Whilst three important projects have progressed well and are either complete or near
completion (Local Planning Strategy, LPP3.1: Streetscapes and the Cambridge Street Medical
Precinct), a number of other projects are running behind schedule. These delays are attributed
generally to:
1.
2.

Resourcing constraints; and
Shifting priorities and unplanned work resulting in a need to reallocate resources.

Lessons have been learnt from the FY2020-21 work program and will be factored into the work
program for FY2021-22.
Proposed priority projects for FY2020-21
Project
1
2
3

July-Sept
2021

Oct-Dec
2021

Jan-Mar
2022

Apr-Jun
2022

Drafting Local Planning Scheme No. 2
West Leederville Activity Centre Plan
Stage 2 Review of Local Planning Policy
3.13 ‘Parking’ and preparation of Payment
in Lieu of Parking Plan
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Project
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

July-Sept
2021

Oct-Dec
2021

Jan-Mar
2022

Apr-Jun
2022

Integrated Movement Network Strategy
Open Space and Community
Infrastructure Strategy
Character Study for Suburbs
Medical Precinct Urban Design Study and
planning controls
Policy Reviews in accordance with
Medium Density Code
Review of Town of Cambridge Economic
Development Strategy
Leederville Hub Project

Due to changes in the State Planning Framework and resourcing constraints, the review into
the Wembley Activity Plan – Statutory planning controls did not progress over the 2020-21
financial year. A number of the actions can be consolidated as part of the preparation of Local
Planning Scheme No. 2 and it is recommended that this project be re-evaluated when further
resources are available.
The strategic planning part of the business area undertakes a statutory assessment role for
scheme amendments, local development plans and activity centre plans (where submitted by
the landowner). This work is not identified as a project above, but will be undertaken by the
business area.
Local planning policies will also continue to be reviewed where required throughout the year
however none of these reviews are considered major enough at the moment to warrant being
identified as projects.
New Projects in 2020-21
Integrated Movement Network Strategy
With regard to Transport, an action from the LPS over the short term (1-3 years) is to prepare
a movement network strategy in accordance with the Department of Transport guidelines. The
Integrated Movement Network Strategy (IMN Strategy) will comprehensively analyse the
existing and future transport requirements within the Town and provide achievable measures
to minimise traffic congestion and provide an efficient and sustainable movement network. It
is proposed to commence this work in the 2021-22 financial year with the assistance of a
suitably qualified consultant.
An IMN Strategy for the Town is a considerable piece of work, particularly as it will involve
traffic modelling that can only be undertaken with consultant expertise. The IMN Strategy will
incorporate existing traffic studies undertaken (e.g. West Leederville and Wembley Activity
Centres, SJOG redevelopment, local redevelopment projects and significant development
applications) but will also consider the Town’s movement network within a district and regional
context, taking into account other local government growth, state government transit plans etc.
A further report scoping this project will be presented to Council in due course for
endorsement.
Policy Reviews in accordance with Medium Density Code
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 23 March 2021, Council considered a report on the
Draft Medium Density Code (DV21.17) and authorised the administration to make a
submission on the document. As part of the operation of the Code, a local government must
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undertake an audit of its local planning policies and seek WAPC approvals, where necessary,
within 3 months of the gazettal of the MD-Codes. The State Government has announced that,
tentatively, the code will be finalised in the first half of next year and its implementation to take
place by the second half of the year.
Leederville Hub
The area shown in the map below, is identified as the Precinct 4 ‘Leederville Hub’ within the
WLACP. Comprehensive planning for this area was a project deferred at the Ordinary Council
Meeting held on 18 December 2018 to enable further progress to be made on the Local
Planning Strategy and WLACP. The Local Planning Strategy is finalised and it is anticipated
the WLACP will be submitted to the WAPC for assessment later this year. Furthermore the
OSCI Strategy should be complete by the end of year 2021. It is therefore proposed that the
masterplanning work for Leederville Hub be listed as a project for the second half of 2021-22.
The project would comprehensively plan for the land to deliver community and open space
facilities that serve the needs of the local community, as well as identifying redevelopment
opportunities to optimise the precinct’s proximity to the Leederville Station.

Funding has been held in reserve for this project and a further report scoping this project will
be presented to Council in the third quarter.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Policy or Statutory Implications related to this report.
RISK IMPLICATIONS:
This content and recommendation of this report are considered of a ‘low’ risk nature.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The projects discussed in this report have been financed through the Town's operating budget
for FY2020-21 under the 'Strategic Projects' budget line.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028
The projects identified in this report relate to goals and strategies from the Strategic
Community Plan 2018-2028 as follows:
Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:
Strategy 4.1:
Strategy 4.2:
Strategy 4.3:
Strategy 4.4:
Goal 5:
Strategy 5.1
Strategy 5.4

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Examine and better identify through planning and consultation those features
and qualities which define our individual neighbourhoods
Create opportunities for greater housing choice in forms relevant to demand,
lifestyle needs and location
Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and
respects our existing 'sense of place' and our unique character
Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces.
Successful commercial, retail and residential hubs
Ensure future planning recognises the emerging diverse role, mixed use
potential and opportunities of our centres, and integrates change and growth
with surrounding local areas
Develop and implement activity centre planning and/or local development plans
for all centres to reflect the community's expectations for these nodes and
corridors of activity

Corporate Business Plan 2018-2022
The priority projects generally align with the Corporate Business Plan as detailed in the
following table.
Services and
facilities to
achieve SCP
goals and
strategies
Strategic Town
Planning
Services

Supporting activities

Finalise Local
Planning Strategy
Finalise Local
Planning Scheme No.
2
Review of local
planning policies
Develop a Public Open
Space Strategy
Review and finalise
planning framework for
West Leederville
Activity Centre Plan
Review planning
framework for other
activity centres and
precincts
Undertake analysis
and prepare a

18/19

19/20

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

20/21

Comments –
alignment with
proposed priority
projects
Complete

X

Identified as Project 1
above
Ongoing, also Project
3
Identified as Project 5
above
Identified as Project 2
above

X

X

X

X
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Ongoing and to be
incorporated in
Project 1 (Local
Planning Scheme No.
2)
Identified as Project 8
above
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Services and
facilities to
achieve SCP
goals and
strategies

Economic
Development
Sustainability
Services

Supporting activities

18/19

Character Strategy for
suburbs
Develop an Integrated
Transport Strategy
Implement the
Economic
Development Strategy
Develop a
Sustainability Strategy
Scenario planning for
reduced water
allocation
Commit to the
Waterwise Council
Program
Review the energy
efficiency program
Develop a Natural
Areas Strategy for our
bushland, waterways
and coastal natural
areas

19/20

X

20/21

21/22

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Comments –
alignment with
proposed priority
projects

Identified as Project 4
above
Ongoing. Also
identified as Project 9
above.
Complete
To be undertaken
2020-21 as part of
implementation of
Sustainability
Strategy.

X

X

To be undertaken by
Parks and Natural
Environment
business unit in 2021.

X

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
The recommendation of this report has been assessed against the Community Engagement
Policy No: 019 and Community Engagement Framework. No specific consultation on the
content or recommendation of this report is required.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That Council:
1.

NOTES the information related to the Progress Report 4 on Strategic Priorities for
2020-21 for Strategic Planning contained within this report;

2.

ADOPTS the strategic priorities and timetable for the 2021-22 financial year, as
detailed in the following table; and
Project

1
2
3
4
5

July-Sept
2021

Oct-Dec
2021

Jan-Mar
2022

Apr-Jun
2022

Drafting Local Planning Scheme No. 2
West Leederville Activity Centre Plan
Stage 2 Review of Local Planning Policy
3.13 ‘Parking’ and preparation of Payment
in Lieu of Parking Plan
Integrated Movement Network Strategy
Open Space and Community
Infrastructure Strategy
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Project
6
7
8
9
10

3.

July-Sept
2021

Oct-Dec
2021

Jan-Mar
2022

Apr-Jun
2022

Character Study for Suburbs
Medical Precinct Urban Design Study and
planning controls
Policy Reviews in accordance with
Medium Density Code
Review of Town of Cambridge Economic
Development Strategy
Leederville Hub Project

NOTES that Quarterly reports on the progress of the projects identified in the table
above will be presented to Council.

Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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DV21.59

PLANNING DELEGATED DECISIONS AND NOTIFICATIONS – MAY 2021

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is to receive the register of Planning Delegated decisions.
SUMMARY:
To report on matters which have been dealt with under delegated authority.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial



Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made
by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

Not applicable
9 June 2021
Director Planning and Development, Brett Cammell
Manager Statutory Planning, Jennifer Heyes
Administration Officer, Nancy Vanden Bergh
Nil
1. Delegated Decisions and Notifications for May 2021

DETAILS:
The Planning applications listed in Attachment 1 have been dealt with under delegated
authority, in accordance with Council’s policy, as they were deemed to comply in all respects
with the requirements of the Town Planning Scheme and Council Policy:POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Policy or Statutory Implications related to this report.
RISK IMPLICATONS:
Nil.

As the approvals have already been issued under delegated authority, the risks to
Council is low.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Financial Implications related to this report.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town’s
Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:Our Community Life
Goal 3
Strategy 3.4

An active and, safe and inclusive community.
Act to create and maintain safe, friendly and open environments that
residents can access and enjoy

Our Council
Goal 11
Strategy 11.3

An efficient local government
Embrace innovation and continuously strive to improve services delivered to
the community

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under Council Policy No: 019 Community Engagement Policy.
In accordance with the assessment criteria, it was considered that community engagement
was not required.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That the Council RECEIVES the report on Planning Delegated Decisions and
Notifications dealt with under delegated authority for the period of May 2021.
Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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DV21.60

BUILDING PERMITS APPROVED UNDER DELEGATED AUTHORITY- MAY
2021

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is to receive the register of Building Permits issued under delegated
Authority.
SUMMARY:
The report details building approvals issued under delegated authority.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial



Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the
Council. e.g. adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders,
directing operations, setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions
made by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly
affects a person’s right and interests. The judicial character
arises from the obligation to abide by the principles of natural
justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
N/A
02/06/2021
Director Planning and Community Services, Brett Cammell
Manager Regulatory Services, Stephen Cleaver
N/A
Nil
1. Building Approvals (Confidential)

BACKGROUND:
Listed below are the total numbers of permits issued for the month of May 2021. Also shown
are the comparative figures of the numbers of permits issued on the same month of the
previous year and year to date fields.
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May 2021

May 2020

Financial Year
to date
2020/2021

Corresponding
Financial Year to
date 2019/2020

Building Permits
(Certified)

48

23

409

346

Building Permits
(Uncertified)

10

9

120

94

Demolition Permits

8

7

74

48

Building Approval
Certificate
(Unauthorised Work)

2

1

10

14

Building Approval
Certificate (Strata)

0

1

1

4

1

0

16

9

0

0

0

0

69

41

630

515

$26,239,197.7

$ 12,953,491.1

Occupancy Permits
Occupancy Permits
(strata)
Total
Value of Construction

$193,018,261.0

$128,599,031.0

DETAILS:
Nil
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Building Act 2011.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

As the approvals have already been issued under delegated authority by the
Town’s Building Surveyor, the risks to the Council are low.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no financial implications related to this report.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town’s
Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:Our Community Life
Goal 3
Strategy 3.4

An active and, safe and inclusive community
Act to create and maintain safe, friendly and open environments that
residents can access and enjoy

Our Council
Goal 11
Strategy 11.3

An efficient local government
Embrace innovation and continuously strive to improve services delivered
to the community
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under Council Policy No: 019 Community Engagement
Policy. In accordance with the assessment criteria, it was considered that community
engagement was not required.
Committee Meeting 15 June 2021
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Haddon-Casey, in accordance with Section 5.65 of the
Local Government Act 1995, declared a proximity interest in this matter and departed the
meeting at 6.11 pm.
Cr Haddon-Casey returned to the meeting at 6.12 pm.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That Council RECEIVES the Schedule of Building and Demolition Permits approved
under delegated authority for the month of May 2021, as shown in Attachment 1.
Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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COMMUNITY AND RESOURCES COMMMITTEE
The report of the Community and Resources Committee meeting held on 14 June 2021 was
submitted as under:
1.

DECLARATION OF OPENING
The Presiding Member, Cr Andres Timmermanis declared the meeting of the Community
and Resources Committee open at 6.00 pm.

2.

RECORD OF ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Present:

Time of
Entering

Time of
Leaving

Members:
Cr Timmermanis (Presiding Member)
Mayor Keri Shannon
Cr Kate Barlow
Cr Rod Bradley
Cr Gary Mack

6.00 pm
6.00 pm
6.00 pm
6.00 pm
6.00 pm

7.26 pm
7.26 pm
7.26 pm
7.26 pm
7.26 pm

Observers:
Cr Robert Fredericks
Officers:
John Giorgi, JP, Chief Executive Officer
Kelton Hincks, Director Infrastructure and Works
Brett Cammell, Director Planning and Community Services
Roy Ruitenga, Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services
Andrew Head, Manager Parks and Natural Environment
Anthony Booth, Manager Engineering Services
Steve Cleaver, Manager Regulatory Services
Martyn Cavanagh, Manager Legal and Risk
Priya Narula, Manager Community Services
Tamara Sanders, Acting Manager Bold Park Aquatic
Josh Madden, General Manager Wembley Golf Course
Denise Ribbands, Senior Governance Officer
Jane Carrott, Governance Administration Officer
Members of the Public:
2 persons (Until 7.05 pm)
Media:
1 person (Until 7.05 pm)
Adjournments:
Time meeting closed:

Nil
7.26 pm

APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Nil
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3.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
Nil

4.

DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS
Deputations
Item CR21.65 – Peter Plaisted, 14A Marlow Street, Wembley
Item CR21.67 – Genevieve Hohnen, 73 The Boulevard, Floreat
Petitions
1.

A petition containing 45 signatures has been submitted by Peter Plaisted, 14A Marlow
Street, Wembley requesting that Council “reject the proposed road treatment for
Marlow Street between Cambridge Street and Ruislip Street, Wembley. We wish for
you to seriously consider the removal of the A.Costata trees and for no replacement
trees to be planted in their place and allow the verge trees to remain”.

Moved by Cr Barlow, seconded by Cr Bradley
That in accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local
Law 2019, the petition be received.
Motion put and CARRIED
2.

(5/0) (Unanimous)

A petition containing 178 signatures was submitted by Dr Genevieve Hohnen, The
Boulevard, Floreat requesting that Council “ commit to immediately fully fencing the
new playground currently under construction at Lake Monger Area 3 SW prior to
opening to enable it to fulfil the Town of Cambridge’s commitments to safety and
inclusivity for the whole community.”

Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Barlow
That in accordance with Clause 3.5 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local
Law 2019, the petition be received.
Motion put and CARRIED
5.

(5/0) (Unanimous)

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Mack
That the Minutes of the Ordinary meeting of the Community and Resources Committee held
on 14 May 2021 as contained in the May 2021 Council Notice Paper be confirmed.
Motion put and CARRIED

7.

(5/0) (Unanimous)

DECLARATION OF MEMBERS' INTERESTS
Nil

8.

REPORTS
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CR21.65

MARLOW STREET, CAMBRIDGE TO RUISLIP STREET, WEMBLEY ROAD
MODIFICATIONS – CONSULTATION OUTCOMES

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To inform Council of the feedback received from the residents of Marlow Street relating to the
proposed road widening around centre island street trees. The Town will investigate and install
alternative options that allow for the protection of infrastructure assets, the preservation of street
trees, and supported by the community.
SUMMARY:
The residents of Marlow Street have provided extensive feedback as part the community
engagement process for the proposed road widening around centre island street trees. The
proposal was to address damage caused to infrastructure assets from tree roots by widening the
median island surrounding the trees and the adjacent road edges.
An alternative proposal for a raised treatment at each of the tree locations will be considered in
addressing the community’s concerns from the feedback received, to protect infrastructure assets
and to preserve the trees.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Marlow Street between Cambridge and Ruislip Street, Wembley
8 June 2021
Director Infrastructure and Works, Kelton Hincks
Manager Engineering Services, Anthony Booth
Nil
Nil
1. Marlow Street Residents Submissions

BACKGROUND:
This section of Marlow Street was one of the first streets in Perth to use this type of traffic
management treatment consisting of median islands with trees. This treatment is required to
produce a lower speed environment with narrower carriageway lanes and with trees providing a
vertical element to the streetscape. However, due to the tree root systems damaging the road
surface, repair works are required in order to protect infrastructure assets.
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A report was presented to Council on 23 March 2021 (CR21.17), where it was resolved:
“That Council:1.

APPROVES the Town to engage in community consultation to provide feedback on the
proposed Marlow Street road modifications concept plans; and

2.

REQUESTS the Town reports the outcomes of the community consultation to Council.”

The community engagement process was undertaken through a letter and map sent out to
affected residents inviting them to provide feedback from 19 April 2021 until 19 May 2021.
DETAILS:
Community Consultation Feedback
A total of thirteen submissions were received relating to the proposed road widening and all were
unsupportive of the proposed treatment (refer Attachment 1). The main theme of responses
being:
1
2
3
4
5

The trees will continue to cause damage to Town infrastructure assets;
The road widening will reduce opportunity for on-street and verge parking for residents and
their visitors;
The existing trees are a hazard as they drop branches;
The trees do not slow traffic as it was originally intended to with their installation; and
The centre island trees should be removed.

Response to Feedback
The proposed road widening treatment was considered a well-balanced outcome when
considering; costs, the standard use of this treatment to address such issues, and the
preservation of the significant trees. The Town acknowledges the feedback received from the
community is overwhelmingly not in support of the road widening treatment.
There is another treatment to be considered which meets the objective of protecting infrastructure
assets, preserving the trees, and address most of the community’s concerns raised in the
feedback.
This proposal would be to install a raised road treatment at the tree locations for the entire width
of the road – similar to a raised plateau. Installation of material under the finished surface that is
designed to mitigate damage such as cracking and separation will address protecting
infrastructure assets. The raised treatment will create a slow point for vehicles to traverse over
addressing the concerns around traffic calming. In doing so, not requiring any verge area for the
treatment will mean no changes to the currently available verge parking, and the retention of the
existing trees. The figure below identifies the design principles of this treatment:
1.
2.

Up to six metres in length; and
75 to 100 millimetres in height.(in the thickest area)
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COMMENT:
The Town’s Council Policy No: 098 - Street Tree Masterplan, Urban Forest Strategy, and
Strategic Community Plan follow the objective of maintaining and enhancing the Town’s street
tree canopy area. Planting of trees within the centre islands of roads is well utilised throughout
the Town, and when managed correctly, produce little to no damage to infrastructure assets and
produce a more uniform canopy area.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Council Policy No: 098 Trees – Management of Street Trees Policy:
Removal (b): “Remove a live and healthy street tree only as a last resort, after all other
management options have been exhausted and after the establishment of
sufficient justification, the completion of a street tree risk assessment report and
approval by the Manager Parks and Natural Environment;”
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Medium:

This matters poses a medium financial risk, as the Town infrastructure assets are
currently damaged and require repair.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There is a current budget item for the repair works. The allocated amount is $99,100 with $9,304
already spent on the project.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The report recommendation embraces the following strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018-2028:
Goal 4:
Strategy 4.4

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces

Goal 6:
Strategy 6.1

Efficient transport networks
Coordinate our approach to transport planning, acknowledge transport pressures
and respond to local needs and broader district and regional initiatives

Goal 9:
Strategy 9.2

Transparent, accountable governance
Consult with the community using techniques that engage more widely to inform
and be informed on local matters of priority

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
The alternative proposal for a raised treatment meets the objectives of the works; addressing the
community’s concerns from the feedback; protects Town infrastructure assets; preserves street
trees. Therefore further engagement with the community will be to inform only.
ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

RECEIVES the community engagement results for the road widening around centre island
street trees on Marlow Street, Wembley;

2.

DOES NOT APPROVE the proposed widening works on Marlow Street, Wembley; and

3.

APPROVES the Town to implement an alternative raised treatment which protects
infrastructure assets, preserves street trees, and addresses community concerns.

Committee Meeting 14 June 2021
During discussion, Cr Timmermanis suggested that, in order to clarify the proposed alternative
raised treatment, clause 3 of the motion be amended to read as follows:3.

APPROVES the Town to implement an alternative raised treatment, as outlined in the figure
in the report, which protects infrastructure assets, preserves street trees, and addresses
community concerns.

In accordance with clause 9.11 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law 2019,
the mover of the motion, with the consent of the seconder, amended the motion accordingly.
Cr Timmermanis advised that, in accordance with clause 9.8 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting
Procedures Local Law 2019, the motion be divided into separate motions.
That Council:
1.

RECEIVES the community engagement results for the road widening around centre island
street trees on Marlow Street, Wembley;

Motion put and CARRIED

(5/0) (Unanimous)
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2.

DOES NOT APPROVE the proposed widening works on Marlow Street, Wembley; and

Motion put and CARRIED
3.

(5/0) (Unanimous)

APPROVES the Town to implement an alternative raised treatment, as outlined in the figure
in the report, which protects infrastructure assets, preserves street trees, and addresses
community concerns.

Motion put and LOST
For:
Against:

(2/3)

Mayor Shannon and Cr Mack
Crs Barlow, Bradley and Timmermanis

REASON FOR CHANGE IN ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
Members responded to the community feedback regarding the appropriateness of the current
road treatment and the evident difficulty it causes larger vehicles for that street. It was also
considered the removal of the trees as an option to deal with infrastructure damage issues.
AMENDMENT:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Bradley
That a further clause be added to the motion as follows:
3.

REQUESTS the Administration to provide a report on options for the removal of the trees
on Marlow Street, between Cambridge and Ruislip Street, Wembley.

Amendment put and CARRIED

(5/0) (Unanimous)

FURTHER REPORT (Post Committee Meeting 14 June 2021)
At the Community and Resources Committee Meeting held on Monday, 14 June 2021, there
were various discussions in relation to CR21.65 – Marlow Street, Cambridge to Ruislip Street,
Wembley Road Modifications – Consultation Outcomes. Below is additional information relating
to these discussions:
The Petition
The petition received has 45 signatures coming from 31 properties, while there are 56 property
owners that gain access to the section of Marlow Street, between Ruislip Street and Cambridge
Street. Therefore, 31 signatories account for 56% of the affected properties. There was one
property listed as a signatory that is not within the affected area.
The community engagement undertaken during April and May gave residents the opportunity
to provide their feedback, and the Town only received 13 responses. The petition commenced
the day after the engagement process closed, without first considering what outcome would
be proposed following the community feedback.
Tree and Canopy Loss
The average canopy area of each of the five trees is 110 square metres, while the remaining
36 verge trees have an average canopy area of 80 square metres in this section of Marlow
Street. The removal of these five trees will have a loss of approximately 550 square metres of
canopy coverage. This is approximately a loss of 16% of the total canopy cover and a 13%
loss of trees within Marlow Street, between Ruislip Street and Cambridge Street.
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Of the 13 responses received through the community engagement process, nine identified a
desire to remove the trees, two supported retention, with the remaining two not providing clear
support for or against tree removal.
Road Width for Trucks
The road width is currently 7.4 metres, which provides the minimum width to accommodate a
truck or bus (3.2 metres for one direction or 6.4 metre for both) to travel along the street without
conflict. The Town has not received any complaints from its domestic waste collection operator
regarding these trees. Minor road widening of around 0.5 metres either side of each tree will
mitigate the need to remove the trees now and in the longer term.
Impacts of Tree Removal
Careful consideration needs to be given when determining removal of these trees as there will
be significant work to remove the root systems. This is likely to include excavation of the road
to a sufficient depth and width in order to remove all root growth. If the roots are not removed
and asphalt is installed over the top, the Town will be required to periodically return to each of
the five locations to address settlement from the breakdown of the organic matter.
Mitigating Road Damage
There was discussion at the meeting that the damage would continue to occur to the road
infrastructure. Within the report that was presented, the Town’s Officers’ proposed alternative
raised treatments that identified the use of a specialised material to mitigate further damage
from root growth. It was also mentioned at the meeting that trees within the verge would be
removed in order to keep these five trees, this is not the current proposal (the removal of the
verge trees was within the original concept designs presented at the Council Meeting held on
Tuesday, 23 March 2021 CR21.17).
Summary
In response to the petition, it is recommended a further report be provided which considers the
community’s response both for and against tree removal, as this petition only deals with the
removal of the trees. This can be done through deferring a decision on the removal of the trees
and requesting the Town undertake further design alternatives and community engagement
is in their best interest. Executing this process would ensure the best outcome for the local
residents and the Town as a whole.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council:
1.

RECEIVES the community engagement results for the road widening around centre
island street trees on Marlow Street, Wembley;

2.

DOES NOT APPROVE the proposed widening works on Marlow Street, Wembley; and

3.

REQUESTS the Administration to provide a report on options for the removal of the
trees on Marlow Street, between Cambridge and Ruislip Street, Wembley.

During discussion, Cr Mack foreshadowed that should the motion presently before Council be
lost, he intended to move the original recommendation as submitted to the Community and
Resources Committee.
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PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr Fredericks, seconded by Cr Everett
That the item relating to Marlow Street, Cambridge to Ruislip Street, Wembley Road
Modifications be REFERRED BACK to the Community and Resources Committee for
further consideration,
Procedural Motion put and LOST ON CASTING VOTE OF THE PRESIDING MEMBER (4-5)
For:
Crs Barlow, Everett, Fredericks and McKerracher
Against:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Bradley, Mack and Timmermanis
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
Mayor Shannon referred to the additional information provided by the Administration which
recommended that a further report be provided which considers the community’s response both
for and against tree removal, therefore it should be referred back to Committee for further
information.
Debate ensued.
PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That the item relating to Marlow Street, Cambridge to Ruislip Street, Wembley Road
Modifications be REFERRED BACK to the Community and Resources Committee for
further consideration.
Procedural Motion put and CARRIED

(6/2)

For:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Everett, Fredericks, McKerracher and Mack
Against:
Crs Bradley and Timmermanis
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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CR21.66

PERRY LAKES MANAGEMENT PLAN - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
This report seeks Council approval for the Town to carry out community engagement on the Perry
Lakes Management Plan 2021 -2031 (the Plan) and Perry Lakes Masterplan 2021-2031
(Masterplan).
SUMMARY:

The Town has drafted the Plan and is seeking community feedback. It is proposed that the Plan
is released for public comment and that a focus group of interested residents is established to
review the feedback at the end of the engagement period. The Perry Lakes Management Plan
Focus Group (Focus Group) will make recommendations which can be included in a report
informing Council of community feedback on the Plan.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Perry Lakes Reserve, Floreat
8 June 2021
Director Infrastructure and Works, Kelton Hincks
Manager Parks and Natural Environment, Andrew Head
Natural Environment Officer, Sue Waite
Nil
1. Draft Perry Lakes Management Plan 2021-2031
2. Draft Perry Lakes Masterplan 2021-2031

BACKGROUND:
At its Ordinary Council Meeting 28 August 2011, Council resolved that:
(i)

the Perry Lakes Environmental Management Plan and associated Implementation
program, as reviewed by the Perry Lakes Working Group and attached with this notice
paper, be endorsed;

(ii)

the Implementation Program be updated annually in August for distribution and projects
listed in future years’ of the Program be listed in appropriate draft budgets for Council
consideration.
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The implementation program for the previous Plan concluded in 2011. Since this time the Town
has implemented ongoing annual programs and undertaken any outstanding project’s from the
implementation program. Given the lapse of time and the imminent delivery of increased water
levels in both lakes, the Management Plan and implementation program require updating.
An update of the Plan commenced in May 2020, culminating in the current draft plan. The next
stage of plan development is community consultation.
DETAILS:
The Plan provides the historical, regional and biophysical context of Perry Lakes Reserve and
provides management recommendations targeting a suite of environmental values including
water, flora and fauna management. The plan also addresses the management of cultural and
recreational values.
Key items in the Plan’s implementation program include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Monitoring of water quality, flora and fauna;
Control of weeds and feral animals;
Revegetation of the lake beds in years one to three of the plan
Installation of a running track with distance markers in year two;
Installation of directional signage to key internal features of the reserve in year three and
four;
New nature play facility within the large Ficus year seven;
An upgrade of the southwest playground in year four of the plan; and
Additional BBQs shelters and picnic facilities for larger groups near west lake; and
Installation of viewing platforms and educational signage at key locations at each lake in
year five and ten.

Community engagement will capture community aspirations for management of the reserve and
may result in a change to the recommendations in the Masterplan and associated
implementation.
The consultation will help identify individuals who would be interested in joining the Focus Group
to review the results of the consultation prior to the presentation of findings to Council and
encourage them to play an active role in the rehabilitation and management of the reserve.
Members of the Focus Group and other interested locals will be encouraged to form a Perry
Lakes Friends Group.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Council Policy No: 019 - Community Engagement
Perry Lakes Environmental Management Plan
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

Community consultation regarding the plan is a low risk activity. It gives the
community an opportunity to provide feedback on the Plan and reduces the
governance risks associated with management of the reserve.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no financial implications associated with the proposed community consultation.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The report recommendation embraces the following strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018-2028:
Goal 1:
Strategy 1.2

A sense of community, pride and belonging
Promote our strong community identity and focus our responses on the needs of
local residents, businesses and ratepayers

Goal 2:
Strategy 2.1

Quality local parks and open spaces for the community to enjoy
Adopt a more strategic and coordinated approach to the planning of our parks
and greenspace recognising their diverse roles and local community preferences

Goal 7:
Strategy 7.1

The Town is environmentally responsible and leads by example
Manage our bushland areas and reserves to enhance and protect conservation
values and protect our native animals and plant species
Promote our environmental assets and opportunities and recognised the impacts
of climate change in our strategies

Strategy 7.5

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
It is proposed the Plan and associated Masterplan be released for public comment through the
Town’s website and be promoted through social media, the Cambridge News and the
noticeboards within the reserve. A survey will be developed to assist with determining the
priorities and values of the community.
A letter will also be sent to residents of the Perry Lakes Estate inviting interested residents to join
the focus group and the development of a Friends Group. A number of other residents have
already registered their interest in joining a Friends Group.
ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

APPROVES the Town to undertake community engagement on the:
1.1

Draft Perry Lakes Management Plan 2021-2031;

1.2

Draft Perry Lakes Masterplan 2021-2031;

2.

AUTHORISES the Chief Executive Officer to determine and finalise the members of the
Perry Lakes Management Plan Focus Group; and

3.

REQUESTS a further report to be presented to Council documenting the feedback
received, following community engagement period.

Committee Meeting 14 June 2021
During discussion, Mayor Shannon suggested that the item be deferred for one month as she
had insufficient time to consider the plans.
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COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council DEFERS Item CR21.66 – Perry Lakes Management Plan – Community
Engagement for one month for further consideration.
Procedural Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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CR21.67

LAKE MONGER SOUTH WEST PLAYGROUND FENCING OPTIONS

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To inform Council of the petition on Change.org to fully fence the new Lake Monger South West
playground, provide background to the current partially fenced design and provide options for
consideration in relation to additional fencing at Lake Monger South West playground.
SUMMARY:
The Town has become aware of a petition started by a local resident on Change.org to fully fence
the new play space at Lake Monger, containing in excess of 1,000 petitioners. Issues raised
primarily focus on the risks posed by the traffic on Lake Monger Drive and the Lake itself as a
water body.
Lake Monger Drive is 35 metres away from the southern perimeter of the new play space. The
Town recognises the associated risk and has included 75 lineal metres of barrier fencing,
separating the play area from the principle shared path and roadway beyond.
The Lake waterbody is 20 metres away from the northern perimeter of the play space and is
separated by a principle shared path, and approximately ten metres of very dense low shrub
planting that creates a natural barrier.
The petition states that partial fencing is insufficient to address these risks associated with the
proximity of the very busy Lake Monger Drive, and propose a fully enclosed fence as the only
solution.
The Town suggests two options be considered; Option One to fully enclose the playground; or
Option Two extending the barrier fencing along Lake Monger Drive by 30 metres in each direction
and a self-closing gate over the pathway (refer Attachment 2), to create a 135 metre continuous
barrier to Lake Monger Drive.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Lake Monger Reserve, Wembley
8 June 2021
Director Infrastructure and Works, Kelton Hincks
Manager Parks and Natural Environment, Andrew Head
Senior Landscape Architect, Sam Harry
Chief Executive Officer, John Giorgi, JP
Nil
1. Fencing and Public Playspaces – Play Australia
2. Lake Monger SW Playground Fencing Options
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BACKGROUND:
A report regarding the Lake Monger South West playground upgrade – Inclusive Playground
Project (CR20.8) was presented to Council at its meeting held 25 February 2020, where it was
resolved:
“That Council:
1.

APPROVES the development of a concept design so that consultation can be undertaken
and the feedback presented back to Council for consideration; and

2.

AUTHORISES the Administration to apply for a Lotterywest Grant of $175,000 for cofunding a new inclusive multigenerational playground at Lake Monger.”

In late July 2020, The Town applied for the entire eligible amount of $281,804 under the Local
Roads and Community Infrastructure (LRCI) Grant Program. During September, this funding
amount was approved, and the Town has received the first 50% of funding.
report regarding the public consultation and concept design for Lake Monger South West
playground upgrade – Inclusive Playground Project (CR20.127) was presented to Council at its
meeting held 27 October 2020, where it was resolved:
A

“That Council:1.

RECEIVES the submissions and the results of the consultation for Lake Monger South
West playground upgrade; and

2.

APPROVES the upgrade of the playground as per the concept design, as shown in
Attachment 3.”

Detailed design and documentation was produced as per the approved concept, and construction
is currently underway with completion expected 30 June 2021. The current scope of works
includes 75 metres of fencing with an open gap on the path for wheelchair, bicycle and pram
accessibility.
DETAILS:
During the construction phase, the Town has been made aware of a petition started on
Change.org to fully enclose the new play space. Issues raised primarily focus on the risks posed
by the traffic on Lake Monger Drive and the Lake itself as a water body. The petition received in
excess of 1,000 names.
Change.org allows global reach to all petitions and there is no way of knowing the origin of
signatories. The debate around fully enclosing playgrounds with fencing is a global and
contentious issue with many communities divided.
The Town’s current design for the play space with barrier fencing along Lake Monger Drive
addresses the risk of ‘runners’ approaching the roadway 35 metres away. It is also in line with
current recommendations against the use of fully enclosed fencing in play space design by peak
industry body Play Australia (refer Attachment 1). From a design perspective, the Town
recommends not fully fencing the play space as it will detract from the open, integrated and
inclusive approach to the wider park context.
The Lake waterbody is 20 metres north of the perimeter of the play space and is separated by a
principle shared path and approximately ten metres of very dense, low shrub planting making
water body access unlikely and difficult.
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The petition states that partial fencing is insufficient to address these risks and propose a fully
enclosed fence as the only solution.
Design options:
There are three possible options proposed (refer Attachment 2) for consideration by Council:
Option 1.
Option 2.
Option 3.

Fully enclose with black chain link fence for an additional unbudgeted cost of $35,000;
Extend existing proposed fencing along Lake Monger Drive by 60 lineal metres and
add a gate on the shared pathway at an additional unbudgeted cost of $8,000 to
create a 135 metre continuous barrier; or
Leave as planned (75m of barrier fencing along Lake Monger Drive with an opening
at the path connection for improved accessibility);

Option 1:
This option proposes to fully enclose the playground with black chain link fence (1.2m height) at
a cost of $35,000.
It should also be noted that to fully enclose the area with an effective barrier (pool type) fencing,
the estimated additional cost would be $65,000.
Option 2:
To partly address concerns raised in the petition, the Town suggests two options; - extending the
barrier fencing along Lake Monger Drive by an additional 60 metres (30 metres in each direction),
with the addition of a self-closing gate over the access path of the shared pathway along Lake
Monger Drive (refer Attachment 2, as per Option 2). This would provide 135 lineal metres of
secured barrier fencing along Lake Monger Drive in total. The additional cost for this approach is
estimated to be $8,000. However, it is acknowledged that this option does fully not address the
concern raised within the petition regarding the exposure to the lake on the northern part of the
playground.
The current design of the play space seeks to integrate and connect the play area with the wider
park context. Therefore, it is open on three sides and surrounded by grassy serpent like mounding
on two sides and a picnic area which assist in defining the play space on the other side. Fully
fencing a play space by definition creates an exclusive space and a physical barrier separating
the play area and turf mounding from the wider park experience. Fully enclosed fencing defines
and limits access points and sets limits to the scope and variety of children’s play.
“A major disadvantage of fencing a play space from the rest of a park is that it limits where play
activities can take place, or effectively ‘cages’ play into a contained space.” (Refer Attachment
1)
Fully enclosed fencing also limits the variety of users and is particularity restrictive to people who
use wheelchairs, who find it extremely difficult to operate the child proof locks on gates. This is
against the design principles used in the approach to the playground design which placed a high
value on accessibility and inclusive principles. An inclusive playground takes away the barriers to
exclusion, both physical and social.
Importantly, research suggests fully enclosed fences may facilitate poor supervision of children
that use the play space. It may also create a false sense of security that encourages a lack of
supervision and participative play by parents and carers.
“Play Australia supports experience which suggests that children who enjoy quality play
environments in the company of their parents or adult carers will experience significantly less
injury than those who play in isolation from supportive adults.” (refer Attachment 1).
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Unless a relatively high unclimbable barrier fence is used, most fencing is ineffective as a barrier.
“Play Australia and local government authorities generally do not support the provision of fencing
around playgrounds…as a safety barrier, firstly because fencing does not prevent most children
from running away if they wish to, and secondly it is the responsibility of parents to supervise their
children in public open space.” (Refer Attachment 1)
The Town supports and acknowledges the need for some fenced play areas across the
municipality in order to enable some families to enjoy playing in public spaces.
The Town provides fully fenced play spaces across the Town and nearby such as the recently
upgraded Harborne Park and Lake Monger North.
There are relatively few recent fully enclosed large nature play parks. Many of these parks are
considered inclusive for all abilities and are adjacent to roads and water bodies. Examples
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Synergy Parkland Playground, Kings Park;
Variety Place Playground, Kings Park;
Whale Park Playground, Scarborough Foreshore;
Jackadder Lake Playground, Woodlands;
Lake Claremont Nature Playground, Claremont;
Deep Water Point Reserve Playground, Mount Pleasant;
Wandi Playing Fields Playground, Wandi;
Sir James Mitchell Park, South Perth;
Wellington Square Playground, East Perth; and
Wembley Sports Park, Wembley.

A summary of Play Australia’s policy position on fully enclosed fencing for play spaces is provided
below:
“Fencing does not prevent most children from ‘escaping’ if they chose to, and the age group for
whom a fence may act as a deterrent is the same age group which require supervision at all
times.
Current evidence indicates that unfortunately there are parents today who chose to engage with
their mobile phones rather than supervise their young children, and sadly sometimes there are
injuries caused by this lack of supervision, due to young children getting mixed up with activities
suitable for older children. Play Australia is doing everything we can to explain to parents the
importance of their active supervision, and no doubt this will be an ongoing campaign, given the
prominence of social media today.
Whilst we recognize the busy lives of parents, the supervision of children is their responsibility,
and not council’s, and all evidence indicates that the best play happens when adults engage with
their children’s play as well as actively supervising their activity.” The Good Playspace Guide,
Play Australia www.playaustralia.org.au (refer Attachment 1).
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
There are no policy or statutory implications related to this report.
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RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Medium:

The location of the playground is located 20 metres from the lake and 35 metres
from a very busy road, which significantly increases the risk to the children using
the playground. It also potentially exposes the Town to liability in the event of a
claim. The Town has a “duty of care” to consider the risk and take all appropriate
action to minimise the risk.
Accordingly, the CEO has amended the report to include Option 1, for the Council
to consider and determine. (i.e to fully enclose the playground).

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The Town has $350,000 listed in the 2020 - 2021 Budget with all funds already fully allocated.
Additional funds will be required for any of the fencing options proposed as outlined below.
1.
2.
3.

Fully enclose with black chain link fence at a cost of $35,000;
Extend existing proposed fencing along Lake Monger Drive by 60 lineal metres and add a
gate on the shared pathway for an additional cost of $8,000; or
Leave as is with 75m of barrier fencing along Lake Monger Drive – No additional cost.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The report recommendation embraces the following strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018-2028:
Goal 1:
Strategy 1.1
Strategy 1.2
Goal 2
Strategy 2.1
Strategy 2.2
Goal 3
Strategy 3.2
Strategy 3.3
Goal 4
Strategy 4.3

A sense of community, pride and belonging
Encourage and support participation in a range of public activities and events
where residents can gather and interact
Promote our strong community identity and focus our responses on the needs of
local residents, businesses and ratepayers
Quality local parks and open spaces for the community to enjoy
Focus on activating our major public open spaces
Improve the amenities of our local parks and sports grounds
An active, safe and inclusive community
Encourage activity that meets the needs of people of all ages, cultures and
abilities
Create and maintain safe environments
Neighbourhoods that are well planned, attractive, respectful of the
character and responsive to future needs
Make neighbourhoods green and pleasant

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
Community engagement has been undertaken as outlined in this report. The report and
subsequent design work has refined the original concept design in response to the community
engagement process and results. Given the support and interest of this proposal, the Town will
inform the community of the Council’s decision on social media. Nearby residents will also be
kept informed of the works.
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ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:1.

NOTES the on-line petition with over 1,600 petitioners requesting the playground be fully
fenced;

2.

APPROVES either:
*2.1 Option 1:
Fully encloses the playground with a 1.2 metre high – black chain link fence at an
additional cost of $35,000; or
*2.2 Option 2:
The addition of 60 metres of fencing to the existing proposed 75 metres of fencing
along Lake Monger Drive, including the installation of a spring loaded gate on the
shared pathway at an additional cost of $8,000; and
[* delete which is not applicable.]

3.

INFORMS the community, including the online petition organiser of the Council decision.

Committee Meeting 14 June 2021
During discussion, Cr Mack proposed that Option 2 be approved.
AMENDMENT:
Moved by Cr Mack, seconded by Cr Bradley
That clause 2 of the motion be amended by deleting clause 2.1 Option 1.
Debate ensued.
PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr Bradley, seconded by…….
That the item be deferred for one month to enable the Administration to reconsider their
recommendations.
Procedural motion lapsed for want of a seconder
Amendment put and LOST
For:
Against:

(2/3)

Crs Bradley and Mack
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow and Timmermanis

AMENDMENT:
Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Barlow
That clause 2 of the motion be amended by deleting clause 2.2 Option 2.
Amendment put and CARRIED
For:
Against:

(4/1)

Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Mack and Timmermanis
Cr Bradley
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council:1.

NOTES the on-line petition with over 1,600 petitioners and the petition lodged by Dr
Genevieve Hohnen with 178 signatures requesting the playground be fully fenced;

2.

APPROVES Option 1 - Fully encloses the playground with a 1.2 metre high – black
chain link fence at an additional cost of $35,000; and

3.

INFORMS the community, including the online petition organiser of the Council
decision.

Motion put and LOST

(3/5)

For:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow and Fredericks
Against:
Crs Bradley, Everett, McKerracher, Mack and Timmermanis
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
COUNCIL DECISION:
Moved by Cr Mack, seconded by Cr Fredericks
That Council:1.

NOTES the on-line petition with over 1,600 petitioners and the petition lodged by Dr
Genevieve Hohnen with 178 signatures requesting the playground be fully fenced;

2.

APPROVES Option 2 - The addition of 60 metres of fencing to the existing proposed
75 metres of fencing along Lake Monger Drive, including the installation of a spring
loaded gate on the shared pathway at an additional cost of $8,000; and

3.

INFORMS the community, including the online petition organiser of the Council
decision.

Motion put and CARRIED

(6/2)

For:
Crs Bradley, Everett, Fredericks, McKerracher, Mack and Timmermanis
Against:
Mayor Shannon and Cr Barlow
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
REASONS FOR CHANGING THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION:
The proposed fencing of the playground does not conform to Play Safe Australia guidelines.
The proposed fencing is not concurrent with international design and does not support inclusivity.
The design itself does not concur with an historical aboriginal meeting place.
Fencing the playground keeps people out.
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CR21.68

COMMUNITY EVENTS PLAN 2021-2022

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
This report seeks Council's support for the proposed Town of Cambridge Festivals and Events
program for 2021-2022; and inclusion of $158,000 funding for the program in the 2021-2022 draft
budget.
SUMMARY:
This report seeks Council’s support for the Town’s proposed community events to be held in the
Town of Cambridge over the 2021-2022 Financial Year. The program targets a “locals first”
approach and takes into consideration risks associated with the ongoing threat of COVID-19.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Various
7 June 2021
Director Planning and Community Services, Brett Cammell
Manager Community Services, Priya Narula
Coordinator Community Development, Renee McIntosh
Community Development Officer, Courtney Aylett
Nil
Nil

BACKGROUND:
The Town has historically provided a calendar of events over the summer period that include
three major events; Lake Monger Christmas Festival, Australia Day Festival and the Cambridge
Street Festival which have been well patronised by members of both the local and broader
community.
In consideration of the risks associated with COVID-19 and in line with Council direction, the
Administration did not run an events program over the 2020/2021 event season. At the Ordinary
Council meeting held on 25 August 2020 (CR20.99 refers) the following decision was made:
That Council:
1. APPROVES the Lake Monger Christmas Tree Lights from 21 December 2020 until 2
January 2021 at an approximate cost of $35,000; and
2. NOTES other events as outlined in the Community Events Program 2020/2021 will not
proceed at this time.
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Public events that were run over the 2020-2021 year included Camchella – the Cambridge Youth
Festival (as part of the Youth Strategy); Canines of Cambridge and the Volunteer of the Year
Awards.
The Administration planned and prepared for the 2021 ANZAC Day event, however, on Friday,
23 April 2021 the Western Australian State Government announced a snap 3-day lockdown
commencing at 12:01am Saturday, 24 April 2021, in response to a Perth COVID-19 outbreak that
posed potential risk to public health. This resulted in the cancellation of the ANZAC Day event.
DETAILS:
1.

The Future of Town Events and Function

The continued threat posed by COVID-19 is having a palpable influence on community decisions
and the consideration of public events. Community health and safety remains at the forefront of
the State Governments agenda, with some restrictions still currently in place.
COVID-19 Event Plans are currently required for events with an anticipated attendance of over
500 and aim to consider and identify public health measures to ensure the safety of patrons.
Some of the controls in place include physical distancing requirements, hygiene and cleaning
regimes, and staff management. These measures have the potential to influence event budgets
and staff resourcing requirements. Not only is there an increased level of risk associated with
events that target high volumes of attendees, there is also increased potential for these event to
be cancelled.
Under the Town’s Policy No: 028 Concerts, Parties, Large and Special Events, these larger
events of over 500 participants are classified as Category 2 events. They require Council
approval and significant community and inter-agency consultation before being able to proceed.
This procedure imposes conditions designed to protect the Town and the community in the event
of cancellation or mishap during an event.
The Town has historically run on an annual basis Category 2 events, including Christmas at Lake
Monger, The Cambridge Street Festival and Australia Day celebrations at Perry Lakes. These
events target both the local and broader community and require a lead time of 6-12 months for
their planning and execution. A high level of financial investment is committed upfront for these
events and in consideration of the current climate, should the event need to be cancelled the
Town faces a heightened level of financial loss as event cancellations due to COVID-19 are not
covered under event insurance.
With these considerations in mind it is recommended that the Lake Monger Christmas Festival
and Cambridge Street Festival be discontinued for the 2021-2022 season. It is recommended
for the Australia Day celebrations to still proceed as this event will now be presented as a smaller
localised community activation, particularly now that the Citizenship Ceremony (previously
associated with the event) will now take place at the Town’s Administration building. The majority
of the financial investment associated with this event was also connected to the infrastructure
required to undertake the Citizenship Ceremony, so the financial loss will be considerably
reduced.
The Administration recommends that Event funds be allocated to support a series of regular,
medium scale events, oriented towards local residents and ratepayers; with the aim of fostering
community pride, cohesion and capacity building, in alignment with the objectives of the Town’s
Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028.
The continuation of the following events is proposed for 2021-2022:
1.
2.

Christmas Tree Lights Installation (Lake Monger Drive)
Australia Day Festival
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3.
4.
5.

Canines of Cambridge
ANZAC Day Ceremony and Community Breakfast
Volunteer of the Year Awards

The following additional events are proposed for 2021-2022:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Space Activations for the opening of new Town facilities and playgrounds (6)
Sunset Music and Re-Markets (recycling markets) (2)
Small Christmas activation event at Lake Monger
Urban Tree Festival

These smaller scale events which are offered more regularly reduce the risks associated with
health, safety and financial commitments.
1.1. Space Activations
The Town has a number of projects scheduled for completion in 2021-2022 including both the
South West and South East Lake Monger Playgrounds; the Lake Monger Pump Track; Ruislip
Park Upgrade and Alderbury Sports Pavilion facilities. The Lake Monger Community Shed
although completed in the 2020-2021 Financial Year is not yet fully operational, therefore it is
recommended to have the community event to celebrate the facility included in the 2021-2022
Financial Year.
These activations will target local community members and groups, celebrating improvements
and harnessing community capacity building through community pride and belonging. A budget
of $25,000 for all six activations is proposed.
1.2. Sunset Music Markets
The Town has historically provided free ‘Sunset Music’ events which have featured high quality
performers and activities across a range of community parks and spaces. These events have
been well received by the local community. It is proposed these events are combined with
activities planned by the Sustainability team, to include recycling-markets and sustainability
promoting activities. A budget allocation of $14,000 to cover both events is proposed.
1.3. Small Christmas Activation at Lake Monger
The Town has historically run a free Christmas festival at Lake Monger which has included the
turning on of the Christmas tree lights by the Mayor; carols by candlelight; food trucks; significant
carnival rides and various other activities such as; face painting, animal farms, pony rides and
sustainability activities.
Due to the level of financial investment involved with the Christmas at Lake Monger event and in
consideration of the current climate should the event need to be cancelled, it is recommended
that the Christmas event be scaled back to include only the lighting of the Christmas tree lights,
a small community Christmas Carols and a reduced amount of low key Christmas activities. A
budget allocation of $15,000 is proposed for this event.
1.4. Urban Tree Festival
The Urban Tree Festival is a coordinated series of tree-themed events and activities run across
a number of participating local governments.
The Town recommends participating in this initiative to raise awareness of urban forest issues,
educate our communities as to why declining canopy cover is a problem, and engage the
community in solutions. Events would be offered in person and online. A budget allocation of
$5,000 is proposed for this event.
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2.

Promotion and Event Communications

The Town engages various marketing strategies to reach a wider audience demographic. The
following marketing platforms have previously been successfully undertaken and will be
continued for 2021-2022:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Social Media platforms including Facebook and Instagram
Cambridge News
The Post Newspaper
Promotion at all local schools
Notifications to surrounding residents
Promotion at Floreat Forum; and
Promotion at the Cambridge Library and Community Centres

It is expected that the Town would have to modify operations to minimise the risk of COVID-19
transmission, and develop and implement safety measures including a cleaning schedule, social
distancing, rolling starts, staggered entry, and limiting participant number. This will be
communicated prior to each event via social media and the Town’s website.
3.

Proposed 2021/2022 Calendar of Events

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019-2020 the Festivals and Events was set at $240,000. In
2020-2021 this budget was reduced to $130,000 to cover the Christmas tree lights with a surplus
of $95,000 to deliver community events if the COVID-19 restrictions were lifted. It is proposed
that the Festivals and Events budget for the 2021-2022 season be set at $158,000 to deliver the
events as outlined in Table 1 below. This table outlines dates, expected attendance numbers
and the proposed expenditure associated with each event.
The Administration has considered ways to deliver more events to the local community, without
compromising safety and quality whilst ensuring increased engagement by local residents and
community groups.
Table 1

Proposed 2021/2022 Calendar of Events
Event/Function

2021/2022
Proposed Dates

Expected
Attendance

2021/2022
$

Sun, 5 December 2021
through to
Sun, 2 January 2022

N/A

$35,000

Small Christmas activation
Lake Monger

Sun, 5 December 2021

1,000

$15,000

Australia Day Celebration
Perry Lakes Reserve

Wed, 26 January 2022

1,000-2,000

$20,000

September 2021

500-1000

15,000

Mon, 25 Apr 2022

500-1,000

$16,000

May 2022

200

$10,000

Christmas Tree Lights
Lake Monger Drive

Canines of Cambridge
Beecroft Park
(previously funded through Ranger
Services and Community Safety)
ANZAC Day Ceremony &
Community Breakfast
West Leederville Memorial
Volunteer of the Year Awards
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Space Activations (6)
1. Lake Monger Playgrounds x 2
2. Lake Monger Pump Track
3. Ruislip Park Upgrade
4. Lake Monger Community Shed
5. Alderbury Sports Pavilion Opening

Various dates between
September 2021-May 2022

NEW
will vary from
250-1000
at each
event

Sunset Music Re-market x 2
Rutter Park, Wembley
City Beach Foreshore

November 2021
February 2022

500
500

Urban Tree Festival

9 – 25 April 2022

NEW

N/A

NA

Events Insurance
TOTAL

$25,000

$14,000
$5,000
$3,000
$158,000

Please note that the Lotterywest Community Event funding will resume in July 2021 after being
diverted to the West Australian COVID-19 Relief Fund. The Administration will meet with the
Lotterywest Grants Team to discuss the reinstated grant program delivered under their
Community Investment Framework and discuss what can be applied for, to assist in potentially
offsetting some of the expenses borne by the Town in delivering our community events.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Policy Number: 028 – Concerts, Parties and Large and Special Events Policy
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The risk associated with not approving the 2021-2022 Community Events Program is
low, however is it anticipated that there may be some level of negative feedback and
dissatisfaction from residents due to the discontinuation of the Town’s major events
being, Christmas at Lake Monger and the Cambridge Street Festival.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
An amount of $158,000 has been included in the Draft 2021-2022 Recreation Services budget.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The Community Events Plan strongly supports a number of the goals of the Town’s 2018-2028
Strategic Plan, namely:Goal 1:
A sense of community, pride and belonging
Strategy 1.1: Encourage and support participation in a range of public activities and events
where residents can gather and interact
Strategy 1.2: Promote our strong community identity and focus our responses on the needs of
local residents, businesses and ratepayers.
Goal 3:
An active, safe and inclusive community
Strategy 3.2: Continue to deliver more programs which support local clubs and community
groups and their capacity to run their community activities.
Strategy 3.3: Encourage a range of activities that better align with the diverse needs of
ratepayers of all ages, cultures and abilities.
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Further it supports the following goals of the Town's Economic Development Strategy 2018-2022:
Goal 3: Manage the activation and our centres and shared public spaces
Strategy 3.2: Build on the Town's current community, recreation and cultural events schedule
by further integrating local businesses and content.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Council Policy No: 019 Community Engagement Policy
as not requiring community consultation.
ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:1.

APPROVES the proposed 2021-2022 Town of Cambridge Festivals and Events program
including:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2.

APPROVES the discontinuation of:
2.1
2.2

3.

Installation of Christmas Tree Lights (Lake Monger Drive) and a small Christmas
activation event at Lake Monger;
Australia Day Festival;
Canines of Cambridge;
ANZAC Day Ceremony and Community Breakfast;
Volunteer of the Year Awards;
Space Activations to celebrate the opening of new Town facilities and playgrounds
(6);
Sunset Music Re-Markets (2); and
Urban Tree Festival.

The Christmas Festival at Lake Monger; and
Cambridge Street Festival; and

LISTS FOR CONSIDERATION an amount of $158,000 in the 2021-2022 Draft Budget to
facilitate Point 1 above.

Committee Meeting 14 June 2021
During discussion, Cr Barlow proposed that the motion be amended by adding a further clause
as follows:4.

REQUESTS the Administration investigate how a Christmas light trail be implemented in
Wembley, east of Jersey Street, north of Cambridge Street to Gregory Street, to show case
the significant effort that these residents continuously go by decorating their homes by
keeping the Christmas spirit alive. Community participation is to be encouraged by voting
for the most outstanding block e.g. Cambridge Street to Lake Monger Drive.

In accordance with clause 9.11 of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law 2019,
the mover of the motion, with the consent of the seconder, amended the motion accordingly.
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FURTHER INFORMATION –Memorandum Dated 18 June 2021 (Provided Post Committee
Meeting 14 June 2021)
BACKGROUND:
At the Community and Resources Committee meeting held 14 June 2021 the Administration
presented the Community Events Plan 2021-2022 (CR 21.68 refers). Cr Barlow requested the
following addition to the Administration recommendation:
REQUESTS the Administration investigate how a Christmas light trail be implemented in
Wembley, east of Jersey Street, north of Cambridge Street to Gregory Street, to showcase the
significant effort that these residents continuously go by decorating their homes by keeping the
Christmas spirit alive. Community participation is to be encouraged by voting for the most
outstanding block e.g. Cambridge Street to Lake Monger Drive.
Subsequent to the meeting the Mayor requested information on scaling down proposed events
for Australia Day and Anzac day.
DETAILS:
1.

Christmas light trail

The proposal from Cr Barlow included the following information:
Trail route:
Purpose:

East of Jersey St North of Cambridge to Gregory St
To recognise the significant effort that residents undertake in decorating
their homes by keeping the Christmas Spirit alive.
Three awards. Community participation be encouraged by voting for the People’s choice, most
outstanding block and best home e.g. Cambridge Street to Lake Monger. Suggest we can
organise to take a group pf seniors on the community bus for a tour and they can award the
Seniors Choice award.
This initiative will require the engagement of a consultant initially to assist the Communications
team with the development a digital map for the Christmas lights trail. Winners of each category
will be determined by the community. The public will be able to cast their votes via an online
polling system on social media and the Town’s website. A budget of $10,000 will be required for
the initial set up and delivery of the program. The cost will be reduced for consecutive years as it
would only require updating of data which can be undertaken in-house.
ITEMS
Best Home award
Best Street award
Seniors Choice award
Best Street Signage
Trail Map creation, promotions and Marketing
TOTAL

COST

$1,000
$1,000
$ 500
$ 500
$7,500
$10,000

It is recognised that a section of Wembley puts significant effort into their Christmas
Lights/Decorations each year, however it is recommended that the Christmas Lights Trail and
competition be open to all residents to ensure equity and encourage the increase of Christmas
Spirit throughout the entire Town.
An initial idea of best block was proposed, however this could provide challenges with the
definition, whereas Best Street, Best Home and Seniors Choice are easily defined.
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Each year, Senior Services take their clients on the City of Perth Christmas Light Tour, so this
could form part of this particular program, as an additional activity, or replacement.
RECOMMENDATION:
1.

That Council allocate funding of $10,000 to a Christmas lights competition which will
engage the wider community and be open to all residents within the Town of Cambridge.
This funding to be added to Festivals and Events in the 2021/2022 draft budget

The proposed competition categories include:
I. Best Home
II. Best Street
III. Seniors Choice
2.

Australia Day

The Australia Day festival will be significantly scaled back from previous years, particularly in
consideration of the Citizenship Ceremony now being held at the Town’s Administration Building.
The concept around the new look Australia Day festival, will be to encourage the community to
come down to Perry Lakes to celebrate Australia Day with low key children’s activities such as
Lawn and Sports Games, Face Painting, Kids Nature Club and other cultural and art activities.
The Library will provide story time and local history displays and a band will be engaged to
perform Australian classics. The opportunity to provide an indigenous performance will also be
looked into with the Torres Strait Island Dancers.
The Lions Club have confirmed that they would like to be involved through the provision of a
sausage sizzle and drinks. The Community can also be encouraged to bring along a picnic lunch.
Mobile vendors will be kept to a minimum with only an ice-cream and coffee van available.
The Australia Day festival has previously been run as a breakfast time event, however now that
there is no citizenship ceremony, there is the potential to move it to later in the morning and have
it run as a brunch/lunch event. Generally speaking this will still ensure the festival runs in the
cooler part of the day, with the afternoon being the peak hot period during the Summer months.
An amount of $10,000 would be required to run this event. This would cover performances,
children’s activities, equipment hire (marquees/toilets/bins), donations to Lions and Cambridge
Scouts, First Aid and a photographer.
ITEMS
Band to play “All Australian” music
Torres Strait Island Dancers
Cultural and Art activities – collaborative art
Face Painting
Kids Nature Club
Native Animals or Perth Reptiles
Lawn Games & Sports Games
Library to provide local studies display and storytime
Lions Club Donation
Scout Hall Donation
Marquees
Photography
Toilets
First Aid
Waste Management
TOTAL
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3.

Anzac Day

ANZAC Day was originally a Cambridge RSL event that the Town supported through the provision
of financial assistance for equipment, program printing and the RSL breakfast. Due to the aging
membership of the Cambridge RSL they requested that the Town take over the event and over
the years it has grown in its requirements, including the Community breakfast and the closing of
Cambridge Street.
Moving forward the closing of Cambridge Street could become expensive as it is likely that the
Town will have to engage a Hostile Vehicle Mitigation (HMV) specialist to design and implement
a HVM plan. Although this is not currently legislation it is likely to form part of Main Roads
requirements for road closures associated with events in the coming 12 months, particularly for
events such as ANZAC Day which have a perceived higher risk for hostile vehicles. The quote
we received this year to implement a HVM plan was over $6,000, which is a significant cost that
needs to be considered for the event in the future.
Costs associated with the event are as follows with the major cost being traffic management for
the road closure, the free breakfast, infrastructure such as marquees and wreaths provided for
VIP’s dignitaries and local groups:
CEREMONY & BREAKFAST
RSL VIP Sit Down Breakfast and free Community breakfast

$4,000.00

INFRASTRUCTURE
Joondalup Marquees (Marquees and Chairs/tables)

$ 2,000.00

Sound Engineer

$ 1,325.00

Bins

$

220.00

Toilets

$

500.00

Donation to Salvation Army Band

$

300.00

Donation to AAFC for overnight vigil

$

350.00

Singer

$

300.00

Photographer

$

375.00

Face Painters

$

350.00

DONATIONS

ENTERTAINMENT CONTRACTORS

MISC SERVICES
Wreaths $100 x 15

$ 1,550.00

Traffic Management

$ 1,100.00

Security for overnight vigil

$

700.00

First Aid St John

$

200.00

Advertising

$1,700.00

Wages

$

TOTAL

500.00
$ 15,470

Ways to reduce the expenses associated with the event would be to:
•
•
•

Not close down Cambridge Street (this could impact on the reverence of the event)
Look at a more cost effective Community and VIP Breakfast or not provide breakfast at all
Reduce the number of wreaths provided
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council:1.

APPROVES the proposed 2021-2022 Town of Cambridge Festivals and Events
program including:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2.

Installation of Christmas Tree Lights (Lake Monger Drive) and a small
Christmas activation event at Lake Monger;
Australia Day Festival;
Canines of Cambridge;
ANZAC Day Ceremony and Community Breakfast;
Volunteer of the Year Awards;
Space Activations to celebrate the opening of new Town facilities and
playgrounds (6);
Sunset Music Re-Markets (2); and
Urban Tree Festival.

APPROVES the discontinuation of:
2.1
2.2

The Christmas Festival at Lake Monger; and
Cambridge Street Festival;

3.

LISTS FOR CONSIDERATION an amount of $158,000 in the 2021-2022 Draft Budget
to facilitate Point 1 above; and

4.

REQUESTS the Administration investigate how a Christmas light trail be
implemented in Wembley, east of Jersey Street, north of Cambridge Street to
Gregory Street, to show case the significant effort that these residents continuously
go by decorating their homes by keeping the Christmas spirit alive. Community
participation is to be encouraged by voting for the most outstanding block e.g.
Cambridge Street to Lake Monger Drive.

Cr Bradley departed the meeting at 7.31 pm.
During discussion, Mayor Shannon referred to the additional information provided by the
Administration and proposed an amendment to the Committee Recommendation.
AMENDEMENT:
Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Barlow
That the motion be amended to read as follows:That Council:1.

APPROVES the proposed 2021-2022 Town of Cambridge Festivals and Events
program (which has been scaled back due to Covid-19) including:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Installation of Christmas Tree Lights (Lake Monger Drive) and a small
Christmas activation event at Lake Monger;
Australia Day Festival, as outlined in the memorandum dated 18 June 2021;
Canines of Cambridge;
ANZAC Day Ceremony and Community Breakfast;
Volunteer of the Year Awards;
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1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.

Space Activations to celebrate the opening of new Town facilities and
playgrounds (6);
Sunset Music Re-Markets (2); and
Urban Tree Festival.
Christmas light trail as outlined in the memorandum dated 18 June 2021.

APPROVES the discontinuation of:
2.1
2.2

The Christmas Festival at Lake Monger; and
Cambridge Street Festival;

3.

LISTS FOR CONSIDERATION an amount of $158,000 in the 2021-2022 Draft Budget
to facilitate Point 1 above; and

4.

REQUESTS the Administration investigate how a Christmas light trail be
implemented in Wembley, east of Jersey Street, north of Cambridge Street to
Gregory Street, to show case the significant effort that these residents continuously
go by decorating their homes by keeping the Christmas spirit alive. Community
participation is to be encouraged by voting for the most outstanding block e.g.
Cambridge Street to Lake Monger Drive.

Cr Bradley returned to the meeting at 7.34 pm.
Debate ensued.
Amendment put and CARRIED
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)

COUNCIL DECISION:
That Council:1.

APPROVES the proposed 2021-2022 Town of Cambridge Festivals and Events
program (which has been scaled back due to Covid-19) including:
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

2.

APPROVES the discontinuation of:
2.1
2.2

3.

Installation of Christmas Tree Lights (Lake Monger Drive) and a small
Christmas activation event at Lake Monger;
Australia Day Festival, as outlined in the memorandum dated 18 June 2021;
Canines of Cambridge;
ANZAC Day Ceremony and Community Breakfast;
Volunteer of the Year Awards;
Space Activations to celebrate the opening of new Town facilities and
playgrounds (6);
Sunset Music Re-Markets (2); and
Urban Tree Festival.
Christmas light trail as outlined in the memorandum dated 18 June 2021.

The Christmas Festival at Lake Monger;
Cambridge Street Festival; and

LISTS FOR CONSIDERATION an amount of $158,000 in the 2021-2022 Draft Budget
to facilitate Point 1 above.

Motion, as AMENDED, put and CARRIED
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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CR21.69

FLOREAT BEACH KIOSK LOT 6000 CHALLENGER PARADE CITY BEACH –
CONSENT TO INSTALL A RETRACTABLE ROOF CONSIDERATION
OF
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

COUNCIL CONSIDERED THE FOLLOWING REPORT AT ITS MEETING OF 27 APRIL 2021:
PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To obtain Council approval of the Floreat Beach Kiosk’s (FBK) proposal to renovate its alfresco
area by installing a retractable roof, all of which require approval from the Western Australian
Planning Commission and Town’s Regulatory Services.
SUMMARY:
The Lessee of FBK is seeking Council approval to upgrade its alfresco area at Lot
6000 Challenger Parade, City Beach, with the installation of a retractable roof. This report
recommends Council, as the Landlord, approves FBK’s proposal to proceed with its plans to
install a retractable roof, noting appropriate approval from the Western Australian Planning
Commission and Town’s Regulatory Services is required, prior to commencement.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Lot 6000 Challenger Parade, City Beach
9 April 2021
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
Acting Manager Corporate Business, Paul O’Keefe
Nil
Nil
1. Floreat Beach Kiosk Retractable Roof Concept Plans
2. Floreat Beach Kiosk Heritage Assessment

BACKGROUND:
The Town has received a request from the Lessee of Floreat Beach Kiosk (FBK), seeking
permission to upgrade its alfresco area by installing a retractable roof. The original design intent
of the alfresco decking area was predominantly for patronage usage in fine weather, thereby
limiting maximisation of occupancy rates to the warmer months.
In an endeavour to create an all-weather opportunity, FBK wish to upgrade and renovate the
alfresco area by installing a retractable roof, which has the capacity to provide protection for both
inclement and fine weather conditions.
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DETAILS:
In its request to upgrade and renovate the alfresco decking area, FBK have provided a number
of proposed plans, including detailed designs provided by the retractable roof manufacturer and
a heritage assessment, which accompany this report.
This roof has a wind rating to 117 km/h, is 100% water proof and has LED lighting installed,
thereby allowing the Lessee to use the alfresco area all year round. The roof will complement
the design and style of FBK.
The cost for all renovations of the alfresco area, plus installation of the retractable roof, will be
the responsibility of, and borne by, the Tenant, resulting in no outlay for the Town. FBK will seek
all the required planning approvals from both the Town’s Regulatory Services and the Western
Australian Planning Commission, prior to undertaking any works.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Specifically, the Lease requires Town approval of any alterations and/or renovations of this
magnitude undertaken by the Tenant at the Premises.
“11.2 Alterations
The Tenant must obtain the Town's written consent before the Tenant carries out any works
in or to the Premises, including:
(a)
(b)
(c)

altering the Premises or their layout;
installing or removing any item fixed in or to the Premises; or
making any penetration in any surface of the Premises.”

Approvals are required from the Town’s Regulatory Services and West Australian Planning
Commission.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The renovations and retractable roof costs will be borne by the Tenant, who has full
Public Liability Insurance and building insurances in place, thereby indemnifying the
Town.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
All design and construction costs will be met directly by the Tenant and no funding is required
from the Town for these proposed works.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
This proposal is most closely aligned to the following Goals and Strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018/2028:
Our Council
Goal 5:
Strategy 5.2

Successful commercial, retail and residential hubs
Foster and encourage local business development in the local and district centres
which support our residents and the local and broader community.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter had been assessed under the Council Policy No: 019 - Community Engagement Policy
and determined that consultation is not required as the matter is purely administrative in nature.
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Committee Meeting 19 April 2021
During discussion, Mayor Shannon noted that the original design intent of the alfresco decking
area was predominantly for patronage usage in fine weather, thereby limiting maximisation of
occupancy rates to the warmer months. Installation of a retractable roof will change its usability
to most of the time.
The Administration was requested to provide clarification on how the lease describes the leasable
area as opposed to the licensed area and if the Town now has an ability to charge for that licensed
area, prior to the next meeting of Council.
PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Barlow
That the item relating to the Floreat Beach Kiosk be submitted to Council for determination.
Procedural motion put and CARRIED
For:
Against:

(4/1)

Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Mack and Timmermanis
Cr Bradley

COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council:1.

APPROVES Floreat Beach Kiosk’s request to install a retractable roof as shown in
Attachment 1, subject to:

2.

1.1

All relevant statutory approvals being obtained, prior to the commencement of the
proposed works;

1.2

All costs associated with the alfresco renovations being borne by the Tenant; and

1.3

All work to be completed to the Town’s satisfaction and in compliance with all statutory
regulations, and.

NOTES the attached Floreat Beach Kiosk Heritage Impact Assessment on the proposed
retractable roof.

Council Meeting 27 April 2021
Debate ensued. It was considered that further information was required on the following:•
•
•

the lease and commercial arrangements around the piece of land;
the impact or otherwise on public access; and
the risk to the Town as a landlord and regulator and manager of the public open space.

Motion put and LOST
For:
Against:

(3/6)

Crs Bradley, Everett and Fredericks
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Haddon-Casey, Mack, McKerracher and
Timmermanis
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PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr McKerracher, seconded by Cr Timmermanis
That the item relating to Permission to install a Retractable Roof at Floreat Beach Kiosk be
REFERRED BACK to the Community and Resources Committee for further information and
consideration.
Procedural Motion put and CARRIED
For:
Against:

(6/3)

Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Haddon-Casey, Mack, McKerracher and
Timmermanis
Crs Bradley, Everett and Fredericks

FURTHER REPORT (Post Council Meeting 27 April 2021)
PURPOSE OF FURTHER REPORT:
To recommend that Council, for the purposes of and in accordance with the Lease of the Floreat
Beach Kiosk, give to Albarossa Pty Ltd in-principle consent for the installation of a retractable
roof over the outside deck (alfresco dining) area of the Floreat Beach Kiosk.
SUMMARY:
Albarossa Pty Ltd (“Lessee”) is the lessee of the Floreat Beach Kiosk (“Kiosk”) under a Lease
agreement that commenced on 1 January 2021 (“Lease”).
The Lease includes a licence to enable the Lessee to provide alfresco dining on the outside deck
adjacent to the Kiosk building.
There are shade sails over this outside deck area. These shade sails form part of a network of
sails around the whole building and the nearby playground area. These sails are taken down
over the winter period.
The Lessee has requested that the Town give its consent to the installation of a retractable roof
over part of the outside deck (alfresco area).
This report recommends that Council resolve to give in-principle consent to the Lessee’s
proposal, subject to final terms and conditions to be determined and agreed to by the CEO of the
Town.
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Further Attachment(s):

Acting Director Corporate and Community Services, Roy Ruitenga
Manager Legal and Risk, Martyn Cavanagh
Acting Manager Corporate Business, Paul O’Keefe
Nil
3.
Diagram of the Floreat Beach Kiosk showing leased and
licensed areas
4. Clause 11 of the Town’s lease of the Floreat Beach Kiosk
5. Clauses 1.1 – 1.4 of the Town’s licence for use of the Floreat
Beach Kiosk outdoor deck area

FURTHER BACKGROUND:
In March 2020, the Town commenced a Request for Tender process for the leasing out of the
Floreat Beach Kiosk building: RFT20-14. As part of the tender process, the Town set out the
terms of the proposed lease.
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Finalisation of the tender process was significantly delayed. This was largely due to
redevelopment works that were being carried out at the Floreat Beach Kiosk and surrounds.
There was also a delay arising from the need to prepare a detailed survey diagram for the
purposes of the lease document.
Pursuant to the tender, the Town entered into a Lease agreement with the Lessee. The Lease
commenced on 1 January 2021.
The Lease includes standard provisions for ‘works by the Lessee’.
substantially in the terms that were set out in the Request for Tender.

These provisions are

Under the Lease document the Town has also granted a ‘licence’ to enable the Lessee to provide
alfresco dining on the outside deck adjacent to the Kiosk building. The ‘licence’ is a non-exclusive
right to a limited form of use of the area. It is not a reference to a ‘liquor licence’, as the Lessee
must obtain that separately from the State Government.
There are shade sails over the outside deck area. These shade sails form part of a network of
sails around the whole building and the nearby playground area. These sails are taken down
over the winter period
A diagram showing the ‘leased’ and ‘licensed’ areas is at Attachment 3. The licensed area is
indicated as “External seating, accessway and thoroughfare”.
The left-hand side of the Diagram at Attachment 3 (bearing reference number ‘2301’) is
managed land (Land Management Order), whereas the right-hand side of the Diagram at
Attachment 3 (bearing reference number ‘6000’) is Town-held freehold land.
As the licensed area under the Lease document is predominantly over managed land and to be
managed for the purpose of “Recreation”, the Town has ensured that the Lease document
includes an express requirement that the Lessee:
“must permit access to the general public and the Town, on, over and along the licensed area
and agrees that it will not close or obstruct the Licensed Area except where reasonably necessary
due to inclement weather or to secure the Licensed Area and Premises outside of the trading
hours.”
Clause 11 of the Lease provides for the carrying out of works to the building by the Lessee.
Clause 11 of the Lease is at Attachment 4.
As advised in Council Report CR21.36, the Lessee is seeking consent under clause 11 of the
Lease to install a retractable roof over part of the licensed area. That Council Report included an
Attachment showing the concept plan for the proposed roof.
Council referred the matter back to the Community and Resources Committee for further
information and consideration.
FURTHER INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION:
At its meeting on 27 April 2021, Council discussed the need for clarification on:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

How the Lease describes the leasable area as opposed to the licensed area;
If the Town now has an ability to charge for that licensed area;
The lease and commercial arrangements around the piece of land;
The impact or otherwise on public access; and
The risk to the Town as landlord and regulator and manager of the public open space.
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How the Lease describes the leasable area as opposed to the licensed area
The Lease describes the ‘leasable’ area as “the Premises”. This is primarily the building that
constitutes the Floreat Beach Kiosk, excluding the Toilet facilities. The purpose-built Bin area,
marked “C” on Attachment 3 is also leased (and forms part of the Premises).
The ‘licensed’ area is comprised of several items. There is a:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Non-exclusive right to use the road for ingress/egress to the Premises (from West Coast
Highway);
Right of access to, from and over the land and use of the car parking facilities, the
playground facilities and the grassed area in the precinct;
Non-exclusive licence for the Tenant and the Tenant’s Associates to access and use the
Toilet facilities, acting reasonably and for the purpose for which they are provided, existing
in the building;
Non-exclusive right to use the outside deck for placing tables and chairs for use by
customers of the Tenant, and placing of other items approved by the Town, consistent with
the Permitted Use (ie. café and takeaway kiosk window, operated and styled in a manner
that is consistent with the relaxed atmosphere, beachy casual style and heritage of the
coastal location).

Does the Town now have an ability to charge for the licensed area?
The Lease provides for a total rental in respect of the leased and licensed areas.
The Lease also provides for Turnover Rent, based on earnings over and above an agreed
threshold. In the event that the proposed roof leads to increased turnover, and this turnover
exceeds the specified threshold, then the Town would receive turnover rent under the Lease.
There is no additional provision in the Lease for imposing a charge for the licensed area in the
event the Lessee installs the proposed retractable roof.
The lease and commercial arrangements around the piece of land
Precinct
The Kiosk is situated within a coastal Precinct. The Precinct is a large area, and the Kiosk is the
only premises in the area being leased commercially within a 1km radius. The Kiosk provides
both dine-in and take-away food options. The Kiosk is a stand-alone retail premises and is
adjacent to the Floreat Surf Life Saving Club (to the north), a landscaped community
playground/picnic area (to the south) and is within 30m or so of Floreat Beach (to the west). The
Kiosk is listed on the State’s Heritage Register.
Consent to Lessee works under the Lease
Clause 11(3)(a) provides for the Town’s giving of consent to works proposed by the Lessee.
The affixing of the proposed roof to the building roof would be works to the ‘Façade’. The Town
therefore has a general discretion as to whether to give, or not give, its consent.
The supporting columns that would be installed at the edge of the outside deck area would be
owned by the Lessee and again, the Town has a general discretion as to whether to give, or not
give, its consent.
For practical purposes the ‘two’ consents are intrinsically connected to each other.
There are no relevant Fitout Guidelines that have been prepared by the Town.
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The general intent in the Lease document is one of maintaining the established character,
atmosphere and use of the Kiosk, and continuing rather than changing in any substantive way
the nature of the Kiosk’s contribution to the Precinct.
Nature of proposed Lessee works
The Lessee advises that –
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

The main issue is that the shade sails are not waterproof. So when there are passing
showers, diners have to carry their food inside and eat standing up if there are no available
inside tables. Additionally, staff then need to dry tables/chairs and re-set the tables. This
is disruptive to both patrons and staff;
It expressly acknowledges the public right of access and the covered area will still be open
for all people, and that area will not be enclosed (no side walls);
The area to be covered is relatively small (50 sqm of decking area), which is a small part of
the entire decking area;
The roof could be retracted on extreme weather days, to avoid damage. Presently, the
Lessee’s large sail (which is erected underneath the Town’s 3 higher sails) is susceptible
to damage, which then requires effort and expense to repair/replace;
The roof could be installed under the Town’s 3 shade sails; and
It would welcome the opportunity to discuss with the Town an arrangement relating to the
retaining of sails over the decking area all year around, as patrons are increasingly mindful
of U-V exposure, and presently the Town takes all its sails down in about early May.

In terms of making a contribution to the established character, atmosphere and use of the Kiosk,
Town officers consider there is considerable merit in the Lessee’s proposal.
The impact or otherwise on public access
The installation of the retractable roof will not affect the right of public access to the outside deck
(licensed) area.
The risk to the Town as landlord and regulator and manager of the public open space
[The reference to “the public open space” is taken to be the place where the proposed roof would
be located.]
Landlord
The Town is not a landlord of the public open space.
Regulator
The Town regulates the use of the public open space by members of the public under the Local
Government and Public Property Local Law 2017.
Manager
The Town manages the use of the public open space by the Lessee under the Lease agreement.
The Lease requires the Lessee to take out and maintain insurance for its use of the licensed area,
and to maintain, repair and replace the Lessee’s fixtures and fittings (which would include the
retractable roof if it was installed by the Lessee as proposed), and to remove the roof and restore
the building and licensed area at the end of the Lease. The Lessee also releases the Town from
any liability to the Lessee arising out of its use of the licensed area or loss or damage to any
Lessee property.
As manager of the public open space, the installation of the proposed roof does not increase risk
to the Town.
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As regards public access, the Lessee has expressly acknowledged that the general public may
access the licensed area and go, pass and re-pass on foot from time to time on, over and along
the licensed area and use the licensed area at all times during trading hours. The Lessee‘s right
to place tables and chairs for use by customers is limited to a maximum of 114 seating places.
A copy of clauses 1.1-1.4 of the licence under the Lease agreement is at Attachment 5.
FURTHER RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

A number of risks have been discussed above.
There may be a level of reputational risk if the Town is seen to be un-cooperative or
un-reasonable in respect of a proposal that seeks to enhance the experience of
patrons of the Kiosk without impacting negatively on the rights of public access over
the outside deck area or the character of the area.

FURTHER POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Alfresco fee policy
The Town does not impose a fee for the use of public property (thoroughfares) by persons trading
under an alfresco Permit (granted under the Town’s Trading in Public Places Local Law 2016).
The Lease agreement provides for a licence (contractual right) that has been drafted to replace
the need for the Lessee to apply for an annual Permit.
Other approvals
Clause 11 of the Lease would require the Lessee to obtain all necessary approvals from
Authorities for the proposed works. This would include any approval of the Town under any
regulatory legislation.
This Report is not seeking approval under any legislation by the Town in its capacity as an
‘Authority’. That is, the ‘consent’ being sought is a contractual matter for the purposes of the
Lease, not regulatory approval like a Development Approval under Planning legislation.
Clause 11 applies to both the ‘leased’ and ‘licensed’ areas. One end of the roof would be attached
to the building (leased area) and the other end to the boundary of the licensed area.
FURTHER FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
In the event that turnover of the Kiosk business increases, the Town may receive turnover rent in
accordance with the Lease.
Upon market rent review in accordance with the Lease, if the Lessee’s improvements are relevant
then they will impact the market rental review, and if not relevant then they will not impact the
market rent review.
FURTHER STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
This proposal is most closely aligned to the following Goals and Strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018/2028:
Our Community
Goal 1:
Strategy 1.2

A sense of community, pride and belonging
Promote our strong community identity and focus our responses on the needs of
local residents, businesses and ratepayers.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter had been assessed under the Council Policy No: 019 - Community Engagement Policy
and determined that consultation is not required as the matter is purely administrative in nature.
Committee Meeting 17 May 2021
During discussion, Cr Barlow suggested that the walkway should be named “The Brand Walkway”
in honour of the architect who designed the kiosk but, also by placing a sign there, it will
demonstrate that it is a public walkway.
AMENDMENT:
Moved by Cr Barlow, seconded by Cr Bradley
That the portion of the leased management area which is a walkway have a sign affixed that
indicates it is a public walkway and it be named in honour of the architect of the kiosk.
Discussion ensued. It was agreed that further information was required as to whether the naming
of the walkway accords with the Town’s Policy No: 060 – Naming of Facilities, Roads, Parks and
Reserves.
Mover and seconder of the amendment therefore agreed to withdraw the amendment at this point
in time.
Mayor Shannon requested that more information was required in relation to the enclosure of the
licensed area and whether it changed it from an available space that is used predominantly by
the kiosk in summer to something much more structural and more of a leasable space.
PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr Bradley, seconded by Cr Barlow
That the item be submitted to Council for determination.
Procedural motion put and CARRIED
For:
Against:

(4/1)

Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Bradley and Timmermanis
Cr Mack

COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Mack
That Council:1.

RESOLVES, for the purposes of the Lease agreement with Albarossa Pty Ltd relating to
the Floreat Beach Kiosk, to give in-principle consent for the installation of a retractable roof
over part of the outside deck area, subject to:
1.1

the roof being installed substantially in accordance with the plans and Heritage Impact
Assessment submitted to the Town by Albarossa Pty Ltd on about 11 March 2021,
with any minor variations to the plans having been first approved in writing by the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO);

1.2

such further terms and conditions as agreed upon pursuant to resolution 2;
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2.

AUTHORISES the CEO to negotiate and agree in writing with Albarossa Pty Ltd with
respect to the Lease agreement:
2.1

any minor variations to the plans for the retractable roof; and

2.2

such further terms and conditions of the Town’s consent that the CEO considers may
be necessary or appropriate and are in accordance with this Report.

Council Meeting 25 May 2021
Debate ensued. Members expressed concern that the additional information provided had not
adequately addressed the concerns raised at the last Council meeting. It was therefore agreed
that further information was required on the following matters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the structure of the proposed roof;
the architectural impact of the structure on the building,
possible heritage impact on the heritage listed building;
the delineation of the accessway licensed area,
naming of the accessway;
whether a fee can be charged; and
the legal status of the leasable space.

Motion put and lost

(1/6)

For:
Against:

Cr Barlow
Mayor Shannon, Crs Bradley, Fredericks, Haddon-Casey, Mack and
Timmermanis
(Cr Everett was an apology and Cr McKerracher was on leave of absence)
REASON FOR CHANGING THE ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
The additional information requested was not sufficient to address the Elected Member concerns,
therefore Members were unable to decide whether their concerns had been addressed.
FURTHER REPORT (Post Council Meeting 25 May 2021)
PURPOSE OF FURTHER REPORT:
To recommend that Council, for the purposes of and in accordance with the Lease document of
the Floreat Beach Kiosk, give to Albarossa Pty Ltd in-principle consent for the installation of a
retractable roof over the outside deck (alfresco dining) area of the Floreat Beach Kiosk.
The purpose is to provide responses to questions and provide further information requested by
the Council.
SUMMARY:
The Lessee has requested that the Town give its consent to the installation of a retractable roof
over part of the outside deck (alfresco area).
The proposed roof would replace the Lessee’s existing shade sail and egress to the public access
area would not be compromised. The Lessee’s heritage impact assessment noted “that the
original design intent will remain clearly discernible and that key elements of the building will not
be altered or lost.” The naming of the accessway is a matter that may be considered by the Town
at any time, irrespective of the shade over the accessway.
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This report recommends that Council resolve to give in-principle consent to the Lessee’s
proposal, subject to final terms and conditions to be determined and agreed to by the CEO of the
Town.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Lot 6000 Challenger Parade, City Beach
10 June 2021
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
Steve Cleaver, Manager Regulatory Services
Nil
Nil
1. Floreat Beach Kiosk Retractable Roof Concept Plans
2. Floreat Beach Kiosk Heritage Assessment

BACKGROUND:
Following the May Ordinary Council meeting the Town’s Manager Regulatory Services and the
Town’s Senior Building Surveyor undertook the following investigations of the submitted
documentation and carried out a site inspection on 28 May 2021.
DETAILS:
The Administration comments are detailed below.
1.

The structure of the proposed roof

The proposed structure results in the partial removal of the existing shade sail structure, being
the Lessee’s rhomboid shade sail. In essence the development involves the installation of a
traditional square shaped shade sail.
Structurally the matter will receive a certificate of design compliance from a Building Certifier and
structural engineer via a building permit application. The applicant is proposing to attach the new
shade structure to the existing metal and glass screen wall at the Western end of the decking.
No posts are to be constructed within the public accessway and the egress is not being
compromised.
2.

The architectural impact of the structure on the building

As the structure is located on the western side of the building, the architectural aesthetics of the
building is unaffected from street view. Views from the beach and southern and northern
elevations are obscured. From the western (ocean) view, the proposed roof would be beneath,
and partially obscured by, the Town’s shade sails.
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3.

Possible heritage impact on the heritage listed building

A review of the applicant’s heritage impact assessment noted; “that the original design intent will
remain clearly discernible and that key elements of the building will not be altered or lost.” It is
also noted that the matter will come before Council again as a development application to
consider which will further consider the heritage aspect as this item only deals with owner or
landholder consent.
4.

The delineation of the access way licensed area

As a result of the inspection an 28 May 2021 and review of submitted documentation it is noted
that there is no change to existing accessway as shown in the attached plans (Attachment 1).
Public access to the male toilets under the existing shade structure is being converted from one
shade sail design to another shade sail design with nil effect on pedestrian movements.
Observations are that public frequent the beach access and the male toilets via the ramp on the
southern side of the building.
5.

Naming of the accessway

Delineation and naming of this walkway is therefore a matter which could be considered at any
time, irrespective of the type of shade over the public accessway.
6.

Whether a fee can be charged

The Lease document allows for increased rent should the business experience increased
turnover. This can be addressed at a later date, if required.
7.

The legal status of the leasable space

The area is already included in the Lease document as a licenced area for alfresco use by the
Lessee.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
As previously advised.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

As previously advised.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
As previously advised.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
As previously advised.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
As previously advised.
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COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council:1.

RESOLVES, for the purposes of the Lease agreement with Albarossa Pty Ltd relating
to the Floreat Beach Kiosk, to give IN-PRINCIPLE CONSENT for the installation of a
retractable roof over part of the outside deck area, subject to:
1.1

the roof being installed substantially in accordance with the plans and Heritage
Impact Assessment submitted to the Town by Albarossa Pty Ltd on about 11
March 2021, with any minor variations to the plans having been first approved
in writing by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO);

1.2

such further terms and conditions as agreed upon pursuant to clause 2;

2.

NOTES the Heritage Impact assessment by Hocking Heritage and Architecture March
2021 noting that the original design intent will remain clearly discernible and that key
elements of the building will not be altered or lost; and

3.

AUTHORISES the CEO to negotiate and agree in writing with Albarossa Pty Ltd with
respect to the Lease agreement:
3.1

any minor variations to the plans for the retractable roof; and

3.2

such further terms and conditions of the Town’s consent that the CEO
considers may be necessary or appropriate and are in accordance with this
Report.

Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
MOTION:
Moved by Mayor Shannon, seconded by Cr Timmermanis
That the following ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, as requested and provided by the
Administration be included in the minutes:
1.

Council Report CR21.69 under “Whether a fee can be charged”, states that the lease
document allows for increased rent should the business experience increased
turnover. Furthermore, it states under “Further Financial Implications: that in the
event that the turnover increases, the Town may receive turnover rent in accordance
with the lease.
This is referring to the Turnover Threshold Rent which is 5% over $2.5 million. Any
turnover rent will be in addition to the Tenant’s current base rent of $101,000.

Motion put and CARRIED

(7/1)

For:

Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Bradley, Everett, Fredericks, Mack and
Timmermanis
Against:
Cr McKerracher
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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CR21.70

PROPOSED FEES AND CHARGES 2021-2022 - ADOPTION

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To approve of the Town’s proposed Fees and Charges for the 2021-2022 financial year.
SUMMARY:
The Council reviews its fees and charges each year to determine if the amounts charged are
reflective of resources employed in delivering Council services and are in accordance with current
legislation. The fees and charges have been assessed and a small number of changes are
proposed for next financial year as detailed further in this report.
All fees and charges have been included into one report to provide ease for determination of the
Community and Resources Committee.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officers:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Various
8 June 2021
Chief Executive Officer, John Giorgi, JP
Director Infrastructure and Works, Kelton Hincks
Director Planning and Community Services, Brett Cammell
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
All Managers
Nil
1. Proposed Schedule of Fees & Charges
2. Town Managed Open Spaces Fee Structure
3. Cambridge Library Comparative Analysis of Revised Fees
4. Wembley Golf Course Fee Comparison (Confidential)
5. Wembley Golf Course Participation Overview (Confidential)

BACKGROUND:
Fees and Charges are reviewed annually in accordance with the Local Government Act sections
6.16 and 6.17 of the Local Government Act 1995.
DETAILS:
The fees and charges pertaining to all services for the 2021-2022 financial year have been
assessed and the following changes have been made and details are outlined below and in
attachments provided. Attachment 1 lists all fees and charges and provides comments where a
fee or charge is new, removed or amended with an applicable increase.
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GENERAL FEES AND CHARGES
(Attachment 1, page 1)
For the 2021-2022 financial year it is proposed to keep the majority of fees and charges the same
with respect to rates, given the Town has a Financial Hardship Policy. It is recommended that the
instalment fee currently $10 per instalment, instalment interest rate currently 2%, and late
payment interest rate, currently 5.5% all remain the same.
The Town charges for rates, orders and requisitions, with the charge current being $110. It
proposed to split the fee into two components, rates request $45 and orders and requisition
request $65, as the Town often receives requests with respect to rates information only.
A number of legal fees have been established with respect to preparation of debt recovery
documentation for 2021-2022, as these will be done in house in preference as to being
outsourced through a third party, which is current practice, and more expensive. These are listed
in attachment 1 at the bottom of page 1.
PUBLIC OPEN SPACES
(Attachment 1, pages 8, 9 & 10)
Town Managed Public Open Spaces have been extensively researched, reviewed and amended.
This includes sportsgrounds, reserves, parks, beaches and the activities held on them for the
2021-2022 financial year. Please refer to Attachment 1 and 2 for a more detail overview.
CAMBRIDGE LIBRARY
(Attachment 1, page 2)
Benchmarking analysis has been undertaken that demonstrates that current fees and charges
for the Library remain competitive with other libraries (refer to Attachment 3, Table 1), and it is
recommended that no increases or new fees are implemented for the 2021-2022 financial year.
One amendment is recommended. Local Studies Promotional items have been reviewed to
include a price range rather than a fixed amount, allowing flexibility to sell other promotional local
studies items, for example: calendars, Keep cups, library bags and USB’s. Additional promotional
items would be priced as cost plus 5%
THE BOULEVARD CENTRE (‘TBC’)
(Attachment 1, page 5)
Historically, fee increases are made in line with Consumer Price Index (CPI) Perth movements.
The CPI Perth movement for the 12 month period ending March 2021 was 1.1%, therefore the
recommended fee increase is 1%, rounded to the nearest 50 cent value.
Details of the 2021-2022 fees and charges for The Boulevard Centre including the 1% increase
in line with CPI and the specific additions and charges recommended below are listed in
Attachment 1.
1.

Hire Categories

The Town currently has four categories of hire for Community Facilities:
1.
2.

Agency Rate - Not for profit community based organisations and Local Government;
Government Rate - All State & Federal Government Departments and Organisations;
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3.
4.

Standard Rate – Commercial business and private hirers; and
Locals First Rate - Local not for profit organisations and State Schools within the Town.

It is proposed to:
1.

4.

Rename the “Agency Rate” as “Community Rate” to be more reflective of the groups it is
servicing.
Leave the “State & Federal Government Rate” as a category for the Boulevard Centre as
this charge is used frequently for the hire of this venue.
Rename the “Standard Rate” to “Commercial/Private Rate” to be more reflective of the
groups it is servicing.
Leave “Locals First Rate” unchanged.

2.

Base Rate, Discounts and Loadings

2.
3.

Currently, the Town uses the Standard (Commercial/Private Rate) to base all discounts from.
However, if moving to an online booking system, it would be beneficial to use the Agency
(Community) Rate to base all discounts from, as from a marketing perspective it looks more
financially attractive to the hirer.
Changing the base rate to the Community Rate does, however, have implications to the discounts
and loadings and how they are applied. Council, at its meeting held 27 March 2018 (CR18.35
refers), endorsed the introduction of a Locals First Rate to support local not for profit community
groups and state schools with a 50% discount (off the commercial hire rate) for the Town’s
facilities. To ensure that the Locals First Rate is consistently maintained and the Community and
Commercial rates are kept competitive with comparable Local Government facilities, the following
discounts and loadings to the standard community rate would apply (see Table 2):
Table 2. Proposed Categories and Applied Fees, Discounts and Loadings
RATE TYPE
Community Rate (currently Agency Rate)
Not for profit community based organisations

FEE APPLIED
Base Rate

Commercial & Private Rate

Loading of 70% on Community Rate

Locals First Rate
Local not for profit community groups

15% discount off the Community Rate
(equivalent to 50% discount off Commercial Rate
as originally endorsed by Council)

Currently, there are many anomalies in the Fee and Charges across all Community Facility hire
categories due to the small CPI increases that have historically been applied to each individual
fee over the years and not a base rate. The process of applying CPI to each individual fee creates
an increase in discrepancies (which generally have to be rounded up or down), which over time
makes the discount no longer relevant.
Streamlining these categories and rates, as outlined in the Table 2 above, ensuring that CPI is
only applied to the base rate each year and any discounts and loadings are calculated separately
should ensure greater consistency across all Community Facility fees and charges in future years.
3.

Equipment fees

Most equipment at TBC has little associated maintenance costs therefore the most significant
operational equipment cost is in replacement or specialised labour to set it up. All current
equipment purchase costs have been recouped. It is therefore proposed to maintain these
charges as for the previous year, other than the ceiling silks.
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The ceiling silks are approximately 20m long in four pieces, clasped together from the
middle. Installation and removal of them is very labour intensive and time consuming, the cost to
clean them is cost prohibitive, and over the years the original anchor points have become
unstable. It is therefore recommended that the ceiling silks be removed as a hireable item from
TBC fees and charges as they are no longer a viable item to hire.
4.

Staffing charges

The cost of casual staff is recouped from the hirer on a 100% cost recovery basis. No changes
are recommended for 2021/2022.
5.

Cancellation fees

Outlined in Table 2 below are the current cancellation fees for The Boulevard Centre.
Table 2. Current Cancellation Fees (% of room hire retained)
Cancellation is made prior to booking:
More than 45 days
30 to 45 days
15 to 29 days
14 days or Less

Amount Retained
0%
25%
50%
100%

The complexity of these fees creates confusion and frustration for hirers, and in some cases
reluctance to hire facilities due to the fact that cancellation may impact bookings so far in advance
(from 45 days). In addition, there is a lack of consistency in the application of cancellation fees
across the Town’s venues, sportsgrounds and reserves.
Table 3 below provides a comparison of cancellation fees across a number of other Local
Governments.
Table 3. Cancellation fees across other Local Government Authorities
Local Govt. Authority
City of South Perth
City of Vincent
City of Stirling
Town of Nedlands
City of Subiaco
City of Melville
City of Fremantle
Town of Victoria Park

Cancellation Policy
$60 cancellation fee once booking has been completed and
confirmation sent. ($60 is the booking fee which is non-refundable)
$20 cancellation fee once booking has been completed and
confirmation sent.
5 or more business days (all leisure and community centres) = $50
fee
Payment made fully in advanced. Refund is given if cancellation is
outside of 7 days.
Cancellation within 14 days’ notice = 100% of booking is forfeited.
Cancellation outside of 14 days’ notice = 20% of booking is forfeited.
$25.50 (Community Venues)
$50.00 (Piney Lakes Education Centre)
Within 7 days = 100% of booking
20% non-refundable deposit
Within 24 hours = 100% of booking

On reviewing similar local governments’ cancellation policies and associated charges, it was
evident that most do not charge for cancellations made over 14 days before the booking date,
with most only charging either a cancellation fee or retaining the hire fee if the cancellation takes
place 7 days or less before the commencement of the booking.
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It is therefore proposed that cancellation fees be amended as outlined in Table 4 below for The
Boulevard Centre. These recommended cancellation fees will also be reflected in the separate
Fees and Charges Review reports for Sportsground and Reserves and other Community
Facilities (Wembley Community Centre, Leederville Town Hall and Holyrood Pavilion), to ensure
consistency between all hireable indoor and outdoor spaces within the Town.
Table 4 - Proposed Cancellation Fees
Cancellation is made prior to booking:
Within 7 days

6.

Amount Retained
100%

Security call out charges

Security call out fees, crowd control and additional cleaning is set at 100% cost recovery per
invoice to the Town which is the same across all council facilities.
7.

Photocopying fees

As there is no longer a Customer Service desk at the Boulevard Centre, there is no requirement
to have photocopying fees for this facility. Any photocopying requests will be directed to the
Cambridge Library which currently has public photocopying facilities and the associated rates
applicable.
THE QUARRY AMPHITHEATRE
(Attachment 1, page 15)
1.

Venue Hire Fees Comparative Analysis

Due to the Quarry's uniqueness there is no venue in Perth that is exactly comparable in terms of
location, size and services; however the Fremantle Arts Centre (FAC) does provide an indicative
comparison. According to the analysis, the QA sits between the FAC's Front Garden and Inner
Courtyard for both capacity and price which suggests the QA's Standard Hire fees are
competitive. Prices are listed in Attachment 1.
2.

Proposed 2021-2022 Venue Hire Fees

Historically, fee increases are made in line with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) Perth
movements. The CPI Perth movement for the 12 month period ending 31 March 2021 was 1.1%;
therefore the recommended fee increase is 1% to cover increases in wages and contractor
supplies.
3.

Staff Fees and Charges

The cost of casual duty staff and ushers at the QA is recouped from hirers of the facility on a cost
recovery basis. Table 4 in the attachment shows the current and proposed staff recoup charges
which remain unchanged.
4.

Security Call-Out Charges

Charges for after-hours security call outs, on-site personnel, additional cleaning, stage hands and
technical crew remain at 100% cost recovery per invoice to the Town.
5.

Cancellation Fees

Due to the uniqueness of the Quarry venue, and the potential for a high loss of revenue for
cancelled bookings, it is proposed to leave cancellation fees the same.
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6.

Bonds

There are no proposed changes to the amount of the bond or the cancellation notice given. Bonds
are held in the form of Credit card details only as outlined in the hire agreements.
7.

Ticketing Fees

The Town's contract with Ticketmaster expired in May 2019, with Council opting not to take up a
further extension. The QA will now have autonomous ticketing, and there are no charges or
commission associated with this, with the hirer responsible for their ticketing arrangements.
8.

Equipment Hire Fees

In line with charges at The Boulevard Centre, it is proposed to increase all charges for QA
equipment hire by 1% for 2021/2022.
9.

Catering Commission

The Town receives 10% commission from all gross revenue derived from Café sales, VIP and
private functions. There is no proposal to change the commission rate. The current contract, with
Ultimo Catering and Events Pty Ltd, expires in October 2022.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
(Attachment 1, pages 5, 6 & 7)
The Town has the following facilities: Wembley Community Centre, Leederville Town Hall and
Holyrood Pavilion.
Historically, fee increases are made in line with Consumer Price Index (CPI) Perth movements.
The CPI Perth movement for the 12 month period ending March 2021 was 1.1%, therefore the
recommended fee increase is 1%, rounded to the nearest 50 cent value.
Details of the 2021-2022 fees and charges for Wembley Community Centre, Leederville Town
Hall and Holyrood Pavilion including the 1% increase in line with CPI and the specific additions
and charges recommended below are listed in Attachment 1.
1.

Fee Structure

The current Fees and Charges schedule for Community Facilities presents hire fee options as
per hour and per full day. The calculation of these fees is not consistent across facilities or within
a facilities individual spaces, nor is there a common calculation of the hourly rate in the
determination of the full day rate. The current structure is not consistent, creates confusion for
hirers and staff, and presents issues with the functionality of bookings software.
Table 1 below lists the fee structure for facilities across a number of other Local Governments
Table 1. Fee Structure across Other Local Governments
Local Govt. Authority

Facilities - Booking Rates

City of South Perth

Hourly rate

City of Vincent

Hourly rate

City of Stirling

Hourly rate and per function rate.

Town of Nedlands

Hourly and full day rate.

City of Subiaco

Hourly rate and full day rate.

City of Fremantle

Hourly rate

Town of Victoria Park

Hourly rate
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It is proposed to have an hourly rate only, up to a maximum daily charge of 7hours. This would
provide for the most consistent approach and would not provide a great deviation from the current
full day rate for most Community Facilities. It would also be consistent with what many other Local
Governments are currently implementing.
2.

Hire Categories

The Town currently has four categories of hire for Community Facilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Agency Rate - Not for profit community based organisations and Local Government;
Government Rate - All State & Federal Government Departments and Organisations;
Standard Rate – For profit business and private hirers; and
Locals First Rate - Local not for profit organisations and State Schools within the Town

It is proposed to:
1.

Rename the “Agency Rate” as “Community Rate” to be more reflective of the groups it is
servicing.

2.

Remove the “State & Federal Government Rate” as a category for Community Facilities,
as this charge is rarely used for the hire of these venues and is not used by comparable
Local Governments.

3.

Rename the “Standard Rate” to “Commercial/Private Rate” to be more reflective of the
groups it is servicing.

4.

Leave the “Locals First Rate” unchanged.

3.

Base Rate, Discounts and Loadings

Currently, the Town uses the Standard (Commercial/Private Rate) to base all discounts from.
However, if moving to an online booking system, it would be beneficial to use the Agency
(Community) Rate to base all discounts from, as from a marketing perspective it looks more
financially attractive to the hirer.
Changing the base rate to the Community Rate does, however, has implications to the discounts
and loadings and how they are applied. Council, at its meeting held 27 March 2018 (CR18.35
refers), endorsed the introduction of a Locals First Rate to support local not for profit community
groups and state schools with a 50% discount (off the commercial hire rate) for the Town’s
facilities. To ensure that the Locals First Rate is consistently maintained and the Community and
Commercial rates are kept competitive with comparable Local Government facilities, the following
discounts and loadings to the standard community rate would apply (see Table 2):
Table 2. Proposed Categories and Applied Fees, Discounts and Loadings
RATE TYPE
Community Rate (currently Agency Rate)
Not for profit community based organisations

FEE APPLIED
Base Rate

Commercial & Private Rate

Loading of 70% on Community Rate

Locals First Rate
Local not for profit community groups

15% discount off the Community Rate
(equivalent to 50% discount off Commercial Rate
as originally endorsed by Council)
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Currently, there are many discrepancies in the Fee and Charges across all Community Facility
hire categories due to the small CPI increases that have historically been applied to each
individual fee over the years and not a base rate. The process of applying CPI to each individual
fee creates an increase in discrepancies (which generally have to be rounded up or down), which
over time makes the discount no longer relevant.
Streamlining these categories and rates, as outlined in the Table 2 above, ensuring that CPI is
only applied to the base rate each year and any discounts and loadings are calculated separately
should ensure greater consistency across all Community Facility fees and charges in future years.
Attachment 1 demonstrates the proposed application of the above categories, their associated
discounts or loadings and their impact on the current Fees and Charges schedule.
4.

Wembley Community Centre

On reviewing Wembley Community Centre Main Hall and Dining Room spaces, it was evident
that the Commercial charges were not comparable with any venue of its age or type across other
Local Governments nor in line with the current charges of other Town run Community Facilities.
The fees have been reviewed and a comparison with WCC - Main Hall (as an example) against
other Local Governments is set out in Table 3 below Wembley Community Centre Comparison.
Table 3. Wembley Community Centre Comparison
Local Govt. Authority
Town of Cambridge

Facility
Wembley Community Centre
Main Hall (150 pax)

Commercial
Hourly Rate
$83.00

Community
Hourly Rate
$34.50

Town of Cambridge

Leederville Town Hall (296 pax)

$64.50

$40.50

City of Vincent

Mt Hawthorn Main Hall (100pax)

$65.00

$32.50

City of Stirling

Scarborough Leisure Centre
(200pax)

$57.00

$29.50

City of Subiaco

Shenton Park Community Centre
(100 pax)

$62.90

On application

It is proposed that the Wembley Community Centre Main Hall Commercial Rate be calculated by
the aforementioned 70% loading on the Community Rate (plus application of 1% CPI), making
the new hourly rate of $59.50, which provides for a much more competitive and realistic hire
charge. This proposed charge is outlined in Attachment 1.
The Activity Room is a small room at Wembley Community Centre which sits adjacent to the Main
Hall and contains a full kitchen and small carpeted space with a dining table and chairs. The Main
Hall does not offer sufficient kitchen facilities for such a large function area and the Activity Room
is generally not hired out separately at the same time as the Main Hall (due to transferable noise
between the rooms that are only separated by a partition wall.) It is proposed that the Activity
Room be included as part of the Main Hall hire, as adding the kitchen facilities of the Activity
Room to the Main Hall hire makes it a more attractive space, with minimal negative financial
implications due to potential for increased usage. The Activity Room would still remain as a
separate hireable space in the fees and charges schedule, as groups such as Rise request use
of it for their Aged Care programs.
It is also recommended to remove the Craft Room from the Fees and Charges schedule as a
hireable space. This room is now used by Cambridge Senior Services as a Senior Hub for all
their in-house activities.
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5.

Cancellation Fees

Outlined in Table 4 below are the current cancellation fees for the Town’s Community Facilities
including Wembley Community Centre, Leederville Town Hall and Holyrood Pavilion.
Table 4. Current Cancellation Fees (% of room hire retained)
Cancellation is made prior to booking:
More than 45 days
30 to 45 days
15 to 29 days
14 days or Less

Amount Retained
0%
25%
50%
100%

The complexity of these fees creates confusion and frustration for hirers and, in some cases,
reluctance to hire facilities due to the fact that cancellation may impact bookings so far in advance
(from 45 days). In addition, there is a lack of consistency in the application of cancellation fees
across the Town’s venues, sportsgrounds and reserves.
Table 5 below provides a comparison of cancellation fees across a number of other Local
Governments.
Table 5. Cancellation fees across other Local Government Authorities
Local Govt. Authority
City of South Perth
City of Vincent
City of Stirling
Town of Nedlands
City of Subiaco
City of Melville
City of Fremantle
Town of Victoria Park

Cancellation Policy
$60 cancellation fee once booking has been completed and
confirmation sent. ($60 is the booking fee which is non-refundable)
$20 cancellation fee once booking has been completed and
confirmation sent.
5 or more business days (all leisure and community centres) = $50
fee
Payment made fully in advanced. Refund is given if cancellation is
outside of 7 days.
Cancellation within 14 days’ notice = 100% of booking is forfeited.
Cancellation outside of 14 days’ notice = 20% of booking is forfeited.
$25.50 (Community Venues)
$50.00 (Piney Lakes Education Centre)
Within 7 days = 100% of booking
20% non-refundable deposit
Within 24 hours = 100% of booking

On reviewing similar local governments’ cancellation policies and associated charges, it was
evident that most do not charge for cancellations made over 14 days before the booking date,
with most only charging either a cancellation fee or retaining the hire fee if the cancellation takes
place 7 days or less before the commencement of the booking.
It is therefore proposed that cancellation fees be amended as outlined in Table 6 below for the
Town’s Community Facilities. These recommended cancellation fees will also be reflected in the
separate Fees and Charges Review reports for Sportsground and Reserves and The Boulevard
Centre, to ensure consistency between all hireable indoor and outdoor spaces within the Town.
Table 6 - Proposed Cancellation Fees
Cancellation is made prior to booking:
Within 7 days

Amount Retained
100%
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WEMBLEY GOLF COURSE
(Attachment 1, pages 10, 11 & 12)
Fees at WGC are benchmarked against eight other public golf courses in the metropolitan area.
This year we’ve again researched leading public golf facilities in other states to consider our
comparative standing with the best public golf facilities in the country. The WGC has in the past
increased fees where applicable to bring it in line with other courses to cover increasing ongoing
operational costs.
A competitive analysis in relation to green fees, driving range fees, golf carts and hire equipment
is provided as a Confidential Attachment 4.
Many of the golf courses that WGC benchmarks against have not increased their prices in 2020.
Therefore, at the time of writing the Town is only able to compare its 2021 prices with other golf
facilities 2020 pricing structures. It is expected that all courses will likewise marginally increase
their costs as we usually do to reflect the continuing increase in expenses to maintain a golf facility,
such as electricity, fuel, labour, material and building costs.
An overview of the golf participation, driving range participation and income is provided as
Confidential Attachment 5.
BOLD PARK AQUATIC
(Attachment 1, page 13)
Historically, fees and charges have increased in line with CPI (Perth) movements. The CPI (Perth)
movement for the 12 month period ending 31 March 2021 was 1.1%, as quoted in the WCC/LTH
report and is trending to increase. However it is recommended to increase fees and charges in
relation to Bold Park Aquatic in the forthcoming financial year by 1.5% plus round up. This can
be justified as it takes into consideration competitors' prices, and expected increases in labour
costs, utilities and contractors/suppliers prices. We also have not implemented a fee increase in
two years
REGULATORY SERVICES
Many of these fees and charges are statutory charges set under other legislation such as
Planning and Development Act 2005, Building Act 2011, Public Health Act 2016, Food Act 2008,
Dog Act 1976 and Cat Act 2011 (and/or subsidiary regulations). Charges prescribed by State
Acts or Regulations cannot be increased by the Council.
1.

Building Control

(Attachment 1, page 19)
Building Regulations 2012:
All fees relating to building applications are statutory charges specified in the Building Regulations
2012.
Private Swimming Pools:
Swimming pool inspections are properly categorised as a fee for service and are levied only on
properties with swimming pools. The budget provides for the Town to levy $99,000 during the
year. The annual charge for Swimming Pool Inspections will be $30.00 per annum (pa) exclusive
of GST.
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There are currently 3,300 properties to which the service applies.
The 2020-2021 fee is $25.00 pa. A comparison at other major Local Government authorities
revealed fees of:
•
•
•

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale - $55 pa
City of Cockburn - $42.50 pa
City of Stirling - $30 pa

A maximum fee of $58.46 pa is allowed to be charged in accordance with the Building Act 2011.
2.

Environmental Health Services

(Attachment 1, page 21 & 22)
Public Health Act and Regulations:
Many Environmental Health Services fees are statutory (identified by an asterisk) and maximum
amounts are prescribed by Public Health Act 2016 and regulations. Accordingly, no increase is
recommended for 2021-2022.
Food Act and Regulations:
The fees were last increased in 2015-16 and are considered appropriate. Accordingly, no
increase is recommended for 2021-2022.
Public Swimming Pools:
The fees were last increased in 2015-16 and are considered appropriate. Accordingly, no
increase is recommended for 2021-2022.
Public Buildings:
The fees were last increased in 2015-16 and are considered appropriate. Accordingly, no
increase is recommended for 2021-2022.
Outdoor Eating Area Facility Permit:
In 2017-18, the Council abolished the fees and charges for outdoor eating areas, so as to
encourage business and reduce 'red-tape'.
The Town has 25 Outdoor Eating Area Permits. Approximately, five (5) changes occur each year.
Liquor Control Act:
The fees were last increased in 2015-16 and are considered appropriate. Accordingly, no
increase is recommended for 2021-2022.
3.

Compliance Services

The Council last approved of an increase of the fees for Permits in 2017-18. Accordingly, no
increase is recommended for 2021-2022.
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4.

Ranger Services

(Attachment 1, pages 3 & 4)
Parking Fees:
The fees were last increased in 2019-2020. Parking fees are proposed to rise with inflation to the
nearest 10c per hour for the medical precinct only as the ticket machines lowest legal tender is a
10c coin. This being $3.60 per hour in the medical precinct, $2.90 per hour in the Southport and
Wembley Town centre precincts respectively.
Fines Enforcement Registry and Department of Transport Fees:
Statutory fees levied by the Fines Enforcement Registry (FER) and the Department of Transport
(DoT) are normally increased prior to the end of the financial year. The Schedule only lists their
current fees. The FER and DoT fees and charges are subject to change, once the relevant State
Government Agencies adopt their fees and charges for 2021-2022.
The Council last approved of an increase of the fees for sign permits in 2017-18. Accordingly, no
increase is recommended for 2021-2022.
WASTE SERVICES
(Attachment 1, page 24)
The proposed new charge for additional bins is designed to slow down the short term supply of
extra bins, as an alternative residents can use the more cost effective “extra empty service” which
is proposed to be available from July 1st. There are three new charges for businesses utilising
the recycling service and all other service charge escalations are due to price increases from
suppliers.
WORK BONDS AND PARK ACCESS
(Attachment 1, page 23)
No changes to work bonds, except for park access with a slight change to the minor maintenance
and major maintenance access fees. Minor maintenance access fee increased from $42 to $50
and major maintenance access fee increased from $65 to $78.
ARCHIVE RETRIEVAL FEES
Outlined in Table 1 below are the current archive retrieval fees for the Town of Cambridge.
Table 1. Current Archive Retrieval Fees
Local Govt. Authority

Building Plans –
residential/strata

Town of Cambridge

$61.50

Building
plans
–
commercial
(residential
units/mixed use
$61.50

Town of Cambridge –
Concession Card Holder

$35.50

$35.50

Development
Approval only
Inclusive
with
building plans
Inclusive
with
building plans

The fee structure has one general fee for all types of archive retrieval documents with a discount
offered to Concession Card Holders.
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Table 2 below provides a comparison of archive retrieval fees across a number of other Local
Governments.
Table 2. Archive Retrieval Fees across other Local Government Authorities
Local
Authority

Govt.

Building Plans –
residential/strata

City Of Stirling
City of Bayswater
City of Vincent
(1994-current)
City of Vincent
& City of Perth
Combined search
(prior 1994)

$80
$77
$75

Building plans –
commercial
(residential
units/mixed use
$120
$121
$140

$110

-

Development
Approval only

Additional
Scanning
Fees

$80
$100
N/A

No
Yes
No

N/A

No

On reviewing similar local governments’ archive retrieval fees and charges, the following was
evident with the Town of Cambridge:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Under charge of archive retrieval documents;
No extra fee charges for commercial properties;
Archive retrievals older than 1994 are retrieved from the City of Perth. City of Perth charges
the Town of Cambridge (agreement between two local government authorities) for these
files, in which the Town currently does not on-charge the fee to the resident.
Discount currently provided for Concession Card Holders;
No additional fees and charges for scanning documents.

It is therefore proposed that the archive retrieval fees be amended as outlined in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Proposed Archive Retrieval Fees
Building Plans –
residential/strata
Town of Cambridge
(1994-current)
Town of Cambridge
(1994-current).
Concession Card Holder
Town of Cambridge
& City of Perth
Combined search.
Town of Cambridge
& City of Perth
Combined search.
Concession Card
Holder

$70

Building
plans
–
commercial
(residential
units/mixed use
$70

Development
Approval only

$40

$40

$40

$100

$100

N/A

$55

$55

N/A

$70

In summary the Town proposes to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increase building plans – residential/strata fees;
Keep the building plans – commercial fees the same as residential;
Separate the development approvals into a separate request;
Add a separate fee charge for archive retrievals from the City of Perth;
Continue to provide discount to Concession Card Holders;
Not add additional scanning fees and charges.
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Furthermore, the increase of fees is justifiable by the amount of time Town officers across two
business units spend in retrieving archive documents per property at a minimum of one hour per
property search.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Fees must be set in accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 sections 6.16 and 6.17,
and associated regulations.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low: The adoption of the proposed fees and charges will have a direct positive impact on the
revenue in the 2021-2022 financial year. Financial implications of the proposed fee changes
have been outlined in Attachment 1.
The adoption of the proposed cancellation fees may reduce cancellation fee revenue received,
however in streamlining the process and flexibility for hirers, may see an increase in booking
revenue of the Town’s Community Facilities.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The adoption of the fees and charges will have a direct impact on the revenue received in the
next financial year. This will impact on the 2021-2022 budget which is currently in draft form and
will be incorporating the proposed fees as mentioned in the report.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The adoption of the proposed fees and charges are consistent with the Town's Strategic
Community Plan's goals namely:
Goal 9: Transparent, accountable governance
Goal 11: A strong performing local government
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. In accordance
with the assessment criteria it was determined that community engagement is not required as the
matter is purely administrative in nature with no external impacts envisaged.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council:1.

APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY TO ADOPT the fees and charges for the
2021-2022 financial year as detailed in Attachment 1 and 2 to this report; and
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2.

AUTHORISES:
2.1

the Chief Executive Officer BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY to waive fees and
charges in accordance with the provisions of Section 6.12 (1)(b) of the Local
Government Act 1995, should special circumstances apply; and

2.2

the advertising of these changes in accordance with Section 6.19 of the Local
Government Act 1995 for any new fees applicable from 1 July 2021

Motion put and CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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CR21.71

PAYMENT OF ACCOUNTS – MAY 2021

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To provide and confirm the schedule of payments for the month of May 2021 in accordance with
Regulation 13 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996.
SUMMARY:
Under the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996, payments of accounts
made by the Town are to be submitted to Council. The report contains a summary of payments
made for the month with detailed payment listings attached providing more information.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial



Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests.
For the Council/Committee to note.
N/A
2021
Acting Director Corporate and Community Services, Roy Ruitenga
Acting Director Corporate and Community Services, Roy Ruitenga
N/A
Nil
1. Account Payment Listing

BACKGROUND:
Section 6.10 of the Local Government Act 1995 requires the keeping of financial records and
general management of payments, which is further specified in regulation 13 of the Local
Government (Financial Management) Regulation 1996. A list of accounts is to be prepared each
month which is to be presented to the Ordinary meeting of Council showing the payee's name,
the amount of payment, the date of the payment and sufficient information to identify the
transaction.
DETAILS:
A list of the cheques raised and Electronic Funds Transfers for the payment of accounts from the
Municipal Account (and Trust Account where applicable) for the past month.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
Payments are in accordance with Policy No: 008 “Bank Accounts and Payments”.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The schedule of payments has been produced in accordance with applicable local
government legislation.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Expenses incurred are charged to the appropriate items included in the annual budget.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
This report recommendation embraces the following strategies of the Town's Community Plan
2018-2028:Our Council
Goal 9:
Strategy 9.1

Transparent, accountable governance
Implement initiatives that strengthen governance skills, transparency and
knowledge

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. In accordance
with the assessment criteria it was determined that community engagement is not required.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council CONFIRMS, in accordance with Regulation 13 of the Local Government
(Financial Management) Regulations 1996, the schedule of accounts, as detailed below
and attached.

Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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CR21.72

INVESTMENT SCHEDULE – MAY 2021

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To provide information to Council in relation to its investment portfolio performance during the
month of May 2021.
SUMMARY:
The Council invests funds that are surplus to operational requirements with various financial
institutions and reports on the amounts invested, the distribution of those funds and the financial
performance of each investment, being interest earned, against year to date budget.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial



Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
N/A
4 June 2021
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
N/A
Nil
1. Prudential Consolidated Investment Report – May 2021

BACKGROUND:
Council’s Investment Policy No: 052 allows for investing of funds into direct investment products
and managed funds which comply with both the credit risk rating and terms to maturity guidelines
as set out in the policy.
DETAILS:
Investment Portfolio Performance
At its June 2021 meeting, the Reserve Bank of Australia decided to maintain the official cash rate
at 0.10%.
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The global economy has improved in recent months due to the ongoing rollout of vaccines. While
the economy ahead is bumpy and uneven, there are better prospects for a sustained recovery
than there were a few months ago. The recovery will be dependent on the health situation and
ongoing support from both fiscal and monetary policy.
In Australia, the economy recovery is well under way and has been stronger than earlier
expected. GDP growth is expected to be around 4¾ per cent over 2021 and 3½ per cent over
2022. There is a strong growth in employment and the unemployment rate has declined to 5.5
per cent and is forecast to decline to around 5 per cent at the end of the year. The CPI is expected
to rise temporarily to be above 3 per cent in the June quarter because of the reversal of some
COVID-19 related price reductions.
Looking forward, in terms of the Town’s investment portfolio, interest rates have declined as a
result of the Reserve Bank's low cash rate. The major bank rates for one to three month terms
are on average 0.13%, for terms of four to six months on average 0.24% and for terms of seven
months to nine months on average 0.27%. The UBS Bank Bill Index rate (an index measuring
performance of interest rates over a 90 day period) was 0.05% for May 2021. The 90 days BBSW
or Bank Bill Swap rate (a measure of future interest rates) was 0.04% as at 31 May 2021. As
Council’s investment portfolio is predominantly short term cash products, the cash rate of 0.10%
for May 2021 is the more appropriate performance measure.
Against these interest rate indicators, the Town's investment portfolio outperformed the cash rate
with a weighted average interest rate of 0.62%. The weighted average investment period of 356
days (approximately twelve months) is consistent with term deposit rates (with the major
Australian banks) which for this period were an average of 0.30%.
Investment Portfolio Performance for May 2021
The graphs below show the interest rate performance of the Town's investment portfolio for the
12 month period, specifically May 2020 to May 2021.

Interest Rates
4.00

Investment Performance
For May 2020 to May 2021

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00

Weighted Avg Interest

UBS Bank Bill Index
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The graph below shows the rolling 12 month weighted average investment performance of the
Town's investment portfolio, since May 2018.
Rolling Weighted Average Investment Performance
For May 2018 to May 2021
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The total investment at the end of May 2021 is $54.4 million which consists of Municipal Funds
of $17.1 million, Reserve Funds of $34.8 million and Endowment Lands Funds of $2.5 million.
The graph below represents the total investment portfolio of the Town from May 2020 to May
2021.
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The Managed Cash Funds performance as at the end of May 2021 is as follows:
Term
(Days)

Rating

Current
Interest
Rate

Maturiy
Date

May 2021
Incom e

Total Am ount
Invested

% of
Funds
Invested

Weighted
Average
Interest

Floating Rate Notes
Emerald Reverse Mortgage
Sub-total
Term Deposits and Bank Bills
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
ANZ - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
NAB - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Westpac - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Macquarie - Term Deposit
Suncorp - Term Deposit
Suncorp - Term Deposit
TD Matured in May

"AA"

0.46%

$516,596

0.95%

0.00%

$207

$516,596

0.95%

0.00%

364
364
365
308
364
377
384
371
364
293
322
365
365
364
306
364
280
364
326
361
364
365
361
367
365
365
365
365
372
379
362
365
363
363
363
362
363

"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1+"
"A1"
"A1"
"A1"
"A1"
"A1"
"A1"

0.30%
0.50%
0.40%
0.78%
0.32%
0.48%
0.48%
0.33%
0.85%
0.73%
0.75%
0.47%
0.42%
0.95%
0.75%
0.37%
0.70%
0.42%
0.64%
0.53%
0.90%
0.80%
0.70%
0.70%
0.70%
0.60%
0.60%
0.60%
0.61%
0.61%
0.37%
0.75%
0.45%
0.45%
0.45%
0.45%
0.45%

01 Mar 2022
09 Nov 2021
04 Jan 2022
08 Jun 2021
29 Mar 2022
14 Dec 2021
21 Dec 2021
12 Apr 2022
03 Aug 2021
28 Jun 2021
20 Jul 2021
18 Jan 2022
01 Feb 2022
29 Jun 2021
06 Jul 2021
22 Feb 2022
22 Jun 2021
08 Feb 2022
17 Aug 2021
14 Dec 2021
01 Jun 2021
05 Aug 2021
07 Sep 2021
27 Sep 2021
07 Oct 2021
21 Oct 2021
26 Oct 2021
23 Nov 2021
30 Nov 2021
07 Dec 2021
08 Mar 2022
21 Dec 2021
12 Apr 2022
19 Apr 2022
26 Apr 2022
03 May 2022
10 May 2022

$256
$429
$347
$662
$273
$408
$1,019
$420
$735
$946
$1,294
$404
$360
$1,614
$1,274
$315
$595
$358
$544
$900
$1,219
$1,359
$2,081
$595
$595
$1,529
$1,019
$510
$518
$518
$314
$637
$382
$382
$382
$321
$247

$1,006,874
$1,013,956
$1,023,397
$1,006,432
$1,004,657
$1,002,380
$2,505,951
$1,500,759
$1,024,994
$1,533,644
$2,042,406
$1,014,864
$1,011,118
$2,017,490
$2,011,137
$1,004,161
$1,004,967
$1,003,544
$1,004,366
$2,004,792
$1,598,086
$2,001,184
$3,505,504
$1,004,775
$1,004,545
$3,010,997
$2,007,167
$1,003,123
$1,000,150
$1,000,150
$1,000,831
$1,003,329
$1,000,592
$1,000,505
$1,000,419
$1,000,321
$1,000,247

1.85%
1.86%
1.88%
1.85%
1.85%
1.84%
4.61%
2.76%
1.88%
2.82%
3.75%
1.86%
1.86%
3.71%
3.70%
1.85%
1.85%
1.84%
1.85%
3.68%
2.94%
3.68%
6.44%
1.85%
1.85%
5.53%
3.69%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%
1.84%

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
0.01%
0.02%
0.02%
0.03%
0.01%
0.01%
0.04%
0.03%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
0.03%
0.03%
0.05%
0.01%
0.01%
0.03%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

362
364
336

"A1"
"A1"
"A1"

0.45%
0.35%
0.60%

17 May 2022
15 Feb 2022
31 Aug 2021

$148
$298
$514
$2,083

$1,000,148
$1,004,366
$1,012,819

1.84%
1.85%
1.86%

0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

$28,803

$53,901,148

99.05%

0.62%

$29,010

$54,417,744

100.00%

0.62%

Sub-total
Total Investm ents
Weighted Average

$207

356

0.62%

POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
The general, reserves and Endowment Lands funds are invested in accordance with the
guidelines set down in the Town’s Policy No. 052 – Investment.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The investments are in accordance with Council’s adopted Investment Policy 052 and
applicable local government legislation.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Interest from investments represents a significant revenue item in the Council’s Budget and it is
therefore important that the Council’s investment performance is monitored closely. Detailed
monthly reports together with detailed policy investment guidelines support this.
The Investment Schedule, as circulated, provides details of the performance of each individual
investment to date. A summary of the investment performance to budget is provided below:
Actual as at
June 2020

Budget
2020/2021

YTD Budget
May 2021

Actual as at
May 2021

%

General *
Reserves
Endowment Lands
External Investments

324,365
457,552
37,444
819,361

250,000
345,200
25,000
620,200

235,000
316,400
22,900
574,300

164,041
248,892
18,559
431,492

65.6%
72.1%
74.2%
69.6%

Reserve (Internal Loan)
Endowment Lands (Internal Loan)
Internal Loans

257,291
649,759
907,050

246,500
659,200
905,700

226,600
604,100
830,700

226,396
603,905
830,301

91.8%
91.6%
91.7%

1,726,411

1,525,900

1,405,000

1,261,793

82.7%

Total Investments

* Includes Bank Account Interest of $2,430.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The investment of Council funds is consistent with the Town's Strategic Community Plan,
specifically:
Our Council
Goal: 11
An efficient local government.
Strategy: 11.1 Invest our wealth wisely so that current and future generations benefit.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. In accordance
with the assessment criteria it was determined that community engagement is not required.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council RECEIVES the Investment Schedule for 31 May 2021, as attached.
Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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CR21.73

RECORDKEEPING PLAN AND POLICY - ADOPTION

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
Council is required to adopt a Recordkeeping Plan and Policy (as shown in Attachments 1 and
2) for inclusion in its Recordkeeping Plan which establishes official guidelines for an effective
records management program that conforms to best practice standards, internal recordkeeping
practices and legislative requirements.
An organisation must have a Recordkeeping Policy in the form of one or more identifiable policy
statements and should be authorised at an appropriate senior level, circulated throughout the
organisation, and be available to all employees.
SUMMARY:
The Town’s Recordkeeping Policy establishes the Town’s position in relation to appropriate
record definitions, governing legislation, roles and responsibilities, security and destruction of
records, access to records, custodianship of records, retention and disposal of records. This
report recommends adopting a Recordkeeping Policy, for inclusion in its Recordkeeping Plan to
ensure the Town meets the statutory requirements of the State Records Act 2000.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Town of Cambridge Administration 1 Bold Park Drive, Floreat
10 June 2021
Chief Executive Officer John Giorgi, JP
Acting Manager Corporate Business, Paul O’Keefe
Nil
Nil
1. Recordkeeping Plan- dated 5 February 2020- Version 5.0
2. Policy No: 116 - Recordkeeping Policy
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BACKGROUND:
In April 2021, the Town received the findings of the internal Records Audit undertaken by Paxon,
part of the findings related to the adoption of a Recordkeeping Policy. Previously, the
Recordkeeping policy was an appendix to the Town’s Recordkeeping Plan.
Paxon’s audit findings were as follows regarding the Recordkeeping Policy:
6.1 Town’s “Recordkeeping Policy” is in fact a Management Practice.
6.11 Findings
1.

The Town’s “Recordkeeping Policy was previously endorsed by the Chief Executive Officeras this was the practice of the previous Administration, but not approved separately by the
Council. It is common practice for Local Government to adopt policy documents;

2.

The Town’s “Recordkeeping Policy appears to be an internal policy or management
practice, which was not put to Council for adoption. However, this document was an
annexure to the “Recordkeeping Plan adopted by Council; and

3.

Consequently, the Town’s “Recordkeeping Policy” is not available on the Town’s website.

DETAILS:
The attached policy was created as part of the process for compiling the Town’s Recordkeeping
Plan dated 5 February 2020 - Version 5, however, it was attached as an annexure to the plan.
Advice was sought from the State Records Office that a Recordkeeping Policy is required to be
adopted by Council as a separate policy on its own. This policy will ensure that the Council has
a policy that adheres to the State Records Act 2000. The components of the policy include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

an objective and statement, including the definition of a corporate record;
access to corporate records;
the destruction of corporate records;
training and education;
roles and responsibilities;
the purpose and scope;
governing legislation;
security and protection of records; and
custodianship of records.

POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

State Records Act 2000;
Freedom of Information Act 1992;
Evidence Act 1906;
State Records Commission Standards;
Town of Cambridge Recordkeeping Plan; and
General Disposal Authority for Local Government Records
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RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

Not adopting the attached Recordkeeping Policy would make the Town noncompliant with the State Records Act 2000.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Financial Implications related to this report.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The report recommendation embraces the following strategies of the Town's Strategic
Community Plan 2018-2028:
Our Council
Goal 9
Strategy 9.1

Transparent, accountable governance
Implement initiatives that strengthen governance skills and knowledge.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter had been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019 and
determined that consultation is not required as the matter is purely administrative in nature
COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council ADOPTS the Recordkeeping Plan dated 5 February 2020 (version 5) and the
Recordkeeping Policy No: 116, to meet its obligations under the State Records Act 2000,
as shown in Attachments 1 and 2.
Motion put and CARRIED EN-BLOC
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)

(8/0) (Unanimous)
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SPECIAL PURPOSE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
The report of the Special Purpose Governance Committee meeting held on 4 June 2021 was
submitted as under:
1.

ELECTION OF PRESIDING MEMBER:
The CEO advised that the first item of business is to elect a Presiding Member.
Mayor Shannon, Cr Haddon-Casey and Cr Mack all nominated themselves.
As three nominations had been received, an election was to be conducted. Mayor Shannon
withdrew her nomination and advised she supported Cr Haddon-Casey’s nomination.
Cr Haddon-Casey was duly elected as Presiding Member and assumed the Chair.

2.

DECLARATION OF OPENING:
Cr Haddon-Casey declared the meeting open at 8.40am.

3.

ATTENDANCE:

:

Cr Haddon-Casey

(Presiding Member)

Councillors:

Mayor Shannon
Gary Mack

Officers:

Chief Executive Officer John Giorgi, JP

Governance Advisor Consultant, Mr Steven Cole
Members of the Public and Media:
Nil
Apologies:
Cr Barlow
Cr Timmermanis
Absent:
Nil.
Leave of Absence:
Nil.
4.

QUESTION TIME:
Nil

5.

DECLARATION OF MEMBERS AND OFFICER INTERESTS:
Nil.
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SG21.1

SPECIAL PURPOSE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE MEETING SCHEDULE 2021

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is to set meeting dates for the Special Purpose Governance Committee
for 2021.
SUMMARY:
The Town's Special Purpose Governance Committee is required to meet on a regular basis to
consider matters arising from the Independent Governance Review Report. This report
recommends meeting dates for the 2021 year.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council,
eg adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes and policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects a
person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Town of Cambridge Administration, 1 Bold Park, Floreat
1 June 2021
Chief Executive Officer, John Giorgi, JP
Senior Governance Officer, Denise Ribbands
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.

BACKGROUND:
At the Special Council meeting on 21 April 2021, Council considered the matter of the
Independence Governance Review. It resolved to approve of a Committee to give oversight of
the implementation of the Independent Governance Review Recommendations, however, it
deferred its decision to appoint members to the Committee, as two (2) Councillors were
apologies for the Special Council meeting.
The Council resolved (in part) as follows:
1

pursuant to section 5.8 and 5.9(2)(b) of the Local Government Act 1995 to establish
a ‘Town of Cambridge Special Purpose Governance Committee’ to focus on and
give oversight for the implementation of those Recommendations detailed in the
Report;

2

the Terms of Reference for the Special Purpose Governance Committee, in
accordance with Council Policy No: 113 – “Council and Committee Governance
Framework and Terms of Reference’, as follows:
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(a)

To focus on and give oversight for the implementation of those
Recommendations detailed in the Independent Governance Review Report;

(b)

To provide guidance and make recommendations to the Council on the matters
arising out of the Independent Governance Review Report;

(c)

To provide guidance and make recommendations to the Council on the financial
and others resources which may be required for the implantation of matters
arising out of the Independent Governance Review Report;

(d)

To provide Council with regular progress reports on the implementation of the
Independent Governance Review Recommendations;

(e)

The Committee will not have any delegated authority;

DETAILS:
At its meeting held on 27 April 2021, Council decided as follows:That Council pursuant to section 5.8 and 5.9(2)(b) of the Local Government Act 1995
APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY to appoint the following persons to the ‘Town of
Cambridge Special Purpose Governance Committee:
1.
Mayor Shannon
2.
Cr Barlow
3.
Cr Haddon-Casey
4.
Cr Mack
5.
Cr Timmermanis
6.
Chief Executive Officer;
*Governance Advisor Consultant Mr Steven Cole-advisory only.
As there needs to be flexibility concerning the setting of meeting dates and times, it is
recommended that the Council authorises the Committee Chair to amend the dates and/or times,
or to call additional meetings, as required.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
The Inquiry was called under Part 8 of the Local Government Act 1995.
There are no Policy implications relating to this report.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The Independent Governance Review is a very important aspect of the process and
implementation of the recommendations will ensure the Town will improve its
governance and operations.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no financial implications relating to this report.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendation detailed in this report, embraces the following strategies of the Town's
Community Plan 2018-2028:Our Council
Goal 9:
Strategy 9.1

Transparent, accountable governance.
Implement initiatives that strengthen governance skills, transparency and
knowledge.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under Policy No: 019 - Community Engagement, and does not
require community consultation, as this matter is administrative in nature.
ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1.

APPROVES the Special Purpose Governance Committee Meeting Schedule 2021 as
follows:
2 July 2021
6 August 2021
4 September 2021
1 October 2021

2.

Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am

AUTHORISES the Special Purpose Governance Committee Chair to amend the dates
and/or times, or to call additional meetings, as required.

Special Purpose Governance Committee 4 June 2021
Moved: Cr Mack, seconded by Mayor Shannon
That the following amended Administration Recommendation, be adopted.
That Committee:
1.

APPROVES the Special Purpose Governance Committee Meeting Schedule 2021 as
follows:
2 July 2021
tbc August 2021
3 September 2021
1 October 2021

2.

Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am

AUTHORISES the Special Purpose Governance Committee Chair to amend the dates
and/or times, or to call additional meetings, as required.

Motion put and Carried as Amended (3/0)
Cr Barlow and Timmermanis were an apology for the meeting
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COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Mack, seconded by Cr Barlow
1.

APPROVES the Special Purpose Governance Committee Meeting Schedule 2021 as
follows:
2 July 2021
tbc August 2021
3 September 2021
1 October 2021

2.

Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am
Council Chamber – 8.30 am

AUTHORISES the Special Purpose Governance Committee Chair to amend the dates
and/or times, or to call additional meetings, as required.

Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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SG21.2

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE AUTHORISED INQUIRY REPORT INDEPENDENT
GOVERNANCE
REVIEW
REPORT
IMPLEMENTATION
OF
RECOMMENDATIONS –- PROGRESS REPORT NO: 2

COUNCIL DECISION:

(COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Haddon-Casey, seconded by Cr Mack
That the Confidential Administration Recommendation, as amended, be adopted.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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10.1

MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, REVIEW AND VARIANCES – MAY 2021

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To receive the Financial Statements for period ended 31 May 2021.
SUMMARY:
The May 2021 financial statements have been completed. Comments have been provided on
the financial position compared to budget including any permanent and timing variances that
have occurred during the period and their impact on financial results with respect for the period
year to date 31 May 2021.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council.
e.g. adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing
operations, setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions
made by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly
affects a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises
from the obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

N/A
15 June 2021
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
Acting Director Corporate and Commercial Services, Roy Ruitenga
Nil
Nil
1. Financial Statements May 2021

DETAILS:
Charts of key financial indicators are provided below comparing year to date actual figures
against the year to date budget.
Capital Expenditure

Operations

$20,000

$'000

$'000

$60,000
$50,000
$40,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$0
-$10,000

$25,000

$15,000
$10,000
$5,000
$0

Current
Budget

YTD Budget

YTD Actual

Revenue

$47,414

$45,950

$51,118

Expenditure

$52,516

$46,769

$44,760

Operating Profit/(Loss)

-$5,102

-$819

$6,358

Capital Expenditure

Current Budget

$22,480

YTD Budget

$19,580

YTD Actual

$8,129
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Net Current Assets ($'000)

$'000

Reserves & ELA Transfers
$1,000
$500
$0
-$500
-$1,000
-$1,500
-$2,000

Current
Liabilities $9,214

Current
Budget

YTD
Budget

YTD
Actual

Transfers to/(from)
Reserves

-$8,111

-$6,093

$3,894

Transfers to/(from)
Endowment Lands

$34

-$67

$107

Current Assets
$66,395

Investments ($'000)

Endowment
Lands, $2,534

General Funds
$17,085

Reserves,
$34,798

The following comments are provided and should be read in conjunction with the Statement of
Financial Activity for May 2021 (Rate Setting Statement) in Attachment 1.
1.

Operating Revenue

Operating revenue year to date is $51.1 million compared to YTD budget of $45.9 million, giving
a favourable variance of $5.2 million. Significant variances are as follow:
a.

Fees and Charges
Actual fees and charges for May 2021 YTD is $20.4 million compared to YTD budget of
$17.3 million, giving a favourable variance of $3.1 million or 18.3%. Favourable variances
include the Bold Park Aquatic fees $104k over YTD budget and Wembley Golf Course, with
patronage well above expectations, with green fees ($749k), driving range fees ($1.7m),
miniature golf ($54k) and golf shop ($451k) over YTD budget.
This is offset by unfavourable variances from parking control ($79k), although this is
improving with new parking ticket machines generating an uplifting in ticket machine
revenue since March 2021.
The following variances exist:
Fees & Charges

Items
WGC - Driving Range
WGC - Green Fees
WGC - Golf Shop
WGC - Miniature Golf
BPAC Fees
Parking Control
Total

YTD Budget 31 May Actual
$'000
$'000
2,342
4,066
3,316
4,065
1,122
1,573
826
880
2,085
2,189
1,585
1,506
11,276
14,279
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Variance
$'000
1,724
749
451
54
104
(79)
3,003

Variance
%
74%
23%
40%
7%
5%
-5%
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b.

Interest Earnings
Actual interest earnings for May YTD are $1.4 million compared to YTD budget of $1.7
million, giving an unfavourable variance of $374k. This is due to term deposit rates with
major banks have dropped sharply during the year. Overall, the Town’s investment portfolio
is still outperforming the cash rate of 0.10% with a weighted average interest rate of 0.62%
for the month of May.

c.

Other Revenue/Income
Actual income for May YTD is $2.8 million compared to YTD budget of $429k, giving a
favourable variance of $2.3 million. The variance is predominantly due to a $183k (including
GST) legal cost reimbursement from the Department of Local Government, Sports and
Cultural Industries and $1.85 million being surplus amounts for the underground power
projects refund from Western Power. This has been transferred to Area Improvement
Reserve.

2.

Operating Expenses

Operating expenses year to date is $44.8 million compared to YTD budget of $46.8 million, giving
a favourable variance of $2 million or 4.3%. Significant variances are as follows:
a.

Materials and Contracts
Actual expenditure for May YTD is $14.6 million against YTD budget of $15.5 million, giving
a favourable variance of $947k or 6.1%.
The following variances exist:
Material & Contracts
YTD Budget 31 May Actual
Items
$'000
$'000
Road Reserves mtce & non capital works
1,244
968
Asset Management - DAIP Program
393
126
Waste - Verge Collection
321
129
Clubs leased mtce & non capital works
380
194
City of Perth Surf Life Saving Club
180
9
Planning - Strategic projects
220
76
Ocean beaches ground non-capital works
165
29
Information Technology - Software Licences
590
466
Ocean beaches ground maintenance
495
383
Recreation services - Festival and Events
110
38
Admin Centre building maintenance
316
256
Sustainability Mgmt non capital works
60
10
Sustainability Mgmt programs
77
35
WGC - Contract Commission
368
543
Parks ground mtc and non-capital works
2,473
2,662
Governance programs & operational exp
567
866
Total
7,959
6,791
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Variance
$'000
(276)
(267)
(192)
(187)
(171)
(144)
(136)
(124)
(112)
(72)
(60)
(50)
(42)
176
189
299
(1,168)

Variance
%
-22%
-68%
-60%
-49%
-95%
-65%
-83%
-21%
-23%
-65%
-19%
-84%
-54%
48%
8%
53%
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b.

Employee Costs
Actual expenditure for May YTD is $17.2 million compared to YTD budget of $18.1 million,
giving a favourable variance of $900k or 5.0%. Staff vacancies throughout the year have
contributed to the variance.

3.

Net Operating Result

The net operating surplus from operations is $15.6 million compared to YTD budget of $8.6
million, giving a favourable variance of $7 million.

Net Operating Result
28.0
24.0
20.0
16.0

Budget

12.0

Actual

8.0
4.0
0.0

4.

Jul

Aug Sep

Oct Nov Dec

Jan

Feb Mar Apr May June

Capital Works Programs

The total amount of funds spent on the Town’s capital works program for the period ended 31
May 2021 is $8.1 million against budget of $19.5 million, giving a favourable variance of $11.4
million.
A brief overview of the capital works programs at year end shows the following timing variances:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buildings - $3 million spent against year to date budget of $4.4 million;
Parks and Reserves - $1.3 million spent against year to date budget of $4.8 million;
Roads and Lanes - $1.9 million spent against year to date budget of $4.3 million;
Drainage - $51k spent against year to date budget of $184k;
Footpaths - $434k spent against year to date budget of $1.7 million.

5.

Cash Surplus (Closing Funds)

The cash surplus as at 31 May 2021 is $10 million which is above the year to date budget of $1.4
million, giving a favourable variance of $8.6 million. The surplus is predominantly due to the under
expenditure with respect to materials and contracts and capital works.
This surplus will decline as the year progresses with day to day operational expenditure and the
carrying out of budgeted capital works. It is anticipated that a number of capital projects will be
carried forward into the 2021/2022 financial year.
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Cash Surplus ($ millions)
30.0
28.0
26.0
24.0
22.0
20.0
18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

Budget
Actual

July Aug Sep

6.

Oct

Nov Dec

Jan

Feb Mar Apr May June

Material Variances

Permanent variances above $30k and timing variances above $100k for specific line items are
normally reported upon. As at 31 May 2021, there are a few material permanent and timing
variances to report upon as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Wembley Golf Course Driving Range Fees revenue $1.7 million over YTD budget;
Wembley Golf Course Green Fees revenue $749k over YTD budget;
Wembley Golf Course Golf Shop Sale and Golf Cart Hire $451k over YTD budget;
Legal cost reimbursement of $167k from the Department of Local Government, Sports and
Cultural Industries.
Waste Management – Verge Collection $192k under YTD budget;
City of Perth Surf Life Saving Club Legal Expenses $171k under YTD budget;
Planning – Strategic Projects $144k under YTD budget;
Wembley Golf Course – golf lesson commission $176k over YTD budget;
Underground Power Project surplus of $1.85 million refund from Western Power; and
Road Infrastructure Footpaths/Cycleway and Street Cleaning $98k and $159k over YTD
budget.

In summary, apart from the variance noted above, the YTD budget is generally tracking to the
actual results. The variances noted are generally attributable to timing differences or the profile
of the monthly distribution of the budget, over the year.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
The Local Government Act 1995, Section 6.4 requires the preparation of financial reports. The
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996, in particular Regulation 34,
expands on this requirement to include a monthly financial report to be prepared identifying
significant variations between actual and budget. This report complies with this requirement.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The financial statements have been produced in accordance with the adopted budget
for the 2020/2021 financial year and in accordance with applicable local government
legislation.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The variations in expenditure and revenue line items, compared to budget, may have an impact
on Council funds.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The management of budgeted funds is consistent with the Town's Strategic Community Plan
2018-2028:
Goal 9:

Transparent, accountable governance

Goal 11:

A strong performing local government

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy: 019. In accordance
with the assessment criteria it was determined that community engagement is not required as
the matter is purely administrative in nature with no external impacts envisaged.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Fredericks
That Council RECEIVES the report on the Financial Statements for period ended 31 May
2021.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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10.2

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF ELECTORS 2019-2020

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s receipt of the Minutes of the Annual General
Meeting of Electors (AGM) held on Monday, 24 May 2021.
SUMMARY:
The Town of Cambridge has a statutory requirement to report on decisions made at the AGM
under Section 5.33 of the Local Government Act 1995. This report addresses the Town’s
statutory obligations.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy



Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest
Attachment(s):

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council,
eg adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing
operations, setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes and policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions
made by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly
affects a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises
from the obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Town of Cambridge Administration Building, 1 Bold Park Drive,
Floreat.
25 May 2021
Chief Executive Officer, John Giorgi, JP
Senior Governance Officer, Denise Ribbands
Not Applicable.
Nil.
1.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of Electors – Monday
24 May 2021.

BACKGROUND:
Section 5.27 of the Local Government Act 1995 determines that an Electors’ General Meeting is
to be held once every financial year. The General Meeting is to be held on a day selected by the
Town, but not more than 56 days after the local government accepts the Annual Report for the
previous financial year.
Council gave consideration to Report CR21.42 – Annual Report 2019-2020 and Annual General
Meeting of Electors at the Ordinary Council Meeting of 27 April 2021. In accordance with its
statutory obligations, Council resolved to accept the Annual Report and to hold the AGM on
Monday, 24 May 2021 at 6:00pm.
Section 5.33 of the Local Government Act 1995 requires all decisions made at an Electors’
Meeting to be considered at the next Ordinary Council Meeting after that Meeting, or at a Special
Meeting called for that purpose, whichever comes first. This report addresses the Town’s
statutory obligation under Section 5.22.
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DETAILS:
The Town’s AGM commenced at 6:04pm, with three residents/ratepayers in attendance, and
concluded at 6.10 pm.
In accordance with the advertised Agenda, the business before the AGM included the Mayor’s
Report, Chief Executive Officer’s Report, Financial Statements for the period ending 30 June
2020, Independent Auditor’s Report, and General Business. The Town’s 2019-2020 Annual
Report was adopted at the AGM.
No decisions requiring the consideration of Council were made at the AGM.
There were no verbal questions raised at the AGM and no written questions were submitted.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
1.

Sections 5.27 and 5.33 of the Local Government Act 1995.

RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

Reporting the outcomes of the Annual General Meeting of Electors meets the
Town’s statutory obligations under the Local Government Act 1995. Failure to
adopt the recommendation to receive the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
of Electors held on Wednesday, 5 February 2020 presents low risk.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Financial Implications related to this report.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendation detailed in this report embraces the following strategies of the Town’s
Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:
Our Council
Goal 9
Goal 11

Transparent, accountable governance.
A strong performing local government.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under Policy No: 019 – Community Engagement, and does not
require community consultation, as this matter is administrative in nature.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Barlow, seconded by Cr Timmermanis
That Council:
1.

RECEIVES the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of Electors, held on Monday
24 May 2021, shown at Attachment 1; and

2.

NOTES there were no decisions made at the Annual General Meeting of Electors
which required the consideration of Council.

Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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10.3

INFORMATION BULLETIN – JUNE 2021

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to provide information to the Community and Elected Members,
which does not require a Council decision or any action to be taken.
SUMMARY:
This report details information for the Community and Elected Members which is ongoing.
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review
Quasi-Judicial



Information

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council. e.g.
adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing operations,
setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions made by
Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly affects
a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises from the
obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.

Address/Property Location:
Report Date:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Contributing Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachment(s):

Town of Cambridge, 1 Bold Park Drive, Floreat.
17 June 2021
Chief Executive Officer, John Giorgi, JP
Executive & Elected Member Liaison Officer, Tracey Jackson
Nil
Nil
1. Confidential Register of State Administrative Tribunal (SAT)
Appeals – Current;
2. Confidential Register of Development Assessment Panel
(DAP) Applications;
3. Confidential Register Design Review Panel (DRP)
Applications;
4. Confidential Register of Advertised Development
Applications;
5. Confidential Register of Advertised Strategic Planning
Proposals;
6. Director of Infrastructure & Works Register of Current
Projects;
7. Register of Petitions – Outstanding Matters - as at 17 June
2021;
8. Register of Notices of Motions – as at 15 June 2021
9. Public Question Time – Responses to Questions Submitted
to Council but treated as correspondence.
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BACKGROUND:
An Elected Member Confidential Information Bulletin was introduced, effective from 1 July 2018,
as an additional form of communication between the Town of Cambridge Administration and
Elected Members.
DETAILS:
The attached information is considered to be of interest to Elected Members; however, the items
do not require Council to make a decision.
POLICY/STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Policy or Statutory Implications related to this report.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The risk in this matter has been assessed as low.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
There are no Financial Implications related to this report.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
Our Council
Goal 9
Strategy 9.1

Transparent, accountable governance.
Implement initiatives that strengthen governance skills, transparency and
knowledge.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy. In accordance with
the assessment criteria it was determined that community engagement is not required as the
matter is purely administrative in nature with no external impacts envisaged.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Mack, seconded by Cr Barlow
That Council RECEIVES the Information Bulletin dated June 2021.
Motion put and CARRIED (8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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10.4

LOT 95 (NO.1) LOWANNA WAY, CITY BEACH – SINGLE STOREY DWELLING WITH
UNDERCROFT – S31 RECONSIDERATION

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To request Council reconsider the decision to refuse the development application following an
invitation by the State Administrative Tribunal.
The Administration recommendation is for approval of the amended application consistent with
the previous Administration recommendation to 18 May 2021 Development Committee, however
an alternative recommendation for refusal is located at the end of this report.
SUMMARY:
Following mediation of the matter, an amended set of plans for the application was reconsidered
at the 18 May Development Committee where it was recommended for approval. This
recommendation was then considered at the 25 May 2021 Council meeting where the motion to
approve the recommendation was lost. The 25 May 2021 Council decision was unusual in that
following the loss of the motion to approve the Development Committees recommendation of
approval, an alternate motion to refuse the application was not put. A reason for not supporting
the motion to approve the application was provided, however, no reasons for refusal were
provided as part of a formal refused decision.
The matter was then considered at a Directions Hearing on 11 June 2021. At the Direction
Hearing, the 25 May 2021 Council decision caused some confusion because of the absence of
substantive refusal and reasons for refusal.
For these reasons, the applicant requested a further s31 reconsideration Order and this was
granted by the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
AUTHORITY / DISCRETION
Advocacy
Executive
Legislative
Review



Quasi-Judicial
Information

Address:
Report Date:
File Reference:
Responsible Officer:
Reporting Officer:
Reporting Officer Interest:
Attachments:

When the Council advocates on its own behalf or on behalf of its
community to another level of government/body/agency.
The substantial direction setting and oversight role of the Council.
e.g. adopting plans and reports, accepting tenders, directing
operations, setting and amending budgets.
Includes adopting local laws, town planning schemes & policies.
When the Council operates as a review authority on decisions
made by Officers for appeal purposes.
When the Council determines an application/matter that directly
affects a person’s right and interests. The judicial character arises
from the obligation to abide by the principles of natural justice.
For the Council/Committee to note.
Lot 95 (No. 1) Lowanna Way, City Beach
18 June 2021
DA20/0234
Director Planning and Community, Brett Cammell
Manager Statutory Planning, Jennifer Heyes
Nil
1. Aerial Plan
2. Amended Development Plans dated 30 April 2021
3. Minutes (inc. Administration report) - 25 May 2021 Council meeting
4. Overlay plans showing amended rear setback areas
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Applicant:
Owner:
Zoning:
Precinct:
Development Description:
Development Value:
Existing Land Use:
Proposed Land Use:
Land Area:
Heritage Listing:
Application Date:

New Home Building Brokers
Annette Dawn Barton and Geoff Stoneman
Residential R12.5
P1: City Beach
New single storey dwelling with undercroft
$900,000
Dwelling – Single
Dwelling – Single
1025m2
Nil
17 July 2020

HISTORY:
The application for development approval to construct the new dwelling was refused by Council
in November 2020.
The application was recommended for refusal by Administration and refused by Council due to
the dwelling being located within the rear setback area, and the proposed garage parapet wall
on the property’s southern lot boundary. These proposed variations were not considered to
positively contribute to the prevailing or future development context of the City Beach Precinct.
In response to the refusal, the Applicant sought a review of the decision with the State
Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
On 5 March 2021, Mediation was held. As a result of the mediation, amended plans were
received and reconsidered by the Development Committee and Council in May 2021.
DETAILS:
S31 Reconsideration – May 2021
Amended plans were presented to the Development Committee on 18 May 2021. The
Development Committee resolved to endorse the Administration recommendation to approve the
amended plans subject to conditions, including an amended condition.
“Amendment put and CARRIED (3/1)
For:
Crs Everett, Fredericks and Haddon-Casey
Against:
Cr Bradley
Mayor was an apology and Cr McKerracher was on leave of absence”
Following this, at the 25 May Council meeting, the Development Committee motion was put and
lost 2/5 as follows:
“For:
Crs Bradley and Fredericks
Against:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Haddon-Casey, Mack and Timmermanis.
Cr Everett was an apology and Cr McKerracher was on leave of absence.”
There was no further motion put for an alternative recommendation of refusal to be considered.
Instead, the minutes read as follows:
“REASON FOR REFUSING THE ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION:
It was considered that the development's encroachment in the rear setback was too extensive.”
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Directions Hearing – 11 June 2021
A Directions Hearing was held on 11 June 2021 which was attended by the Town’s
representative, Mr Joe Algeri from Altus Planning.
Mr Algeri advised the SAT regarding the Council decision. In light of this, the Applicant’s
representative Ms Bianca Sandri (Urbanista) requested a new reconsideration order. Senior
Member Willey supported this request and made the following orders:
1.
2.

That the Council be invited to reconsider their decision on or before 22 June: and,
A directions hearing be held on 2 July.

CONCLUSION
It is recommended the Council accept the invitation from SAT to reconsider the application for
the amended plans.
If the application is approved, recommended wording is provided in the Administration
recommendation above. If the application it is refused the wording outlined in the below alterative
recommendation is suggested in order to provide reasons for refusal so that the Town’s
representative can ensure under the Town’s LPP 1.5: Response to State Administrative Tribunal
matters, clause 11 “the Council’s decision in its entirety, inclusive of all reasons for refusal or
conditions of approval under review”, are presented at the SAT Hearing.
ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION:
That, pursuant to s.31 of the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004, Council REFUSES BY
ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the application for a single storey dwelling with undercroft at Lot 95 (No.
1) Lowanna Way, City Beach as shown on the plans stamped received 30 April 2021 for the
following reasons:
1.

The proposal does not satisfy the design principles of State Planning Policy 7.3 Residential Design Codes (cl 5.1.3 Lot boundary setbacks) as the proposed reduced rear
lot boundary setback will have an adverse impact on the amenity of the neighbouring
properties due to the amount of building bulk in the rear setback area and lack of open
space at the rear of the site. The development’s encroachment in the rear setback is too
extensive;

2.

The proposal does not satisfy the objectives of Local Planning Policy 3.1 (Streetscape) as
the proposed development is not considered to be respectful of the established and desired
future character and amenity of the City Beach Precinct; and

3.

Having due consideration of sub-clauses 67(b), (m) and (n) of Schedule 2 of the Planning
and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015, the proposal is not
compatible with its setting and the relationship of the development to development on
adjoining land as the impact of the reduced rear lot boundary setback resulting lack of open
space relief at the rear of the site, will result in a building bulk impact that is inconsistent
with the prevailing R12.5 development pattern. This is not consistent with locality or desired
future character of the area.
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LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATIONS:
Metropolitan Region Scheme
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
Local Planning Scheme No. 1
State Planning Policy 7.3 - Residential Design Codes Volume 1
Local Planning Policies
Local Law 43 - Buildings on Endowment Lands & Limekilns Estate
State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004 (WA)
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low:

The reconsideration will provide a resolution with reasons for refusal or
conditions of approval which can be augmented in full at any SAT Hearing.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Costs may be incurred by the Town if the landowner requests a review of the determination from
the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
STRATEGIC DIRECTION:
The recommendations of this Report are consistent with the following aspects of the Town's
Strategic Community Plan 2018 - 2028:Our Neighbourhoods
Goal 4:

Neighbourhoods where individual character and quality is respected, and
planning is responsive to residents
Strategy 4.3: Ensure new development is harmonious with established residences and respects
our existing 'sense of place' and our unique character
Strategy 4.4: Enhance and respect our existing streetscapes, setbacks and green spaces.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
This matter has been assessed under the Community Engagement Policy No: 019. The
requirements for consultation have been satisfied under the provisions of Local Planning Scheme
No. 1 and Local Planning Policy 1.2 - Public Notification of Planning Proposals.
Impartiality Interest Declaration – Cr Mack
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Mack disclosed an interest affecting impartiality and
declared as follows: “with regard to Item 10.4, I declare that I was contacted by the applicant’s
planning consultant with regard to the application and as a consequence there may be a
perception that my impartiality may be affected. I declare that I will consider this matter on its
merits and vote accordingly.”
Impartiality Interest Declaration – Cr Everett
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Everett disclosed an interest affecting impartiality and
declared as follows: “with regard to Item 10.4, I declare that I was contacted by the applicant’s
planning consultant with regard to the application and as a consequence there may be a
perception that my impartiality may be affected. I declare that I will consider this matter on its
merits and vote accordingly.”
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Debate ensued.
Mayor Shannon stated that on 25 May 2021, she had received an email from the Administration
advising the following:
“The total gross floor area is 566.62m. There is a bit of a breakdown below.
LOCATION

GROSS FLOOR AREA

GROUND FLOOR

333.80 SQM

GARAGE GROUND

40.79 SQM

ALFRESCO VERANDAH

66.03 SQM

UNDERCROFT (INC GARAGE)

126.00 SQM

TOTAL GROSS FLOOR AREA

566.62 SQM ”

COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That, pursuant to s.31 of the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004, Council APPROVES
BY ABSOLUTE MAJORITY the application for a single storey dwelling with undercroft at
Lot 95 (No. 1) Lowanna Way, City Beach as shown on the attached plans stamped received
30 April 2021 subject to the following:
1.

The development shall at all times comply with the application and the approved
plans, subject to any modifications required as a consequence of any conditions of
this approval;

2.

The existing Agonis flexuosa (WA Peppermint) located on the western lot boundary,
as marked in red on the approved plans, shall be retained for the life of the
development;

3.

Should the existing Agonis flexuosa (WA Peppermint) referred to in Condition 2 die
during the life of the development, it shall be replaced with a tree with minimum
canopy dimensions of 4m x 4m at the time of planting, capable of reaching a
commensurate size to that of the Agonis flexuosa upon maturity. That tree shall then
be maintained for the life for the development;

4.

Any roofing with a pitch of more than 5 degrees shall not be constructed with
materials or finished in a colour having a solar reflectivity index exceeding 40%;

5.

No verge trees shall be removed, pruned or disturbed in any way without further
approval of the Town;

6.

All structures (and associated footings) shall be contained within the lot boundaries
of the subject site; and

7.

All stormwater shall be contained and disposed of on-site for the life of the
development to the satisfaction of the Town.

Standard advice notes to be included by Administration.
Motion put and CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY

(5/3)

For:
Crs Bradley, Everett, Fredericks, McKerracher and Mack
Against:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow and Timmermanis
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
Cr McKerracher departed the meeting at 8.06 pm.
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11.

URGENT BUSINESS
Nil

12.

MOTIONS OF WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN

12.1

COUNCIL POLICY NO: 032 – COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS
RECORDING POLICY - AMENDMENT

Submission by Cr Everett
That Council APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY to AMEND Council Policy No: 032 –
‘Council and Committee Meetings Recording Policy’ Clause 1.1 and 1.2 to read as follows:
1.1

All Ordinary and Special Council meetings that are open to the public shall be electronically
recorded by the Town to assist in minute preparation;

1.2

Notwithstanding sub-clause (1.1) Council may resolve NOT to record proceedings of a
meeting which is ‘closed to the public’, where it is considered circumstances are of a nature
that warrant such action. A motion not to record an Item may be moved as part of the motion
to go’ behind closed doors’.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION PROVIDED BY CR EVERETT
Sections 5.3(1), 5.22(1) and 5.23(1) of the Local Government Act 1995 (‘LG Act’) require Council
to hold meetings that are open to the public and minutes of the proceedings are to be kept.
Section 5.23 (2) outlines those circumstances where a meeting or part of a meeting may be
closed to members of the public.
There are currently no statutory requirements in legislation for meetings to be recorded. The Act
and Regulations do not prescribe details about what part(s) of a meeting may be recorded.
Councils typically deal with this through bespoke Policy which vary across local governments.
Some are comprehensive and some are not. This is the prerogative of each local government.
On the 26 March 2019, Council considered a Notice of Motion and resolved as follows:
“That Council request the A/CEO to prepare a draft policy concerning the procedures and
protocols for recording Council, Committee and other meetings and access to those
recordings. The Policy to cover but not be limited to:
-

Which meetings are recorded
Whether confidential Items are recorded
Who should have access to any recordings and how
Who should have access to the recordings of any confidential items and how
Whether any fee should be charged to cover the cost of providing the recording”.

At this point there was no Council policy on recording however the practice was that all meetings
and all parts of a meeting whether open to the public or not were recorded. With the exception
of confidential items the audio was publicly available on request.
On the 28 May 2019 the Council adopted the new Policy No 1.1.2(now re-numbered 032) –
‘Recording and Access to Recordings of Meetings’ and it was subsequently “retained and readopted” by Council in May 2019 (refer Attachment 1).
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Relevant to this Notice of Motion are the following extracts from the existing Policy:
“This Policy will detail the appropriate arrangement for audio visual recording of meetings
to allow Council
1.1 All Ordinary and Special Council meetings that are open to the public shall be
electronically recorded by the Town to assist in minute preparation, except in the
case of meetings where Council carries a Motion to ‘Proceed behind Closed
Doors’ and closes a meeting to the public.
1.2 Notwithstanding sub clause (1.1) above, proceedings of a meeting of the
Council which is closed to the Public shall be recorded where the Council
specifically resolves to do so.”
In effect the default position under the Policy when any Item is to be debated behind closed doors
is that it is not recorded unless Council specifically ‘resolves to do so’.
This negative default position has led to none (except one) of the 130 confidential items, which
Council has considered since May 2019, being recorded (The single exception was Item 12.1
Further Planning legal Advice, at the Feb OCM). The matters range extensively in both topic and
legal sensitivity (if any).
It is appropriate, proper and desirable that recording of confidential items should be the default
in the interests of full accountability and to ensure accurate minute writing post the meeting. This
is perhaps the most important aspect of all. Many items which are debated behind closed doors
are complex, occasionally controversial and can generate passionate debate. There are
occasionally points of order and procedural motions and complex amendments to the motion
presented especially where recommendations are put forward as ‘either or’ options or are being
voted on as complex motions.
Accurate minute taking is often very difficult if staff have left the Chamber and the record of events
is done manually often by the CEO. We have had recent Elected Member queries regarding the
accuracy and comprehensiveness of some of the minutes which could have been easily
addressed were the audio available to the minute writer. Addressing any discrepancies when
confirming minutes at a subsequent meeting is also difficult as the matters are confidential.
This motion will simply ensure that unless there are compelling reason to do otherwise (and these
can be articulated and then voted upon) that confidential items as a default position will be
recorded.
ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS:
LEGAL:
The Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law 2019 states:
“3.13 Motions of which notice has been given
(1)

Unless the Act, Regulations or this local law otherwise provide, a Member may raise at
a meeting such business as they consider appropriate, in the form of a motion, of which
notice has been given in writing to the CEO at least four (4) clear days before the meeting
at which the motion is to be moved. A notice of motion is to directly relate to the good
government or welfare of persons in the district.
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(2)

The CEO –
1.
2.
3.

with the concurrence of the Mayor, may exclude from the notice paper any notice of
motion deemed to be out of order; or
may initiate such amendments to the form but not the substance thereof as will bring
the notice of motion into due form; and
may, if time permits, not less than 24 hours prior to the meeting, send to each Member
a report providing relevant and material facts and circumstances pertaining to the
notice of motion on such matters as policy, budget and law, or for more complex issues,
recommending that the matter be deferred to a later meeting to enable a report to be
prepared.

Comments:
The recording of confidential items is a decision of the Council and will assist in the preparation
of the minutes, especially when Administration officers are not present.
The recording of items may also assist in maintaining accuracy and transparency with Council
meetings. Recordings are required to be kept for a minimum of thirty (30) years.
COUNCIL DECISION:
Moved by Cr Everett, seconded by Cr Mack
That Council APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY to AMEND Council Policy No: 032
– ‘Council and Committee Meetings Recording Policy’ Clause 1.1 and 1.2 to read as
follows:
1.1

All Ordinary and Special Council meetings that are open to the public shall be
electronically recorded by the Town to assist in minute preparation;

1.2

Notwithstanding sub-clause (1.1) Council may resolve NOT to record proceedings of
a meeting which is ‘closed to the public’, where it is considered circumstances are
of a nature that warrant such action. A motion not to record an Item may be moved
as part of the motion to go’ behind closed doors’.

Cr McKerracher returned to the meeting at 8.08 pm.
Motion put and CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY

(5/3)

For:
Crs Bradley, Everett. Fredericks, McKerracher and Mack
Against:
Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow and Timmermanis
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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12.2

TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDY FOR BROOKDALE STREET AND OCEANIC DRIVE,
FLOREAT

Submission by Mayor Shannon
That Council APPROVES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY TO REALLOCATE funds up to
$15,000 to authorise the CEO to engage independent traffic consultant to provide a traffic impact
study on the intersection of Brookdale Street and Oceanic Drive, Floreat and the service road at
130-132 Brookdale St Floreat, which includes:
1.

The optimum level of traffic generation for the safe operation of a business at the site at
130 and132 Brookdale Street, Floreat given the proximity of the driveway entrance to the
intersection;

2.

The impact on the generation of traffic in low volume residential roads of the daycare centre
and extension of the median island;

3.

Whether the intersection or sections of road will be adversely impacted by the extension of
the median island;

4.

The impact upon safety risks and road hazards caused by:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

5.

the increased traffic volumes such as generated by the proposed daycare use of the
site;
the likelihood of traffic crashes caused by locating the entrance for the daycare centre
only 20 m south of the give way controlled left turn at the intersection of Brookdale
St/ Oceanic Drive/ Howtree Place;
the increased likelihood of crashes and road hazards to cars turning into and exiting
129 Brookdale Street, Floreat;
the increased traffic movements required for the owners of 129 Brookdale Street,
Floreat;

Addressing the traffic impact of the redevelopment of the Floreat Forum centre in
accordance with the additional dwelling targets and employment floorspace targets of the
Town’s Local Planning Strategy upon the safety risks and road hazards of traffic moving
through the intersection to enter the service road and proposed day care centre; and

6.

Recommendations for improving the safety of the intersection.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MAYOR SHANNON:
Traffic Safety considerations
The developer’s Transport Impact Statement was inadequate and did not address all the criteria
required by the WAPC Bulletin 72/2009 on Childcare centres dated August 2009. (Attachment
1).
It did not address
•
•
•

the generation of traffic in low volume residential roads;
particular intersections and sections of road that may be adversely affected
developments close to major transport nodes.

The development at 130-132 Brookdale Street, Floreat involved all three of the above.
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Instead of addressing them the consultant Transcore in its report at page 13 stated:

At page 18 stated “No particular site specific issues have been identified for the proposed child
care centre.”

At page 19 in relation to Safety Issues Transcore stated “No particular safety issues were
identified for the proposed child care centre”.
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The Town’s own traffic consultant, Mr Evan Williams, Director at Porter Consulting Engineers in
his report dated 31 May 2018 stated:
“The service intersection is 20m south of the Give Way controlled left turn lane at the intersection
of Brookdale St/Oceanic Drive/Howtree Place.
Drivers making a left turn from Oceanic Drive westbound onto Brookdale Street southbound will
be looking to their right to view gaps in oncoming traffic from that direction in order to enter
Brookdale Street. The 20 metres separation distance to the service road access offers limited
opportunity for drivers exiting the services road and drivers entering the Brookdale Street to view
and avoid conflict. Austroads recommends a minimum separation distance of 65 metres.
In addition Austroads recommends the functional area of an intersection to be 70 metres and no
access should be provided within that distance.
Furthermore, Main Roads WA Driveway policy indicates that driveway access should not be
located within 25 metres downstream of the tangent point or the MRS line, whichever is the
greater distance from the signals.
During peak periods drivers desiring to make right turn exit from the service road intersection
onto Brookdale Street northbound must contend with the two lanes of queuing on Brookdale
Street from the traffic signals. The Service road access is approximately 30 metres from the
northbound lanes hold line at the traffic signals. The distance of 30 metres will typically
accommodate a queue of 4 vehicles and during peak traffic periods the length of the northbound
queuing on Brookdale Street will exceed 4 vehicles.
Drivers desiring to enter the Service Road by right turn from the northbound Brookdale Street
carriageway must content with restricted sightlines arising vehicles in front of them in the same
lane. Those vehicles will restrict driver’s sightline toward vehicles making the right turn from
Oceanic Drive eastbound right turn pocket onto Brookdale Street southbound. The available
sightline distance is estimated at 45 metres. The posted speed limit on Brookdale is 60km/h.
Austroads recommends a minimum Stopping sight distance of 73metres for 60km/h.
Aerial imagery by Nearmap has recorded vehicles parking on either side in parallel along the
Service Road. It is not clear which dwellings the parked vehicles relate to and if they are limited
to only Lots 2, 3 and 385. Assessment of parking impacts affecting the adjacent dwellings is
recommended as continuation of parallel parking on the Service Road in conjunction wth the
proposed Child Care parking will be in conflict.”
Despite receiving this report, the former officer at the Town did not insist that the developer
provide the required traffic impact safety assessment.
The Town’s staff and the developer never modelled:
•

the traffic impact on the safety of the Brookdale/ Oceanic intersection and service road
caused by the development of a daycare at 130-132 Brookdale Street, Floreat which has
its entrance 20 m south of the Give Way controlled left turn lane at the intersection.

•

whether the suggested extension of the median strip on Brookdale Street would make the
intersection sufficiently safe.

In addition the Transcore report relied upon drop-off modelling from outer metropolitan day care
centres which have a wider drop-off window instead of figures from an inner metropolitan day
care centre which has a tighter drop-off window and it did not consider the traffic volume of the
existing road network, only the site generated traffic.
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It is only when you read other developer’s traffic impact statements that you understand how
inadequate the above report from Transcore was that was relied upon in the Brookdale matter.
To highlight this I have attached pages from an application the Town received in January 2021
for a day care centre in Northwood St.
Attached are the comparable pages for traffic volumes, surrounding streets, crash data, site
specific and safety issues.
Note the proposed Northwood St day care centre was not next to a busy intersection and did not
have a single driveway as the entry and egress point to the carpark. It proposed cars entered off
Northwood St and exited through Pether Lane and therefore could head north or south on Pether
Lane onto Cambridge Street or Railway Parade.
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Floreat Forum Draft Precinct Structure Plan
In addition the draft precinct structure plan for the Floreat Forum was presented to the Design
Review panel on 25 February 2021 on behalf of the property owner.
Concept plans were prepared and presented to a joint meeting with the Dept of Planning, Lands
and Heritage and the Town’s officers on 10 December 2020. Concept plans were further
presented to the Towns Design Review Panel on 25 February 2020. DRP minutes and the Towns
Administration comment was provided to the proponent on 22 March 2021. No traffic impact
assessment has been prepared for the future development of the Floreat Forum at this point.
While no application has been lodged the actual precinct plan will be determined by the WAPC,
not the council.
A traffic impact statement will form part of the technical appendix when the Draft Precinct
Structure plan is prepared before determination by the WAPC.
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Given the importance of the intersection the Town should ensure that it has obtained independent
advice regarding the functional safety of the intersection based on the redevelopment of the
Floreat Forum in accordance with the draft Precinct Structure plan. Therefore the additional work
to model the impact of the Floreat Forum redevelopment on the intersection can be undertaken
at this time.
Possible Modification of the intersection
As the Town has the care and management of the road network the Town must consider whether
the traffic impact of the daycare centre and the modifications to the island will create safety issues
which will require further modification to the road network.
If there are additional safety issues caused to the road network which require remediation to
ensure the safety of users, then the developer of the daycare centre should be required to pay
for these additional costs which directly result from their development and the required changes
to the median strip.
The Town should ensure it can pass these costs onto the developer instead of ratepayers paying
in the future for any required modifications, and therefore the traffic safety impact of the daycare
centre and the modification to the island should be ascertained at this time.
ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS:
LEGAL:
The Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law 2019 states:
“3.13 Motions of which notice has been given
(1)

Unless the Act, Regulations or this local law otherwise provide, a Member may raise at
a meeting such business as they consider appropriate, in the form of a motion, of which
notice has been given in writing to the CEO at least four (4) clear days before the meeting
at which the motion is to be moved. A notice of motion is to directly relate to the good
government or welfare of persons in the district.

(2)

The CEO –
4.
5.
6.

with the concurrence of the Mayor, may exclude from the notice paper any notice of
motion deemed to be out of order; or
may initiate such amendments to the form but not the substance thereof as will bring
the notice of motion into due form; and
may, if time permits, not less than 24 hours prior to the meeting, send to each Member
a report providing relevant and material facts and circumstances pertaining to the
notice of motion on such matters as policy, budget and law, or for more complex issues,
recommending that the matter be deferred to a later meeting to enable a report to be
prepared.

Quotation:
The Town has recently obtained an indicative quotation which is approximately $15,000.
Absolute Majority Decision:
An absolute majority decision of the Council will be required to re-allocate the necessary funds
to carry out this project.
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Background Information concerning the Development approval – Lot 2 (No. 130) and Lot
3 (No. 132) Brookdale Street, Floreat – Child Care Centre
On 10 July 2018, JDAP refused an (original) application for development approval for a Child
Care Centre. The grounds of refusal related to amenity impact concerns (traffic generation,
building bulk, and front and rear setbacks being inconsistent with existing development within the
prevailing residential context).
On review before the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) a number of revised drawings were
prepared and mediation sessions conducted. On 6 February 2020, the JDAP reconsidered its
decision and resolved to approve the application for development approval. The approval
included the following condition:
‘5.

Prior to commencement of use, the existing raised island median strip within the
Brookdale Street road reserve which adjoins the service road entrance shall be
extended north within the existing line marked median strip (as shown on Figure 1,
‘Recommended Access Plan’ of the Consolidated Traffic Report (prepared by Uloth
and Associates and dated 15 November 2019)) to physically restrict vehicle
movements from the service road to a left in/left out only configuration at the
landowner(s) full cost (including all traffic management costs) to the satisfaction of
the Town.’

In early April 2020, an application (Form 2) was made to the JDAP to vary Condition 5 in the
following manner:
‘5A

Prior to commencement of use, the landowner shall pay the Town the cost of
extending the existing raised median strip within the Brookdale Street road reserve
which adjoins the service road entrance as shown on Figure 1, “recommended
Access Plan” of the Uloth & Associates Consolidated Traffic Report dated 15
November 2019 (the median strip extension).

5B

Within 28 days of receipt of request from the landowner, the Town of Cambridge shall
provide the cost of constructing the median strip extension (the cost) and any dispute
as to the reasonableness of the cost may be referred by either party to arbitration by
an expert engineer appointed upon request of either the Town or the landowner, by
the President of Engineers Australia, at the joint cost of the Town of Cambridge and
the landowner, whose decision shall be final and binding on the parties.’

JDAP resolved to defer consideration of the application to allow the applicant to:
a)
b)
c)

Prepare and discuss with the Town of Cambridge Engineer’s alternate possible traffic
solutions;
Provide evidence demonstrating that it has exhausted all efforts to comply with condition 5
imposed on 6 February 2020; and
Provide engineering advice on whether Condition 5 imposed on 6 February 2020 is or is
not required on traffic safety grounds and may be deleted.

On 2 October 2020, JDAP resolved not to approve the lodged amended Condition 5 but rather
amend Condition 5 to read:
‘5.

Prior to commencement of use, the landowner shall pay the Town the cost of
extending the existing raise median strip within the Brookdale Street road reserve
which adjoins the service road entrance and shall be extended north as shown on
Figure 1 in the “Recommended Access Plan” of the Consolidated Traffic Report
prepared by Uloth & Associates dated 15 November 2019 to physically restrict
vehicle movements from the service road to a left-in/left-out only configuration at the
landowner’s full cost including all traffic management costs.’
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In January 2021, the Town requested three quotes from suitable contractors to construct the
median island as per the requirements of Condition 5 above. A preferred contractor was selected
from these quotes and an invoice ($20,460) was sent to Aesop Property Group on 19 February
2021. Aesop Property Group subsequently paid the invoice in full the following week which
resulted in Condition 5 being cleared.
It is proposed that the roadworks will be carried out if and when the proposed child care centre
is constructed.
Council Meeting 22 June 2021
Mayor Shannon did not move her motion and stated that she had some further information to
discuss with Mr Hincks, Director Infrastructure and Works.
In accordance with clause 3.13(4)(a) of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law
2019, the motion therefore lapses.
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12.3

TRANSPARENCY - MEETINGS AND LOBBYING – PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
MATTERS

Submission by Mayor Shannon
That Council REQUESTS the CEO to prepare a policy for consideration by Council at its August
meeting, which includes a range of integrity and transparency measures in relation to pre- and
post- lodgement meetings (excluding residential development applications) between the Town’s
staff, contractors and Council and Committee members, and proponents or developer’s
consultants and community members, including but not limited to:
1.

Ensuring all forms of communication pre and post lodgement meetings with the developer’s
consultants and community members are documented in detail in accordance with the
Town of Cambridge Recordkeeping Plan and Policy;

2.

Where meetings are undertaken:
(a)
(b)

any meeting requests provide an agenda or summary of specific matters/issues to
be discussed;
all meetings and all other contact with proponents or developer and their consultants
and community members is properly recorded in a Contact Register;

3.

Record all meetings and subject matter on a publicly available Contact Register including
on the Town’s website; and

4.

Developers to be advised in writing that while the Town’s staff are prepared to meet
planning and/or development consultants/persons, the staff can provide only general
information on the application process and cannot give advice/comments about the chance
of success or the exercise of discretion.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MAYOR SHANNON:
Integrity of Process to ensure Fairness
Many types of contact have a different character when undertaken prior to the lodgement of a
development application. These include:
•
•
•

the re-zoning of land by scheme amendment to be initiated by the local government
exercising its powers under the Planning and Development Act;
the closure of public rights of way by the local government exercising its power under the
Land Administration Act ;and
the use of local government’s statutory delegations to undertake private works on or over
public places such as verges and roadways to facilitate future developments.

These decisions do not form part of the development assessment process, and yet they involve
local government staff participating in the administrative process of Council and/or exercising
statutory powers.
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Local government staff are required to prepare reports and recommendations for the Council to
consider in the exercise of its powers under various Acts and Regulations. The community
expects that these processes will:
(a)
(b)
(c)

be totally free of bias or conflict of interest;
make their recommendations on the basis of facts and principles required as part of the
legislative process;
give all the interests parties the benefit of the principals of natural justice which is often
equated with judicial fairness.

Elected members are aware of such probity obligations through the Rules of Conduct, however
the process surrounding communication and meetings with staff (on matters other than design
review) needs to be clarified and strengthened to ensure the integrity of the administrative
process.
The Council is entitled to regulate, in a general way, how to deal with submissions and the like
and they are entitled to discourage or prohibit inappropriate lobbying practices – both by those
who support and those who oppose a development or planning approval.
There are a number of ways that councillors and staff can help ensure transparency whilst being
lobbied. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

documenting meetings with proponents
conducting meetings in official locations such as council premises
having other staff present during meetings
ensuring copies of information presented during lobbying meetings to council officers for
consideration to be filed as part of council’s records
asking proponents or their consultants who have requested a meeting to put their concerns
in writing
make a declaration at a council meeting about lobbying activities they have been engaged
in that are not part of council’s formal processes.

WA Integrity Strategy
The Public Sector Commissioner, Ms Sharyn O’Neill in the Integrity Strategy for WA Public
Authorities 2020-2023 (Attachment 1) stated that:
“Integrity is a non-negotiable to Western Australians that public authorities act in the
interest of the community each and every day through the decisions we make and the
actions we take.
Operating with integrity means using our powers responsibly for the purpose and in the manner
for which they were intended. It means acting with honesty and transparency; and making
reasoned decisions without bias by following fair and objective processes.
It also means preventing and addressing improper conduct, disclosing facts without hiding or
distorting them, and not allowing decisions or actions to be influenced by personal or private
interests.
Earning and maintaining community trust is essential for us to deliver the services that families,
individuals, businesses and industry need for them to prosper – and for the State to grow.
We know that any breach of that trust has wide implications. The impact on our work and
reputation affects us all. We know that integrity goes beyond just legislative compliance – it is
about doing the right thing to do.
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That is why a clear and focussed approach to integrity must be at the core of our work. When
integrity is a common frame of reference, it becomes a unifying force across different functions,
different services and different employee groups.
Improved integrity helps minimise the incidence and impact of misconduct, including fraud and
corruption. IT also brings benefits in relation to performance, productivity and employee
engagement.
To expect our work translates into exceptional public value and high community trust, I expect
every public authority – and those within- to commit to implementing this strategy.”
The WA Integrity Strategy states the term ‘public authorities’ refers to WA public sector bodies,
local governments, public universities and government trading enterprises.”
Complex nature of Planning
Town Planning Schemes contain an objective criteria that the Council is required to use in
considering applications for development. The Scheme also refers to local planning policies and
the Council is required to have regard to these. The use of discretion in planning matters means
the sector is vulnerable to lobbying or influence.
There is a duty on the Council (and therefore Elected Members) to ensure that there is evidence
upon which any decision is based – that it has applied the law and considered the impact of
policies in a transparent way that has considered all relevant matters.
Decisions must not be arbitrary, rather they must be capable of explanation and justification. The
act of reasoning in decision making is a process of drawing conclusions from presented
information – facts and evidence. A sound reasoning process results in an explanation or
justification for the decision.
The accuracy of information presented by council officers and their interpretation and
recommendations is an integral part of the decision-making process. Therefore it is important
that such officers discharge their public function with objectivity and in an impartial manner.
Suspicions of inappropriate lobbying can occur when lobbying is not open to public scrutiny.
Regardless of whether such suspicions are justified, they still have the potential to undermine
public confidence in council decision-making and adversely affect reputations.
ICAC report - Corruption risks in the NSW Development process 2007.
There are a number of valuable points raised in this discussion paper (Attachment 2) which
noted that:
•
•
•
•

the over-familiarity between planning staff and professional developers and architects can
lead to perceptions of conflict of interest and regulatory capture.
if planning staff do not maintain a professional distance from regular applicants there is a
risk that they will not assess applications on their merits.
the possibility that a council officer’s potential role as an adviser to applicants could
undermine his or her ability to assess applications impartially in particular in relation to prelodgement meetings between council officers and applicants.
planning staff assisting applicants with design work during pre-lodgement meetings could
create a conflict of interest for the staff member at assessment and approval stage
especially if the planner felt a sense of ownership in relation to an application.
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The concept of ‘regulatory capture involves a loss of impartiality due to an over identification with
the interest of an applicant, brought about through frequent dealings with the applicant. In terms
of corruption risks, regulatory capture is best thought of as the development of a relationship
between the regulator and the regulated which can create a conflict of interest for the regulator.
In the ICAC Development Assessment Internal Audit Tool April 2010, ICAC made a number of
recommendations for process improvements for pre-lodgement, lodgement, assessment and
determination. (Attachment 3)
Pre-Lodgement advice
PART A – General Control framework
Council has a policy setting out the nature of and limitations on the pre-lodgement
advice that it provides.
Council has in place procedures for managing and recording the pre-lodgement advice
that it provides.
Council has a standard process in place to record the payment of pre-lodgement fees.
Council can demonstrate a consistent approach to communicating to the community
the information required for pre-lodgement discussions.
Council communicates to the community the types of requests for pre-lodgement
advice that it considers appropriate.
Council communicates to the community the limitations on the pre-lodgement advice
that it provides.
PART B - Sample Development approval
Council fee associated with pre-lodgement advice paid.
Request for pre-lodgement advice retained as a council record.
Appropriate records kept of pre-lodgement meeting(s) that record the advice provided
to potential applicants or their representatives .
Written record of pre-lodgement advice provided to
potential applicant.
Documents including pre-lodgement meeting minutes and written advice kept on
appropriate file relating to the proposed development.
Pre-lodgement advice does not contain assurances on compliance with LEP, DCP etc
or on merit assessment outcomes.
The NSW Planning & Environment department has a guide for Engaging with Lobbyists and
Business Contacts November 2017 (Attachment 4) which notes:
Forms of lobbying
Lobbying is communicating with a Government official for the purpose of representing the
interests of others in relation to:
•
•
•

A government decision;
A planning application; or
The exercise by a Government official of their official functions.

Lobbying does not include any communication by a member of parliament or a government
official who is acting in the ordinary course of their duties.
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Methods of Lobbying
Lobbying extends to any communication – in person, in writing, by telephone, email or other
electronic means:
•
•
•

Whether or not it occurs in the course of carrying on the business of lobbying a Government
official – an approach is still lobbying even if it occurs in an incidental way to other business
activity;
By a person who works for an organisation for the purpose of representing the interest of
an organisation or its members; or
For the purposes of representing community interests.

The guide distinguishes between a third-party lobbyist who is carrying on the business of lobbying
(generally for money), other lobbyists (whose representational activities are captured under the
definition of lobbying) and include professional service providers such as planning consultants
and lawyers and Business Contacts who include proponents or objectors representing their own
interests, local councils, councillors and staff of the council.
The Guide outlines a range of procedures for dealing with third-party lobbyists, other lobbyists
and Business Contacts.
The other lobbyist requirements include:
(a)

Meeting requests

Lobbyists (other than a third party lobbyist) wanting to meet with an employee must provide basic
information before a meeting is scheduled:
•
•
•
•

Name of person representing lobbyist
Name of client they are representing
Reason for the meeting and issues to be discussed; and
Any financial and other interest they have in issue to be discussed.

(b)

Scheduling meetings

The employee must seek the approval of a Director or above to schedule the meeting.
(c)

Meetings

Meetings must be held at government premises with at least two departmental officers in
attendance
(d)

Other communications

The other lobbyist should be:
•
•

Requested to disclose the issues for discussion and financial or interest they may have in
the matter.
Informed that a record of the communication will be saved into the Departments records
management system.

Employees must keep appropriate records of all telephone calls, emails and other written contact.
(e)

Assessment Reports disclosure

Contact with third party lobbyists and other lobbyists must be disclosed in the assessment reports
dealing with the specific planning proposals and/or development matters including dates, names,
nature of contact, subject matter and the outcome of any discussion.
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Generally Business Contacts require a lesser standard of documentation, while third-party
lobbyists have a higher standard.
Integrity in local government processes in other states
In Queensland and New South Wales a number of local governments have introduced policies
to ensure the integrity of the council’s processes with particular focus on planning.
The Rockhampton Regional Council and North Sydney Council are examples of two local
governments in Queensland and NSW who have introduced policies to provide ethical guidance
for councillors and employees to assist with better decision making when dealing with lobbyists,
potential developers, developers and submitters who have made or are intending to lodge a
development application or submission.
The approaches differ however the definitions that apply are similar in nature:
Rockhampton Regional Council (Attachment 5)
Rockhampton
Regional Council
Developer

Development
application
Development
approval
Employee

Lobbyist

Policy Definitions
An applicant for development approval. If the applicant is a body
corporate, the
term includes officer holders and employees of the applicant. If the
applicant is a
partnership, the term includes partners and employees of the
applicant
An application for development that requires assessment against
the provisions of Rockhampton Region Planning Scheme.
A development application approved by Council.
A public sector officer as defined in the Integrity Act 2009.
A local government employee:
(a) the chief executive officer; or
(b) a person holding an appointment under section 196 of the Local
Government Act 2009 and dealing in matters in relation to
developments and development applications
An entity that carries out a lobbying activity for a third party client
or whose employees or contractors carry out a lobbying activity for
a third party client and receives a fee or other reward. However,
none of the following entities is a lobbyist:
(a) a non-profit entity;
(b) an entity constituted to represent the interest of its members
(for example a trade union);
(c) members of trade delegations visiting Queensland;
(d) an entity carrying out incidental lobbying activities (for example
businesses providing architectural services, engineering services,
legal services, or accounting services); or
(e) an entity carrying out a lobbyist activity only for the purpose of
representing the entity’s own interests.
Refer to the Integrity Act 2009 for further information regarding
lobbyist and lobbying activities
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Lobbying activity

As defined in the Integrity Act 2009, contact with a government
representative in an
effort to influence state or local government decision-making,
including:
(a) the making or amendment of legislation;
(b) the development or amendment of a government policy or
program;
(c) the awarding of a government contract or grant;
(d) the allocation of funding; and
(e) the making of a decision about planning or giving of a
development approval under the Planning Act 2016.

Submitter

As defined in the Planning Act 2016
. Submitter, for a development application or change application,
a person who makes a properly made submission about the
application
An entity that is not a registered lobbyist.

Unregistered
lobbyists
Policy Statement

The Rockhampton Regional Council policy on Councillor and Employee Contact with Lobbyists,
Developers and Submitters (Attachment 5) states:
“Free and open access to Councillors, employees and Council itself is vital to efficient
and effective local government.
Lobbyists, developers and submitters seek access to Councillors or employees to discuss
potential and existing development applications and other projects. The public has a clear
expectation that such contact is carried out ethically and transparently.
Council aims to ensure all decisions are legal, ethical and impartial. Such principles are reflected
in Section 4 of the Local Government Act 2009 (i.e. the “local government principles”) and Section
12 of the Local Government Act 2009 (Responsibilities of Councillors).
The policy separates the contact into two categories stating:
1) Meeting or Exchanging other Communication with Potential Developers and Lobbyists
(where no proposal presently before Council)
Councillors or employees may encourage responsible and appropriate development in Council’s
area. Councillors or employees should not feel inhibited, in any communications, with potential
developers and lobbyists (for a potential development), in promoting the benefits of developing
in Council’s local government area.
However, in dealings with potential developers and lobbyists (for a potential development),
Councillors and employees:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Can provide general information on the application process but cannot give definitive
advice about the chances of success;
Should suggest that the developer or lobbyist seeks independent professional advice;
If applicable, must encourage potential development applicants and lobbyists to seek
preliminary advice on their proposal by utilising the established process for pre-lodgement
meetings with Council employees; and
Must state that any opinions expressed by the Councillor or employee are personal and do
not in any way represent the Council’s possible attitude to the potential application.
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Similarly, in relation to potential submitters to a development application, Councillors and
employees should not feel inhibited about discussing what is publicly known about a potential
development application. Councillors and employees:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Can provide general information on the application process but cannot give definitive
advice about the chances of success;
Should suggest that the submitter seeks independent professional advice; and
Must state that any opinions expressed by the Councillor or relevant employee are personal
and do not in any way represent the Council’s possible attitude to the potential application.

In all exchanges of communication with a lobbyist (for a potential development), Councillors and
employees must keep and maintain a written record. This written record must detail, as a
minimum, the date and time of the exchange, the format of the exchange (for example, face to
face meeting, telephone call, exchange of emails or exchange of correspondence), a summary
of the matters raised with the Councillor or relevant employee and a summary of the Councillor’s
or relevant employee’s response.
2) Meetings (after a development application has been lodged)
If a Councillor or employee engages in telephone discussions, email or other correspondence
exchange with a developer, lobbyist or submitter (where they are seeking the Councillor’s or
employee’s support or opposition, as the case may be, to a development application), any such
response from the Councillor or employee shall include the following statements:
(a)
(b)

That any opinions expressed by the Councillor or employee are personal and do not in any
way represent the Council’s possible attitude to the development application;
In relation to Council’s possible decision on the application, that the Councillor’s or
employee’s principal obligation is to serve the public interest by ensuring that his/her
decision is:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(c)

Consistent with planning legislation, Council’s planning scheme and policies;
Made after having appropriate regard to any Council employee’s (or Council
appointed consultant’s) advice; and
Not influenced by any other irrelevant or inappropriate consideration; and

Councillors and employees shall keep a written record of any such communications.

This written record shall detail, as a minimum, the date and time of the exchange, the format of
the exchange (for example, telephone call, exchange of emails or exchange of correspondence),
a summary of the matters raised with the Councillor/employee and a summary of the
Councillor’s/employee’s response.
3) Recordkeeping
The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for maintaining a record of all contact with registered
and unregistered lobbyists for reporting to the Integrity Commissioner. Council must retain the
record of contacts for the period specified within the Queensland State Archives General
Retention and Disposal Schedule.
For contact involving registered lobbyists, the details recorded on the Contact with a Registered
Lobbyist Form, are summarised on the Register of Contact with Lobbyists. Council must maintain
the Register of Contact with Lobbyists which is submitted to the Office of the Integrity
Commissioner upon request. This is done on an irregular basis.
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North Sydney Council policy
The North Sydney Council Lobbying Policy states that it is in the public interest that lobbying is
fair and does not undermine public confidence in impartial decision-making. It notes the actions
of council officials when lobbied must reduce the likelihood of perceptions of corrupt or
inappropriate conduct and comply with appropriate probity principles.
Council Officials
Inappropriate or unlawful
conduct
Lobbying

Lobbyist

Lobbyist Register

includes Councillors, members of staff at the local government and
citizen members of workings groups.
on the part of someone lobbying a Council Official usually involves an
attempt to obtain preferential consideration or treatment based on
factors other than the merits of a matter.
is defined as representations made to a Council Official either by an
individual or group with a direct interest in a matter; or by an advocate
acting
on behalf of others.
is any person, body corporate, unincorporated association,
partnership or firm whose business includes being contracted or
engaged to
represent the interests of a third part, but does not include:
a) applicants or owners for a development application;
b) elected precinct representatives;
c) charitable, religious and non-profit organisations;
d) individuals making representations to inform the Council of their
views
on matters of public interest;
e) peak industry bodies and professional organisations who represent
the
interests of their members;
f) trade unions;
g) professionals, such as accountants, architects, lawyers, surveyors
and town planners, where contact with Council on behalf of a client may
be an incidental but necessary part of their usual work in order to
provide their technical or professional services to their client.
- is a system of registering lobbyists as defined in this Policy for the
purposes of transparency.

The North Sydney policy (Attachment 6) defines:
Improper Conduct as - Attempts at inappropriate or unlawful conduct on the part of someone
lobbying a Councillor or employee may constitute corrupt conduct. Any attempts made that you
believe to fall within the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) Act 1988 definition
of corrupt conduct must be reported in accordance with the internal reporting policy for corrupt
conduct, maladministration and waste.
The North Sydney policy states:
Councillors and employees must avoid conduct during the lobbying process that would be
considered inappropriate. Examples of inappropriate conduct include:
a)
b)

c)
d)

accepting undisclosed payments or benefits whilst making a decision that affects the gift
giver’s interests;
accepting a political donation in return for the favourable exercise of discretion during
decision-making. Ideally, councillors should keep the lobbying and fundraising activities in
which they are involved quite separate to avoid even the perception that a political donation
could influence their decision-making;
granting or facilitating access to a particular individual or group while unreasonably denying
similar access requested by another party;
fettering discretion by giving undertakings in any form, to an interested party prior to
considering all the information relevant to a decision;
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e)
f)
g)
h)

Councillors are under a particular obligation to give real and open consideration to all
mandated matters when dealing with statutory powers such as those contained within the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the Local Government Act 1993;
acting in a manner that exceeds the role of a Councillor or employee as a result of being
lobbied;
disclosing confidential information or information not in the public domain whilst being
lobbied;
being influenced by factors that are irrelevant to the merits of the matter under
consideration

Transparency - Councillors and employees should exercise judgement when deciding whether
to be involved in private meetings with people seeking to influence a council decision.
Suspicions of inappropriate lobbying can occur when lobbying is not open to public
scrutiny. Regardless of whether such suspicions are justified, they still have the potential to
undermine public confidence in council decision-making and adversely affect a person’s
reputation.
Transparency is a useful means of governing accountability and perceptions of fairness in
lobbying processes. There are a number of ways Councillors and employees can help ensure
transparency whilst being lobbied.
These include:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

j)

ensuring that lobbyists are registered on Council’s Lobbyist Register and publishing the
details on Council’s website;
documenting meetings and significant telephone conversations with lobbyists,
development proponents, supporters and objectors and providing a copy to the CEO prior
to any subsequent Council meeting where the matter may be reported;
documenting meetings and significant telephone conversations with lobbyists, proponents,
supporters and objectors to other matters being considered by Council and providing a
copy to the CEO prior to any subsequent Council meeting where the matter may be
reported;
generally conducting meetings in official locations such as council premises;
having other people present during meetings;
asking people who have requested a meeting to put their arguments in writing;
Inviting applicants, supporters or objectors and lobbyists who have approached them for
a meeting to discuss a significant development to write to council seeking a meeting with
all councillors and relevant staff.
not discussing or negotiating on an individual basis, any possible compensatory conditions
or other development related matters. All such issues must be referred to the appropriate
director or General Manager for proper consideration and assessment;
providing copies of information presented during lobbying meetings to council officers for
consideration and assessment, distributing to other Councillors and filing as part of
Council’s records prior to any subsequent Council meeting where the matter may be
reported;
providing copies to the appropriate Director or CEO, of emails and correspondence to and
from parties to a development application or other significant matter, prior to any
subsequent Council meeting where the matter may be reported;

k)

employees documenting and notifying their manager about lobbying to them that is not part
of Council’s formal processes;
l) Councillors and staff making a declaration at a council meeting about lobbying to them that is
not part of Council’s formal processes.
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Recent JDAP decisions in the Town of Cambridge
Development

First
Prelodgement
Meeting

No
of
Prelodgement
Meetings and
contacts

Prelodgement
actions

Wembley
hotel site

26/3/2015

10 including
presentation
to 2 xTPSRC
No records
kept of
presentation
to councillors
at TPSRC
no records

Scheme
Amendment
33 – made
land
zoned
carpark into
urban

Rowe Group

Abbotsford
Hospital

Rosslyn St

Nov 2014 TPG

6/3/2018

80

Planning
Solutions

Selby
Daycare

Brookdale
Daycare

St

Planning
Solutions

4/12/17
Rowe Group

Scheme
amendment
30 – Feb 2015
for “additional
use” changed
development
height from 2
storeys to 6
storeys
Closure
of
Harms Lane
Advertised
over
Christmas
period

Lodgement
of DA

Community
advised
of
JDAP
application
advertising

JDAP

21/6/2018

6 August 2018
for 21 days
until 28 August
2018

10 Oct 2018

Value $11M
6 storeys

24 objections

6/3/2019
Value $22M
10-12
storeys
5/10/2018
$2.1M

Not all records
but at least 56

Drop off bay in
verge

07/03/18
$2.1M

19 April 2019
for 28 days
until 17 May
2019
25 objections

19 June 2019

26
October
2018 for 21
days to 16
November
2018

21/1/19
refused
SAT mediation
29/5/19
JDAP
Condition
2
required use of
TOC
infrastructure
officer’s
statutory
delegation to
extend median
island
17/7/18
refused

11 April 2018
for 21 days
until
2 May 2018
13 out of 14
objections
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The JDAP table shows the variety of decisions associated with the development that preceded
or facilitated the development application. The shaded area shows the time that the community
became aware of the proposed development application. There is usually a short time frame
between the lodgement of the JDAP development application and the JDAP decision and this
leads to a lack of trust by the community in the process.
ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS:
LEGAL:
The Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law 2019 states:
“3.13 Motions of which notice has been given
(2)

Unless the Act, Regulations or this local law otherwise provide, a Member may raise at
a meeting such business as they consider appropriate, in the form of a motion, of which
notice has been given in writing to the CEO at least four (4) clear days before the meeting
at which the motion is to be moved. A notice of motion is to directly relate to the good
government or welfare of persons in the district.

(2)

The CEO –
1.
2.
3.

with the concurrence of the Mayor, may exclude from the notice paper any notice of
motion deemed to be out of order; or
may initiate such amendments to the form but not the substance thereof as will bring
the notice of motion into due form; and
may, if time permits, not less than 24 hours prior to the meeting, send to each Member
a report providing relevant and material facts and circumstances pertaining to the
notice of motion on such matters as policy, budget and law, or for more complex issues,
recommending that the matter be deferred to a later meeting to enable a report to be
prepared.

Principle:
The CEO is of the strong view that principle being sought to be addressed in this matter is an
assurance of ‘Integrity’ – which everyone would agree, is “non-negotiable”. Accordingly, it is
appropriate that this matter be carefully reviewed and addressed so that it is clear to everyone
as to what is expected and required of the Town's employees and also what is expected of the
Elected Members.
It is important to place on record that the CEO is not aware of any issues that question the
integrity of any person – either an employee or Elected Members.
Integrity:
The CEO is also of the strong view that he and the other officers who meet with developers or
anyone else conducting business with the Town, demonstrate the highest integrity, honesty and
professionalism in all dealings. This is carried out in an objective, unbiased and impartial manner
and in accordance with the Town of Cambridge Code of Conduct for Employees.
Current Policies:
The Council currently has two (2) policies relating to contact with Developers, namely:
Policy NO 033 – ‘Developer Contact with Planning Staff’; and Policy No: 039 – ‘Elected member
Relationship with Developers’.
The CEO is of the view that these Policies may need to be reviewed, as part of this process.
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WA Local Government Developer Contact Policies:
Whilst in the Eastern states, Developer Contact Registers are used by some local governments,
the CEO is not aware of any other local governments in WA who make their Contact Register
available to the public.
In June 2015, the City of Vincent adopted a Policy - ‘Council Member Contact with Developers’,
however, this is only applicable to Council Members and not the employees.
The Vincent Policy applies to all “Prescribed Contact” between Council Members and
developers. This Policy provides guidance on the recording of Prescribed Contact between
Council Members and developers, to assist in compliance with the City’s Code of Conduct (2013),
particularly clauses 2.8 (Development Decisions) and 2.9.3 (Transparency).
The policy requires Council Members to record, within 10 days every instance of ‘Prescribed
Contact with a developer by noting the following:
• Developer’s name
• Date and time of contact
• Type of contact
• Property or properties within the City of Vincent to which the contact related
• Nature of the issue covered.
Previous Town Practices:
It has been suggested that the procedures and processes previously existing within the
Administration may not have been strictly followed in the past, including compliance with the
Council Policy No: 033 – ‘Developer Contact with Planning Staff Policy’. Whilst it is acknowledged
that this may have occurred in the past, in some cases, the CEO is of the view that the current
processes and procedures are being carried out strictly in accordance with Council Policy No:
033 and also in compliance with the Town of Cambridge Recordkeeping Plan and Policy and the
Town of Cambridge code of Conduct for Employees.
Current Processes and Procedures by the Town’s Planning Officers:
The Town's Planning staff currently comply with the Town’s Record Keeping Plan and maintain
a Contact Register as required by Policy No: 033.
Contact Register:
Policy 033 applies to ‘planning staff’ and applies to contact with developers in relation to
development applications with a value equal to or greater than $3.5 million or the submission of
a Responsible Authority Report to the Development Assessment Panel. The Contact Register is
maintained for such development, but also used by planning staff to register ‘pre-lodgement’
contact for developments anticipated to have a value greater than $3.5 million.
In addition to the Contact Register, standard record keeping of resident engagement and contact
from other parties occurs under the Town’s Record Keeping Plan and associated procedures.
Generally this information isn’t detailed in the ‘Contact Register’ as it is not required to by Policy
033. As general comment, the maintenance of a Contact Register duplicates the standard record
keeping obligations of the Town and does impact on administrative resources. The Contact
Register is summarised information of emails, meeting notes, phone calls and this information
has to be reviewed for public dissemination and included in reporting on the development
proposal. Careful consideration needs to be given to how the Town can efficiently manage a
Contact Register if its scope is to be increased, as proposed by the Motion.
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Scope of Motion:
To achieve the best possible outcome, there needs to be considerable refinement/clarification of
the scope of the requested policy. For instance:
1.

There is no criteria to the scope of the Policy to distinguish from ‘minor’ and ‘major’
development. As currently drafted, the Motion would capture all non-residential
development considered by the Town, including:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Changes of use for commercial, entertainment, retail etc
Internal fit outs, alterations and renovations
New build.

2.

Applying the Policy to all non-residential development could be seen to be contrary
to the Town’s commitment to support small business, specifically the commitment to
‘take reasonable action to limit necessary administrative burdens on small business,’
(Small Business Friendly Local Government Charter, cl. 3). For a change of use to
café proposal, a proponent may need a development approval, building permit,
alfresco dining permit and verge permit. This would involve interactions with four
business areas of the Town. The administrative obligations of the proposed Motion
on both the small business and the Town is considered disproportionate.

3.

A desktop review of development applications, proposals, strategic planning
enquiries and building permit applications for ‘non-residential development’ for the
period 1 July 2019 to 17 June 2021 show the following numbers:

Category
Building Permits (applications and queries)
Development applications
Development and duty planner queries (estimate and only includes
diarised appointments, not random phone queries)
Strategic planning applications
Strategic planning related proposals
Total*

Number
76
73
36
2
12
199

*Other meetings relating to other permits and approvals not included (eg. road reserve works,
health and food registration type permits etc).
During the course of assessment, each application or proposal could include a
number of meetings. There is concern that, as currently drafted, the broad scope of
the Motion will place considerable administrative burden on both the applicant and
Town.
4.

It is acknowledged that Residential development applications are excluded. This
would exclude multiple dwelling apartment developments such as the Treehouse
development in Parkside Walk, Jolimont. Communication with the developer for this
development was recorded under existing Policy 033 so it would appear that
excluding this development is not the intention of the Motion.
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Pre-lodgement as established part of process:
Pre-lodgement consultation is an established part of the development approval and planning
process. The reasons for the consultation are generally:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To clarify and establish the planning framework that applies to the proposal;
To clarify the process, consultation and timeframes for assessment, as relevant to that
local government;
To clarify what information and justification would be necessary to accompany the
proposal, particularly where a discretionary decision is sought;
Where the framework is discretionary, to gain an understanding of the key matters
affecting the proposal and how these may impact on the likelihood of approval or
otherwise.

Despite many promises by successive governments to ‘streamline and simplify’ the planning
framework, if anything the framework has become more layered and complicated. Whilst
planning documents are readily available for proponents to view, there are many interpretation
and interrelationship matters that cannot be expected to be understood and addressed without
some form of communication and exploratory discussion with the approving and/or assessing
authority.
The Town’s planning staff provide a customer service role in assisting all affected by and involved
in the planning framework, as well as undertaking an assessment role for the Town. Customer
service is provided by offering meetings, phone calls, response to emails and through the Duty
Planning Appointment system. The consultation is undertaken professionally and in accordance
with the Town’s Code of Conduct, which has various clauses pertaining to the professional,
honest and integral conduct of Town employees. These obligations remain with the staff in their
subsequent reporting and assessment of proposals, whether that be to senior approving staff
with delegated power, or to the Council. In addition, a number of senior planning staff are
members of the Planning Institute of Australia, with their membership dependent upon upholding
PIA’s Code of Professional Conduct.
Town of Cambridge Code of Conduct for Employees:
The Town’s staff strictly comply with the Town of Cambridge Code of Conduct, in particular with
Clause 9.8, which states:
“9.8

Contact with Developers

(1)

Local government employees must ensure development decisions are made in
accordance with legislative requirements and the Town's relevant administrative practices
and requirements.

(2)

Dealings with applicants and consideration of assessment of development applications
must be open and transparent to prevent accusations or perceptions of improper conduct,
preferential treatment or bias.”

It should be noted that the Code also strictly prohibits any employee from accepting any gift.
Recommended Process:
The CEO is of the view that a collaborative approach needs to be taken in this matter to achieve
the best outcome, which addresses any concerns of the Council and/or Elected Members, whilst
at the same time ensuring that any policy is workable and does not require unnecessary
resources or becomes unworkable.
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The matter needs to be considered in the following context:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What are the Objectives to be achieved?
What are the Risk factors to be considered and addressed?
What are the resource implications – staff, time, costs etc?
Should the Contact Register be introduced and maintained for all development applications
and apply to all Town employees?
If the Contact Register is to made available to the public, in what form should this occur?
(e g Public register, hard copy Register)
How often will the Register be updated for public inspection, who will be responsible, how
will privacy and commercial in confidence information be handled?
What process should be followed to achieve the best outcome for all?

COMMENT:
The CEO is of the view that this can best be achieved if there is input into the formulation from
Elected Member and staff and all issues, such as Risk factors, resource implications, commercial
and privacy factors, are fully canvassed and addressed. This could possibly be achieved by
discussion of a Draft Policy at an Elected Member forum and thereafter reporting to the Council
in August 2021 for consideration and determination.
Council Meeting 22 June 2021
Mayor Shannon did not move her motion and stated that she has decided to create a policy which
she intends putting to the next meeting.
In accordance with clause 3.13(4)(a) of the Town of Cambridge Meeting Procedures Local Law
2019, the motion therefore lapses.
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13.

QUESTIONS OF WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN
Questions submitted by Mayor Shannon
Noting the Town’s consultant Mr Evan Williams, Director at Porter Consulting Engineers in
his report dated 31 May 2018 stated:
“The service intersection is 20m south of the Give Way controlled left turn lane at the
intersection of Brookdale St/Oceanic Drive/Howtree Place.
Drivers making a left turn from Oceanic Drive westbound onto Brookdale Street southbound
will be looking to their right to view gaps in oncoming traffic from that direction in order to
enter Brookdale Street. The 20 metres separation distance to the service road access
offers limited opportunity for drivers exiting the services road and drivers entering the
Brookdale Street to view and avoid conflict. Austroads recommends a minimum separation
distance of 65 metres.
In addition Austroads recommends the functional area of an intersection to be 70 metres
and no access should be provided within that distance.
Furthermore, Main Roads WA Driveway policy indicates that driveway access should not
be located within 25 metres downstream of the tangent point or the MRS line, whichever is
the greater distance from the signals.
During peak periods drivers desiring to make right turn exit from the service road
intersection onto Brookdale Street northbound must contend with the two lanes of queuing
on Brookdale Street from the traffic signals. The Service road access is approximately 30
metres from the northbound lanes hold line at the traffic signals. The distance of 30 metres
will typically accommodate a queue of 4 vehicles and during peak traffic periods the length
of the northbound queuing on Brookdale Street will exceed 4 vehicles.
Drivers desiring to enter the Service Road by right turn from the northbound Brookdale
Street carriageway must content with restricted sightlines arising vehicles in front of them
in the same lane. Those vehicles will restrict driver’s sightline toward vehicles making the
right turn from Oceanic Drive eastbound right turn pocket onto Brookdale Street
southbound. The available sightline distance is estimated at 45 metres. The posted speed
limit on Brookdale is 60km/h. Austroads recommends a minimum stopping sight distance
of 73metres for 60km/h.
Aerial imagery by Nearmap has recorded vehicles parking on either side in parallel along
the Service Road. It is not clear which dwellings the parked vehicles relate to and if they
are limited to only Lots 2, 3 and 385. Assessment of parking impacts affecting the adjacent
dwellings is recommended as continuation of parallel parking on the Service Road in
conjunction wth the proposed Child Care parking will be in conflict. “
Noting the 3 hour drop off window proposed by Transcore was inconsistent with the drop
off window accepted by the JDAP in its recent decision at 29-33 Northwood Street, West
Leederville which suggested 74% of arrivals (AM Peak) will occur between 7.30-9am and
the PM peak will be 4-6pm, and the dwell time of 6mins per child proposed by Transcore
was also inconsistent with the accepted dwell rate in the Northwood St application of
10.5mins.
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Question 1
Prior to 20 April 2021, had the Town undertaken a traffic safety impact assessment of the
service road and intersection which had considered whether the increased traffic volume
generated by the proposed day care centre at the site at 130-132 Brookdale Street Floreat
would be safely accommodated by the existing road network, in particular
(a)
(b)
(c)

Whether the intersection or sections of the road would be adversely affected?
have an impact on the generation of traffic in low volume residential roads?
ensure the safety of the intersection and related service road despite the daycare
centre development?

Administration Response:
An internal assessment of the Applicant’s traffic impact statement (Transcore February
2018) conducted on Thursday, 8 March 2018 raised concerns relating to the following:
1.

The Traffic impact statement has not addressed the following:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The significant increase of vehicle movements on the service road;
1.
Currently no more than 20 Vehicles per day ;
2.
Under this proposal the service road would see an increase greater
than 10%;
The movement of the nearest intersection Oceanic and Brookdale;
Service Vehicles manoeuvrability on site;
Safety concerns around the access and egress of the service road/ Brookdale
and the parking bays (a lot of conflict points); and
Would like to see further investigation of how this intersection would perform
with the increase in vehicle movement and any potential effect on the Level
Of Service (LOS) at the adjacent intersection Oceanic/Howtree.

An external assessment, organised by the Town, of the Applicant’s traffic impact statement
was undertaken in May 2018 and advised of safety issues with the service road being
utilised by the proposed Daycare Centre. The main points indicated were:
1.
2.
3.

A significant increase in vehicle numbers compared to its current use;
This likely to be during peak traffic times, and
The proximity to the signalised intersection.

An internal assessment of additional information provided by the Applicant in late 2018
identified that the additional traffic generation should not have a significantly noticeable
effect on the signalised intersection. And that closure of the Brookdale Street median island
will minimise traffic impact. An external assessment of this comment was in agreeance.
Question 2
Has the Town undertaken a traffic safety impact assessment as to whether the extension
of the median island will impact traffic, in particular:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Whether the intersection or sections of the road would be adversely affected?
have an impact on the generation of traffic in low volume residential roads?
ensure the safety of the intersection and related service road with the day care
centre development?
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Administration Response:
An internal assessment of additional information provided by the Applicant in late 2018
identified that the additional traffic generation should not have a significantly noticeable
effect on the signalised intersection. And that closure of the Brookdale Street median island
will minimise traffic impact. An external assessment conducted by Porter Engineering was
in agreeance with this comment.
A Road Safety Audit in May 2013 on the Brookdale Street and Oceanic Drive intersection
recommended closing the median island along Brookdale Street. This would limit property
access to left in left out only and mitigate rear end and side swipe type crashes thus
improving road safety.
An option for a full median closure was recommended by Main Roads WA as it would
prohibit U-turn movement thus increasing road safety.
Question 3
Has the Town obtained recommendations from a road engineer on modifications to the
intersection layout which should be undertaken to ameliorate the increased safety risk
caused by the increased traffic volume generated by the proposed day care centre, in order
to ensure the safety of the intersection and service road?
Administration Response:
An internal assessment of additional information provided by the Applicant in late 2018
identified that the additional traffic generation should not have a significantly noticeable
effect on the signalised intersection.
Question 4
Prior to 20 April 2021 has the CEO, any elected member or staff member been contacted
by Greg Rowe or any person employed by Rowe and Associates, the developer’s lawyer
Linda Rowley or any other person acting for the proponent in relation to the need for
approval of the proposed extension of the median strip on Brookdale Street, Floreat? If so
please advise with whom, the date of contact, form of contact and substance of
communication.
Administration Response:
27 February 2020 – Email received from Rowe Group sent to the Coordinator Infrastructure
Design (CID) – Rowe Group requesting information on the process for clearing condition 5
‘closure of the median island’. CID responded by email advising Rowe Group of a letter
from the local residents lawyers and the matter will be deferred.
3 March 2020 – Rowe Group emailed Manager Technical Services and Works requesting
a copy of the lawyer’s letter. Manager Technical Services and Works denied the request.
At 2.45pm on 17 March 2020 the CEO received a phone call from Mr Greg Rowe of the
Rowe Group.
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The CEO’s documented recording of the phone call reveals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mr Rowe was enquiring about the process relating to the JDAP condition concerning
road modifications to the median island in Brookdale Street Floreat.
Mr Rowe stated that his client had sent two (2) emails to the Town of Cambridge
seeking details as to how the proposed road works will be treated.
The CEO stated he had not seen the emails.
Mr Rowe stated he would send the emails - which had been sent to Mr Peter Foxcroftformer Manager Technical Services and Works on 3 March and 27 February 2020and stated no clear response had been received.
The CEO stated he would look into the matter and will advise him, once details are
known. Stated that a report will be submitted to the April 2020 Council meeting.

The phone call ceased at 2.50pm.
At 3.52pm on 17 March 2020 the CEO received an email from Mr Greg Rowe of the Rowe
Group, as follows:
“Mr Giorgi,
Thank you for returning my telephone message today in regard to the above. Your updated
advice as to how this matter is progressing is appreciated and we will convey to our client.
As requested, please find attached copies of the only two (2) correspondences we have
submitted to the Town since the date of the JDAP. Both emails have been submitted by
our Mr Nathan Stewart to your Mr Peter Foxcroft. Please refer attached
Await your further advices.
Regards
Greg Rowe
Principal and Managing Director (MAIPM)”

At 4.32pm on 17 March 2020 the CEO forwarded the email from Mr Greg Rowe of the
Rowe Group to the Director Infrastructure and Works Mr K Hincks, for action and copied
the email to the Manager Strategic Planning- Mr B Cammell and Manager Statutory
Planning- Ms J Heyes, together with the attached two (2) emails (which had been sent to
Mr Peter Foxcroft- former Manager Technical Services and Works on 3 March and 27
February 2020).
20 March 2020 – Director Infrastructure and Works emailed Rowe Group explaining the
process and that Rowe Group had to obtain effected residents permission to close the
median island as per the Town’s delegated authority 1.2.20 Private Works on, over Public
Places.
25 March 2020 – Rowe Group emailed Senior Planning Officer requesting assistance on
how to progress the matter and requested the effected residents addresses. Senior
Planning Officer denied the request.
25 March 2020 – Director Infrastructure and Works emailed Rowe Group explaining why
the Town cannot release the lawyer’s letter and residents names.
3 April 2020 – Rowe Group emailed the Town requesting an amendment to Condition 5.
9 June 2020 – Coordinator Statutory Planning emailed Rowe Group summarising the main
concerns to the Condition 5 amendment.
The CEO is not aware if any Elected Members have been contacted by Mr Greg Rowe or
any person employed by Rowe and Associates, the developer’s lawyer Linda Rowley or
any other person acting for the proponent.
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14.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS

PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Meeting Behind Closed Doors
Moved by Cr McKerracher, seconded by Cr Barlow
That the following matters be regarded as confidential in accordance with Section 5.23 of
the Local Government Act 1995.
Procedural Motion put and CARRIED
For:
Against:

(6/2)

Crs Barlow, Bradley, Everett, Fredericks, McKerracher and Mack
Mayor Shannon and Cr Timmermanis

At 8.51 pm, the Mayor requested all persons other than Elected Members and Council Officers
to leave the Council Chamber.
14.1

MARKET RENT REVIEWS - CITY BEACH PRECINCT

REASON FOR CONFIDENTIALITY:
This report is CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with Section 5.23(2) of the Local Government Act
1995 which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the following
reasons:
(e)

a matter that if disclosed, would reveal (i)
a trade secret;
(ii) Information that has a commercial value to a person; or
(iii) Information about the business, professional, commercial or financial affairs of a
person.

Elected Members are reminded that they are to ensure the information remains CONFIDENTIAL
and should not disclose the content of this report to any other person. To do so would be an
improper use of information under s.5.93 of the Local Government Act 1995.
COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That Council APPROVES the Confidential Recommendation, as outlined in the
Confidential Report.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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14.2

INDEPENDENT WORKPLACE CULTURE INVESTIGATION REPORT

REASON FOR CONFIDENTIALITY
This report is CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with Section 5.23(2) of the Local Government Act
1995 which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the following
reasons:
(a)

a matter affecting an employee or employees; and

(d)

legal advice obtained, or which may be obtained, by the local government and which
relates to a matter to be discussed at the meeting;

(e)

a matter that if disclosed, would reveal (iii)

information about the business, professional, commercial or financial affairs of a
person,

Elected Members are reminded that they are to ensure the information remains CONFIDENTIAL
and should not disclose the content of this report to any other person. To do so would be an
improper use of information under s.5.93 of the Local Government Act 1995.
Impartiality Interest Declaration – Cr McKerracher
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Timmermanis disclosed an interest affecting impartiality and
declared as follows: “with regard to Confidential Item 14.2, I declare that I have an association with
a person who works for the service provider mentioned in clause 1.2 of the recommendation. The
association is a personal one involving socialising from time to time. As a consequence, there may
be a perception that my impartiality on the matter may be affected. I declare that I will consider this
matter on its merits and vote accordingly.”
Impartiality Interest Declaration – Cr Timmermanis
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Timmermanis disclosed an interest affecting impartiality and
declared as follows: “with regard to Confidential Item 14.2, I declare that I have very occasional
social interaction with the service provider mentioned in clause 1.2 and 2.1 of the recommendation.
The association is a personal one involving socialising from time to time. As a consequence, here
may be a perception that my impartiality on the matter may be affected. I declare that I will consider
this matter on its merits and vote accordingly.”
COUNCIL DECISION:
Moved by Cr Bradley, seconded by Cr Timmermanis
That Council APPROVES the Confidential Recommendation, as amended, as outlined in
the Confidential Report.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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14.3

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE AUTHORISED INQUIRY REPORT INDEPENDENT
GOVERNANCE
REVIEW
REPORT
IMPLEMENTATION
OF
RECOMMENDATIONS –- PROGRESS REPORT NO: 2

REASON FOR CONFIDENTIALITY:
This report is CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with Section 5.23(2) of the Local Government Act
1995, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the following:
(a)

a matter affecting an employee or employees; and

(d)

legal advice obtained, or which may be obtained, by the local government and which relates
to a matter to be discussed at the meeting;

(e)

a matter that if disclosed, would reveal (iii)

information about the business, professional, commercial or financial affairs of a
person.

Elected Members are reminded that they are to ensure the information remains CONFIDENTIAL
and should not disclose the content of this report to any other person. To do so would be an
improper use of information under s.5.93 of the Local Government Act 1995.
COUNCIL DECISION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Mack
That Council APPROVES the Confidential Recommendation, as amended, as outlined in
the Confidential Report.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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14.4

LOT 2 MCCLEMANS ROAD, MOUNT CLAREMONT

REASON FOR CONFIDENTIALITY:
This report is CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with Section 5.23(2) of the Local Government Act
1995 which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the following
reason:
(d)
(e)

legal advice obtained, or which may be obtained, by the local government and which relates
to a matter to be discussed at the meeting;
a matter that if disclosed, would reveal (iii)

information about the business, professional, commercial or financial affairs of a
person.

Elected Members are reminded that they are to ensure the information remains CONFIDENTIAL
and should not disclose the content of this report to any other person. To do so would be an
improper use of information under s.5.93 of the Local Government Act 1995.
Proximity Interest Declaration – Cr Everett
Prior to consideration of the item, Cr Everett, in accordance with Section 5.65 of the Local
Government Act 1995, declared a proximity interest in this matter and declared “I am presently
receiving advice with respect to the type of declaration I may or may not be required to make
concerning a potential proximity interest related to a closely associated person. Until I receive
such advice and have satisfied myself as to the declaration required, I will excuse myself from
this meeting on the basis of a potential proximity interest.”
Cr Everett departed the meeting at 8.59 pm.
COUNCIL DECISION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Bradley
That Council APPROVES the Confidential Recommendation, as amended, as outlined in
the Confidential Report.
Motion put and CARRIED
(7/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology and Cr Everett was out of the meeting as he had disclosed
a proximity interest)
Cr Everett returned to the meeting at 9.34 pm.
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14.5

DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES

REASON FOR CONFIDENTIALITY:
This report is CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with Section 5.23(2) of the Local Government Act
1995, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the following:
(a)

a matter affecting an employee or employees.

Impartiality Interest Declaration – Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Bradley, Everett,
Fredericks, McKerracher, Mack and Timmermanis
Prior to consideration of the item, Mayor Shannon, Crs Barlow, Bradley, Everett, Fredericks,
McKerracher, Mack and Timmermanis disclosed an interest affecting impartiality and declared
as follows: “with regard to Confidential Report 14.5, I disclose that I have an association with a
person mentioned in the report, being a professional association through my role as an elected
member at the Town. As a consequence, there may be a perception that my impartiality on the
matter may be affected. I declare that I will consider this matter on its merits and vote
accordingly.”
Impartiality Interest Declaration – CEO, Mr John Giorgi, JP
Prior to consideration of the item, CEO, Mr John Giorgi, JP disclosed an interest affecting
impartiality and declared as follows: “with regard to Confidential Report 14.5, I disclose that I
have a professional association with a person named in the report. I have not and do not have
any association with the person outside of the workplace.”
COUNCIL DECISION:

(ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATION)

Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr Everett
That Council APPROVES the Confidential Recommendation, as outlined in the
Confidential Report.
Motion put and CARRIED
(8/0) (Unanimous)
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
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PROCEDURAL MOTION:
Moved by Cr Timmermanis, seconded by Cr McKerracher
That Council RESUMES as an open meeting.
Procedural Motion put and CARRIED
(Cr Haddon-Casey was an apology)
15.

(8/0) (Unanimous)

CLOSURE

There being no further business, the Presiding Member Mayor Keri Shannon thanked those
present for their attendance and declared the meeting closed at 10.15 pm, with the following
persons in attendance:
PRESENT:

Mayor Keri Shannon
Cr Kate Barlow
Cr Rod Bradley
Cr Ian Everett
Cr Robert Fredericks
Cr Kate McKerracher
Cr Gary Mack
Cr Andres Timmermanis

Officers:

John Giorgi, JP, Chief Executive Officer

Media:

Nil

Public:

Nil
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